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Abstract 
 
Multilingual semantic linguistic resource is critical for many applications in Natural Language 
Processing (NLP). While, building large-scale lexico-semantic resources manually from scratch 
is extremely expensive, which promoted the applications of automatic extraction or merger algo-
rithms. These algorithms did benefit us in creation of large-scale resources, but introduced many 
kinds of errors as the side effect. For example, Chinese WordNet follows the WordNet structure 
and is generated via several algorithms. This automatic generation of resources introduces many 
kinds of errors such as wrong translation, typos and false mapping between multilingual terms. 
The quality of a linguistic resource influences the performance of the further applications direct-
ly, which means the quality of a linguistic resource should be the higher the better. Thus, finding 
errors is inevitable.  
 
However, till now, there is not any efficient method to find errors from a large-scale and multi-
lingual resource. Validating manually by experts could be a solution, but it is very expensive, 
where the obstacles come from not only the large-scale dataset, but also multilingual. Even 
though crowdsourcing is a method for solving large-scale and tedious task, it is still costly. By 
thinking in this scenario, we plan to find an effective method that can help us finding errors in 
low cost.  
 
We use games as our solution and adopt Universal Knowledge Core (UKC) with respect to Chi-
nese language as our case study. UKC is a multi-layered multilingual lexico-semantic resource 
where a common lexical element from a different language is mapped to a formal concept. In 
this dissertation, we present a non-immersive game named Concept Challenge Game to find the 
errors that exist in English-Chinese lexico-semantic resource. In this game, people will face chal-
lenges in English synsets and have to choose the most appropriate option from the listed Chinese 
synsets. The players are unaware when finding errors in the lexico-semantic resource. Our evalu-
ation shows that people are spending a significant amount of time playing and able to find differ-
ent erroneous mappings. Moreover, we further extended our game to Italian version, the result is 
promising as well, indicating that our game has the ability to figure out errors in multilingual lin-
guistic resources.  
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[game with a purpose, multilingual, lexico-semantic resource, knowledge base, mobile application, trans-
lations] 
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Chapter 1 
 

1 Introduction 

1.1 The Context 
A linguistic resource plays a crucial role in semantic applications such as semantic web, NLP 
and word sense disambiguation. For capturing the semantics, and meanwhile enabling the char-
acteristic of human-readability, a linguistic resource should contain corresponding independent 
natural language representations for every real-world concept and its instances. WordNet, which 
was developed by Princeton University, is such an English linguistic resource and used to be 
treated as a standard. But, since its initial target is an English Electronic Dictionary, and with the 
rapid development of globalization and modern information technologies, a single language lin-
guistic resource becomes hard to meet the requirements of multilingual services. To give an abil-
ity of interoperability access languages, several WordNets were developed by following the Eng-
lish WordNet structure. One of them is MultiWordNet [43] consisting of several European 
languages. While, many language versions of WordNet are not developed yet, and even devel-
oped ones are either cannot be used effectively as they could not achieve critical mass (means 
they cannot achieve the application level) or cannot meet the English WordNet quality. Further-
more, even for the English version, its coverage is often unsatisfiable for performing some do-
main specific tasks.  
 
Towards overcoming the coverage problem, some large-scale and multilingual linguistic re-
sources like YAGO3 [44] were developed. The methodologies for building these large-scale 
multilingual linguistic resources are mainly based on the algorithms of extracting from existing   
resources. That was based upon the booming development of the encyclopaedia Wikipedia1 and 
extraction algorithms. While, the automatic extraction methodology brings to us several draw-
backs as well, for example, the over-reliance on the quantity and quality of existed multilingual 
resources. In reality, there are no existing resources to be extracted in some cultures, and even if 
resources are available, they are still hard to achieve the application level. For instance, in the 
English version of Wikipedia, it contains 4 million entities, yet its Chinese version has less than 
1 million. And since the uneven quality of the linguistic resources and the extraction algorithms, 
more errors are introduced by comparing to the manually created linguistic resources. Universal 
WordNet was created following WordNet structure and extracting data from 200 language edi-
tions of Wikipedia, where accuracy is ranged from 59%- 83% [45]. As we mentioned, the multi-
lingual versions are suffering from the lack of contents according to multilingual resources. 
Some experiments are trying to use machine translation to overcome the issue of lacking existing 
resources, but the quality of translation is questionable. A notable example is BabelNet [46] 
where is a linguistic resource linking Wikipedia encyclopaedic entries to WordNet lexicon au-
tomatically, using statistical machine translation to fill the missing translations for resource-poor 
languages. Its accuracy is close to 70%. 

                                                
1	Wikipedia:	https://www.wikipedia.org/	

2	http://www.yeeyan.org	



 

In Table 1, WordNet and its derivatives are created by human-manually, in which supposed to be 
closed to 100% accuracy. Chinese WordNet [56] was created by a semi-automatic method. They 
extracted some resources to populate the database and then validate by human efforts. The last 
two were created fully automatically, which is large-scale but with relatively low accuracy.  
 

Name Accuracy Coverage Gloss Languages 

WordNet 100% 117,659 Yes 1 

MultiWordNet 100% 57,934 Poor 7 

IndoWordNet 100% 35,000 Yes 17 

EuroWordNet 100% 60,000 Poor 7 

Chinese WordNet 80-90% 117,000 No 2 

Universal WordNet 59%~83% ~117,659*200 No 200 

BabelNet 67%~76% 3032406 Poor 50 
Table 1 The accuracy of some linguistic resources 

As showed in Table 1, the accuracy is decreasing significantly when the data size increasing, 
where because of either automatic or semi-automatic creation methodology. An idea for over-
coming these challenges comes from the success of crowdsourcing [47], which is an approach 
widely used to solve time-consuming and tedious tasks. It collects needed works by soliciting 
contributions from an online community, rather than from traditional employees or experts. Es-
pecially in knowledge collecting and translating aspects [48], crowdsourcing demonstrated its 
advantages by comparing to other methods. Terminology of ‘crowdsourcing’ was firstly indicat-
ed by Jeff Howe in 2006 used to describe a new business model, in which tasks are distributed 
through Internet. Brabham further defined crowdsourcing [49] and created a typology of 
crowdsourcing [50] basing on unsolidified theoretical knowledge of crowdsourcing situation. 
Due to the extraordinary number of Wikipedia contributors, it has been demonstrated that 
crowds can outperform linguists in terms of coverage. The research shows that the ‘wisdom of 
crowds’ based resources are not generally superior to ‘wisdom of linguists’ based resources. 
However, it is worthwhile to note that collaboratively created knowledge sources are strongly 
competitive in linguistic knowledge sources on the majority of datasets [51]. Furthermore, 
crowdsourcing has demonstrated its advantages in the field of translation work, which strength-
ens our confidence that crowdsourcing will be a good solution. For example, Yeeyan2 is the larg-
est community translation site in China with more than 400,000 registered users and 30,000 
community translators. Community translators use their spare time and multilingual skills to 
translate interesting stuff they read on the web and share them with Chinese readers. Wordrefer-
ence3, a free and multilingual online dictionary, uses its forum to discuss and collect words and 
meanings from its users, and those words and meanings will be used for their online dictionaries 

                                                
2	http://www.yeeyan.org	
3	http://www.wordreference.com	
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after verifying by experts or seniors. Duolingo4, a free language study tool, collects language 
translation from its students when they are practicing the language. Other examples like Face-
book5 and Twitter6, crowdsourced language translations of their websites based on their huge 
amount of users. One of the significant challenges of crowdsourcing is how to encourage people 
to contribute, e.g. incentive mechanisms. Generally speaking, the incentive of crowdsourcing in-
cludes Payment, Altruism, Enjoyment, and Reputation, etc. [52] While, Scekic classified it into 
Pay per performance, Quota/Discretionary bonus, Deferred compensation, Relative, etc. [53] 
 
Several works were proposed that adopting crowdsourcing to populate a linguistic resource in 
order to overcome the issues of automatic methods. For example, Universal Knowledge Core 
(UKC)[55]. UKC provides a unified platform to accommodate lexico-semantic resources in mul-
tiple languages. It utilizes synsets from WordNet to generate language elements. The generated 
language elements are then mapped to corresponding lexical elements from different languages 
using concepts. The architecture is language independent and has a multi-layered ontology called 
Concept Core. It consists of numerous multilingual resources called Local Knowledge Core 
(LKC). Each LKC is a copy of UKC restricted to one language. To save effort, Most LKCs were 
bootstrapped with its corresponding existing linguistic resource. For Chinese case, Chinese 
WordNet was imported as bootstrapping. For Italian, MultiWordNet was imported. 

1.2 The Problem 
Since the differences of the creation methodologies, usually, linguistic resources built by expert 
groups manually always have the highest quality, i.e. human-level accuracy. WordNet and many 
domain ontologies are the best examples for manual creation. But, as we mentioned, large-scale 
semantic multilingual linguistic resource is inevitable. These large-scale resources were primari-
ly based on automatic or semi-automatic creation method, which introduced a lot of errors as the 
side effect. Some of them built through extraction algorithm such as DBpedia and YAGO can 
achieve near-human quality [57, 58]. Even though crowdsourcing could be a solution for build-
ing a large-scale linguistic resource, errors still exist either from bootstrapping or crowdsourcing 
itself. For example, in UKC, the bootstrapping of Chinese WordNet brought several kinds of er-
rors. Apparently, the quality of a linguistic resource directly influences the performances of its 
related applications, in which case the quality of a linguistic resource is the higher the better. 
Low quality will cause bad performances of the corresponding applications.  
 
While, because of the dataset of a linguistic resource is extremely huge, keeping the human-level 
quality becomes a nontrivial task. At the initial stage, the maintenance work for a small-scale 
linguistic resource is mainly based on the human effort, which is very costly for a large-scale one 
obviously. Besides, the trend of multilingual also increases the cost of the maintenance work 
significantly. A human validator needs to understand not only the knowledge of linguistic re-
source, but also has to master at least two languages.  Furthermore, according to the errors in lin-
guistic resources are always related to semantic relations and word senses, most kinds of errors 
are hard to detect by machine automatically.  

                                                
4	https://www.duolingo.com	
5	https://www.facebook.com/?sk=translations	
6	https://about.twitter.com/company/translation	



 

 
Maintenance work includes several parts. One of its most important parts is to fix errors on 
which we are focusing. Fixing error has two parts of work, finding and correcting, in which find-
ing is considered the hardest one. Finding errors from millions records and with multilingual 
simultaneously is very costly even by using crowdsourcing. By considering this scenario, we are 
going to look for a low cost way to find errors from a large scale, multilingual linguistic resource 
for a long-term period. The basic contemporary obstacles faced are: 
• Large-scale data size 
• Multilingual data type 
• Multi-type errors 
• A long term maintenance method since dataset is increasing 
• People needs knowledge background of semantic multilingual linguistic resource 
• Low cost 

1.3 The Solution 
In order to further reduce the cost of finding errors in a large-scale multilingual linguistic re-
source, we adopt games as our solution, which derived from the idea named Games with a Pur-
pose (GWAP). The idea of GWAP has been wildly used in many domains such as, Foldit [34], in 
which non-scientists players are salving protein structure prediction problems, ESP game, where 
players are labelling images with words, Page Hunt, which is used to improve search engines. 
And MobiMission [35] is used for geospatial tagging systems. Several previous works with re-
spect to GWAP are tried in order to reduce the cost of the maintenance work, such as Infection  
[36], which is a video game used to validate common sense knowledge in a knowledge base. 
However, these games are mainly based on monolingual aspect and two players. Generally 
speaking, games are helpful for long-term and tedious works. Also, it is in low cost. Furthermore, 
we can design several games to solve multiple kinds of errors.  
 
We selected a representative linguistic resource named UKC, more specifically, Chinese LKC, 
Italian LKC, as our case study.  Because 1), it imported several existing resources as bootstrap-
ping. These resources are either human made or semi human made, which can cover most crea-
tion types. 2), crowdsourcing is the primary creation method. If we use it, we can also know 
whether our game works on crowdsourcing created resources. 3), it is large-scale and multilin-
gual. These features are the contemporary obstacles we faced for maintaining a semantic linguis-
tic resource.  
 
While, since there are multi-type errors in a semantic linguistic resource, one game may not 
enough to figure out them all. According to this, we developed a UKC game framework to max-
imize the reusable components.  After that, we create a serious game named word challenge as 
the first example to validate a knowledge base, which was inspired from English Vocabulary 
Challenge game. This game is mainly focusing on figuring out the wrong mappings of synsets 
between target and source language in a large-scale multilingual knowledge base.  
 
Our evaluation shows that players spend significant amount of time playing the game at a short 
time span. The constraint for the players was the type of the phone they were using to play the 
game. Many participants were unable to play as they owned an iPhone, but the system was de-
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veloped for Android phones. The implementation of the game indicates that the game players 
with very limited linguistic background can also be involved in finding different kinds of error in 
a multilingual lexico-semantic resource which can be a major help while building a high quality 
lexico-semantic resource. We further extended our game to Italian language to verify the per-
formance of the game for the other languages. A promising result shows that our game has the 
ability to find errors for the other languages. 

1.4 Research issues 
Game has been proved effective in solving long-term and tedious tasks, but some issues from 
game perspective need to be worked out as well. Before designing a game, we need to specify 
the error types.  So, at first, we introduce the general error types in a semantic multilingual lin-
guistic resource.  After that, we introduce the challenges in game designing. For example, game 
incentive model, game generation, etc.  
 

1.4.1 Error types  
In general, we consider an error in three aspects, semantic relation, word sense and word form. 
Since we use Chinese language as our case study, the following examples are mainly presenting 
in Chinese.  From WordNet point of view, a concept refers to ‘traveling across’ is represented by 
a word ‘Crossing’, which is named as a synset as well.  As shown in Figure 1, synset ‘Crossing’ 
has two children, ‘Ford, Fording’ and ‘Traversal, Traverse’. And it has a hypernym ‘Travel, 
Traveling, Travelling’.  The behind knowledge is very easy to understand. There are two ways of 
crossing, either ‘the act of crossing a stream or river by wading or in a car or on a horse’ (ford, 
fording) or ‘taking a zigzag path on skis’ (traversal, traverse).  This kind of knowledge is univer-
sal in most of cases, but there are exceptions. In some culture, it might have some problem.   
 
 
 

 
Figure 1 Semantic relations 

l Semantic relation errors 
Semantic relation errors are these relation errors. Figure 2 shows the semantic relation of ‘Bay, 
Embayment’, ‘Bight’ and ‘Gulf’ and also its corresponding Chinese relations. Without consider-
ing the semantic relation, the Chinese part is correct, as ‘Bight’ is ‘海湾’, ‘Gulf’ is  ‘海湾’ and 
‘Bay, Embayment’ is ‘海湾’ as well. But when we take sematic relation in consideration, it is an 
error. ‘海湾’ cannot be itself, we should remove the two children and their relations. We call this 
kind of error as semantic relation error. Semantic relation error has several derivative types.   



 

 
Figure 2 Semantic relations in terms of Chinese and English 

 
l Word sense errors 

 
Figure 3 An example of word sense error 

Word sense errors are these errors related to word senses. Figure 3 is an example of the word 
sense error. In this example, it has two concepts, 3 and 2, and each concept has two language 
representations. The English vocabulary representation (synset) of concept 3 is ‘state capital’, 
Chinese is ‘县政府’. The English synset for concept 2 is ‘stream, watercourse’, Chinese one is 
‘天然水流’. An erroneous case in Chinese LKC inside UKC is concept 3. In this case, the synset 
‘state capital’ in English has the correct gloss in Chinese but the synset ‘县政府’ (county 
government) is an incorrect translation. Furthermore, the sense of the terms in both languages is 
different, since the English term refers to a location, whereas the Chinese counterpart refers to an 
organization.  
 
The previous example is an error of mapping between Chinese and English synsets.  While, a 
synset itself can have several problems also. For example, ‘Not rich enough’ and ‘Partial correct’ 
‘Not rich enough’, used to indicate the coverage of a single synset. For example, for English syn-
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set {hostel, hostelry, inn, lodge, auberge}, its corresponding Chinese synset is {旅社，旅店}. 

While, in reality, Chinese words 旅店、旅馆、旅社、酒店、旅舍、栈房、客栈、客店 are 

used to express this sense commonly. ‘Partial correct’ refers to a part of a synset is not correct. 
For example, English synset {hostel, hostelry, inn, lodge, auberge}, its corresponding Chinese 

synset is {旅社, 旅店, 茶馆}. While, the first two words in this Chinese synset are correct, but the 

last word means teahouse is not correct.  
 
l Word errors 
Word errors refer to the errors related to a word, for instance, ‘Typo’ or ‘Not a word’. Typo is 
easy to understand. ‘Not a word’ refers to some words of a synset are of the correct meaning, but 
not a real word in the language. For instance, the Chinese synset {全体教职员⼯和学⽣}, this 

Chinese means all staff and students, which is correct for this meaning for the synset {school}, 
but, strictly speaking, it is phrase instead of a word.  

1.4.2 Challenges 
We decided to use games as the solution to deal with the long-term maintenance work. While, 
during the game designing and developing, we met three challenges. The first difficulty should 
be Game design and incentive model. We need to design a fun game, which can attract more 
players subsequently. Second, we need to think how to transfer linguistic resource data to game-
like data. The third problem is feedback quality control. The evaluation of the competence of the 
player is inevitable and also how we can validate a linguistic resource from the game feedback. 
In the following of this section, we will briefly introduce how we solve these four issues respec-
tively.   
 
Game design and incentive model 
In GWAP theory, there are several existing game modes based on the agreement method includ-
ing input-agreement, output-agreement, inversion-problem, etc. These methods are mainly used 
to verify unlabeled data and need two players to get an agreement in general. In our case, the re-
quirement is different. Our data needed to validate is harder than the normal case. For example, 
in the ESP game, the task is to label what objects are in an image. The results are mainly concen-
trated in some easy words like human, car, and color, etc. It is very easy to recognize that there is 
a car or woman in an image. But our task is to validate semantic relations, multilingual mappings 
and words, which are hard even for experts. A validator needs to master not only language 
knowledge, but also knowledge base background. Thus, we need to narrow down our agreement 
method rather than using these existing ones. Moreover, since the data in a linguistic resource is 
serious, it is not that funny like pictures or common senses in a game point of view. So, we re-
strict our game into a serious game. To design the first game, we investigated all famous Chinese 
knowledge game types because that an existing popular game mode is easier to be accepted by 
players. Furthermore, in additional to the general incentives of a serious game, we also added 
some competitive incentives like leaderboard, first player claim, etc.  
 
Game-like data generation 



 

After investigation of the existing Chinese knowledge games, we found that the question-answer 
game mode can satisfy our requirements. So, in this part, we need to consider how to transfer 
knowledge base data into game-like data. To solve this, we built a games framework, which can 
generate several types of question-answer pairs. Also, to generate richer data, we integrated 2 
additional databases, WordNet Domains and lemmatized word frequency as shown in Figure 4. 
WordNet domains developed by FBK, and word frequency data was extracted from British Na-
tional Corpus. We use English LKC as questions since it has the best quality. And target Chinese 
LKC, which we need to validate, as the answers. After generation, games framework provides 2 
types of questions, 7 difficulty levels and 4 kinds of option sets.  

 
Figure 4 UKC games framework database 

Feedback quality control 
The collected game feedbacks are used to validate our UKC records as a voting system. The ba-
sic assumption is ‘the most selected answer is the correct answer for a question’.  We adopted 
several algorithms, for example, X square, super majority, relative majority, DS evidential theory, 
etc., by consider different aspects, like probability of each option, user accuracy, etc., to select 
the final result, and the relative majority method shows the potential to generate the best results.  
 
Since it is a voting system, understanding the user actions is inevitable. Questions answered by 
guessing or randomly input will decrease the system performance obviously. Thus, we need to 
evaluate a player’s performance. To improve the feedback quality, we need to filter out these bad 
answers, for example, a player’s accuracy is only 20%, and his answers might be useless. Instead 
of creating a small size gold standard, we use UKC data to judge the correctness directly. The 
Chinese LKC was bootstrapped by Chinese WordNet and its evaluated accuracy is around 80-
90%. While, since our task is approximately distinguish good answers and bad answers rather 
than to specify a player’s exact accuracy, like 32.5%, we think the original data from UKC can 
fulfill our requirement. Furthermore, to further improve the feedback quality, in Concept Chal-
lenge Game, all game elements are designed to let a player to answer questions honestly. For ex-
ample, in the game result, skip honestly is without punishment, but answer wrong by guessing 
will reduce the game score. We also provided two thresholds to filter answers, which are accu-
racy level and honestly level.  
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1.5 Structure of the Thesis 
The following thesis is organized as, in Chapter 2, first, we briefly introduced our case study 
Universal Knowledge Core main structure including natural language core and concept core. Se-
cond, we specifically introduced the natural language core bootstrapping procedure in terms of 
Chinese language. Since we imported Chinese WordNet as bootstrapping, in this chapter, we al-
so introduced all existing Chinese linguistic resources and why imported Chinese WordNet was 
imported in details.  
 
Since we use Game with a purpose (GWAP) as our solution, after introducing our case study, in 
Chapter 3, we introduced what is GWAP and some examples of GWAP. Our focus is Chinese 
Language, thus in this Chapter we introduced all popular Chinese knowledge game modes as 
well.  
 
As we mentioned before, there are several kinds of errors in a multilingual linguistic resource, 
one game might be not enough to figure them all. By this scenario and at the same time max-
imize the reusable components, we developed UKC game framework.  So, in Chapter 4, we in-
troduced how we create the UKC game framework and its main components.  
 
As we have investigated all the existing Chinese knowledge game modes, we found that a game 
named Vocabulary Challenge Game can embed our purpose perfectly. So in Chapter 5, we did a 
survey of existing Vocabulary Challenge Games. And in Chapter 6, we presented the designing 
procedure of our game named Concept Challenge game that inspired from Word Challenge 
Game.  
 
Chapter 7 introduced the evaluation of the Concept Challenge Game and Chapter 8 is the imple-
mentation including game data integration, game framework architecture, etc.  Chapter 9 is the 
summary of the thesis.  
 
  
 
 



 

Chapter 2 

2 Universal Knowledge Core  

2.1 Universal Knowledge Core 
WordNet [3] is an English language dictionary based on synsets, containing gloss and sense. The 
significant innovation of WordNet comes from its semantic structure, and because of that, it 
plays an important role in NLP and AI filed. Numerous languages are following the step of Eng-
lish WordNet, developing WordNets in their own languages. However, it introduced several lim-
itations. Especially, it is in British English, where the glosses given for the terms are mainly fo-
cusing on the British society and culture. For example, the explanation of “primary school” is “a 
school for young children; usually the first 6 or 8 grades”, which is obviously biased towards the 
British educational system. In this scenario, WordNet cannot be used directly in some multilin-
gual and multicultural environments.  
 
Universal Knowledge Core (UKC) was developed based on solving the above limitations 2. It 
provides mappings between language-independent concepts connected with semantic relations, 
synsets composed by synonymous words and lexical gaps in case a certain language cannot ex-
press a concept. DERA methodology [5] and its guiding principles [6] are employed in order to 
avoid bias on any cultural, spatial or temporal. The UKC consists of two fundamental compo-
nents: Natural language core and Concept core.  
 

2.1.1 Natural Language Core 
Nature language core is composed by words, senses, synsets and exceptional forms, where a 
synset in a given language is connected to a concept, word senses are organized into four part-of-
speech (POS) noun, verb, adjective and adverb, one word may have more than one POS and 
synonym word senses with the same POS are grouped into synset.  
 
Word: A word is the basic lexical unit of the NL core represented as a lemma. It can be multi-
word, phrasal, collocation, etc. 
 
Sense: A sense is the meaning of a word. A word can have one or more senses, with a same of 
different POS tag. A sense of a word is owned to only one synset. 
 
Synset: A synset is a set of words sharing the same meaning. In fact, words in a synset have se-
mantically equivalent relations. Each synset might be accompanied by a gloss consisting of a 
definition and optionally example sentences. Also each synset in a language is related to a con-
cept in the concept core. 
 
Exceptional form: An exceptional form is an inflected representation of a lemma, for instance, 
wives (plural form of the noun lexeme wife) and best (irregular superlative of the adjective lex-
eme good). 
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Lexical relation: A lexical relation is a relation between the words of different synsets. In fact 
following relations are of this kind: antonym, derivationally related form, pertainym or derived 
from adjective, participle-of-verb and homograph-of. Even though the WordNet has not only 
lexical relations but also semantic ones, in the UKC lexical relations are part-of the NL core be-
cause they hold between words that are language dependent. 
 

2.1.2 Concept Core 
The concept core consists of concepts and semantic relations between concepts. The architecture 
is language independent and is under a multi-layered ontology. 
 
Concepts: A concept is a language independent representation of a synset. For example, country, 
city, person. The concept city can be represented as city in English, città (chit’a) in Italian, хот 
(khot) in Mongolian, 城市 in Chinese. Thus, a concept is connected to multiple synsets with the 
same meaning in different languages.  
 
Semantic relations: A semantic relation is a property connecting concepts to build the hierarchy 
or semantic network. Is-a and part-of are the examples of semantic relations.  
 

2.2 Chinese Local Knowledge Core 
Universal Knowledge Core provides a unified platform to accommodate lexico-semantic re-
sources in multiple languages. Its Natural Language Core consists of several multilingual re-
sources called Local Knowledge Core (LKC). LKC is a copy of UKC restricted to one language. 
English is available for all LKCs as the label language for concepts. For example, Chinese LKC 
is restricted in Chinese and English. Due to the reason that creating a linguistic resource from 
scratch is costly, we imported an existing Chinese linguistic resource as a bootstrapping. Import-
ing various existing resources will not only be more cost-effective, but also helpful for combin-
ing information from different resources, keeping the ultimate knowledge more consistent and 
reliable.  
 
Before importing, we did an investigation of all existing Chinese linguistic resources. As showed 
in Table 2, we found six Chinese linguistic resources, but three of them were built by Chinese 
language only. In addition to these 6 resources, Chinese WordNet in Taiwan is in traditional 
Chinese.  Contemporary Chinese Predicate Verb Dictionary [7] is the result of an initial small-
scale experiment, which is operated after learning and adjusting foreign semantic description 
theory. ‘905’ Semantic Project [9] and Hownet [10] are aiming to create a large-scale linguistic 
resource. Beida-SemDict [11] is a product of machine translation. Since the success of English 
WordNet, a lot of cultures are developing WordNet in their own language. CCD [11,13] and 
Chinese WordNet [15] (CWN) are the attempts to be geared with international linguistic re-
source standards.  It is therefore difficult to indicate which is a better linguistic resource because 
they all have different focuses. For example, in the hierarchy perspective, WordNet is using the 
tree structure to depict knowledge, yet HowNet uses a net structure. In some cases, tree structure 
has the better performance, for instance, concept ‘willow, it is a tree (hypernym) and it can be 
divided into white willow, silver willow, etc. (hyponym). However, for example, concept ‘dust’, 



 

people do not recognise it in the tree structure in fact. Furthermore, WordNet uses synset to indi-
cate word sense but HowNet uses sememe. Both of them have a good performance to describe a 
word sense. CCD was manually built which is costly but with high quality. In addition, some 
unique Chinese semantic relations and concepts are added in, which is helpful in understanding 
Chinese language better. CWN is created by automatic translation and manually validation, 
which means it is low cost but not in high quality, also, it lacks of Chinese specific elements. Till 
now, only HowNet and CCD keep updating, as they are commercial products, having a long-
term financial support. However, they are really expensive to use. Since words and meanings are 
increasing and changing, the development of a linguistic resource should keep updating. A 
maintenance methodology is preordained for the linguistic resources.  
 
Our focusing is to bootstrap the Chinese LKC where English-Chinese connections are necessary. 
Thus, we only focus on multilingual linguistic resources, that is, Chinese WordNet (CWN), 
HowNet 7, CCD, and Chinese WordNet8 in Taiwan. Three conditions are primarily considered, 
including the quality, the dataset structure and the user license. Through studying, we learned 
that HowNet has the highest quality; Taiwan Chinese WordNet is built by traditional Chinese, 
which is different with the simplified Chinese; CCD has a higher quality and express in simpli-
fied Chinese, but expensive to use. CWN is free to use and has a huge coverage, but the quality 
is not high. As a result, the first two resources are abandoned, since 1), the data structure of 
HowNet is different with WordNet, lacking the mapping between them. 2), the differences be-
tween traditional and simplified Chinese are not only conformed to the characters, but also in the 
expression. In such case, the transformation of expression from traditional Chinese to simply 
Chinese could cause some unexpected problems. 3) HowNet and CCD are not open source, and 
expensive even for educational purpose. For example, for HowNet, educational usage is around 
20,000 euros.  
 
Thus, the existing resource that we plan to import is simplified Chinese WordNet (CWN), which 
is free to use and fully following the data structure of English WordNet, and we found the gloss-
es mapping between CWN and the extended version of WordNet, which would guarantee the 
success of importing. Another method is to find ID mapping between WordNet IDs for different 
versions. CWN developed by the cooperation of Department of Computer Science and Engi-
neering at Southeast University and Department of Computer Science at Vrije Universiteit Am-
sterdam. Considering that there are a lot of high quality dictionaries nowadays, in the translation 
procedure, they adopted some algorithms in order to reduce the human efforts, including mini-
mum distance algorithm and intersection algorithm. And finally, they did manual validation for 
all results. By using these algorithms and manual correction, the resulting Chinese WordNet con-
tains 118000 Chinese words and 115400 synsets.  
 

                                                
7	http://www.keenage.com	
8	http://lope.linguistics.ntu.edu.tw/cwn/	

Name	 Time	 Institution	 Scale	 Construc-
tion	
Method	

Lan-
guage	

Status	
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Table 2 Existing Chinese linguistic resources 

The rest of this Section is arranged as: first, analysing HowNet, CCD and CWN respectively. 
But since CWN is our target resource, CWN is with more details. Second, we introduced how we 
evaluate CWN. Third, we introduce how we imported CWN into UKC as the bootstrapping of 
Chinese LKC. 

2.2.1 Chinese Concept Dictionary 
Chinese Concept Dictionary (CCD) is a WordNet-like semantic lexicon of contemporary Chi-
nese, which is well structured mathematically from computational lexicography perspective. La-
belled tree structure is expected to be adopted as the basic description method for hypernymy & 
hyponymy hierarchy. CCD is compatible with English WordNet in the construction of concept, 
which does not mean that the CCD is the same with WordNet. In fact, the differences between 
Chinese and English in the description structure and processing method have been noticed. The 
difficulties in automatic analysis caused by the lack of morphological constraints in Chinese. 
One aim of the CCD is to offer more knowledge helpful to Chinese syntactic-semantic analysis. 
 
CCD Structure 
CCD follows the English WordNet structure essentially, using synonymous set (synset) as Con-
cept, and including relations between concepts. As same as English WordNet, it contains Noun, 
Verb, Adverb and Adjective. Main relations are synonymy, antonymy, hypernymy & hyponymy, 
meronymy, etc. 
 
The main structure of the CCD is hypernymy & hyponymy relation, which makes CCD as a 
forest with distinct categories. The CCD inherits the set of initial trees provided by English 
WordNet for noun-part and verb-part. That because they found that the initial English concept 
classification is also effective for Chinese concept. The CCD is compatible with English Word-
Net in the structure of concept, however, in order to emphasize the features of Chinese language, 
it refines the concept content and relations between concepts according to simplified Chinese 
characteristics. For example, subarea relation and part of time relation. The content of Noun in 
CCD belongs to notional words, where are the nominal in the grammatical point of view. Simi-
larly, in the grammatical perspective, the content of Verb is verb and predicate pronouns. 
 

Contemporary	 Chinese	
Predicate	 Verb	 Diction-
ary	

1990-
1993	

Tsinghua	 University,	 Chi-
nese	People	University	

1000Verbs	
3000Senses	

Manually	 Chinese	 Closed	

‘905’	Semantic	Project	 1990-
1995	

Beijing	Language	University	 40,000Words	
50,000	Senses	

Manually	 Chinese	 Closed	

HowNet	 1988-	 Chinese	 Academy	 of	 Sci-
ences	

2199	 sememes	
and	 116533	 rec-
ords	

Manually	 Chinese/	
English	

Alive/	
Commercial	
Products	

CCD	 2000-	 Beijing	University	 70,000	Concepts	 Manually	 Chinese/	
English	

Alive	

Beida	SemDict	 1996-	 Beijing	University	 65330	Words	 Manually	 Chinese	 Alive	

CWN	 2008-	 Southeast	University	
Vrije	 Universiteit	 Amster-
dam	

118,000	 words			
115,400	synsets	

Automatic/	
Manually	 Val-
idation	

Chinese/	
English	

Closed/	
Free	



 

Creation Procedure   
First, they extracted English WordNet structure as the bootstrap, including synsets and relations. 
Second, as showed in Figure 5, they developed a visualized and data-sensitive application, 
named the Visualized Auxiliary Construction of Lexicon (VACOL) (Figure 6), in order to dis-
play, modify and enhance the extracted information. Since the diversity of cultures, the concept 
mapping between WordNet and CCD is not only one-to-one, but also many-to-many. For exam-
ple, in Figure1, C5 is mapping to E1, E6 and E5, C4 is only mapping to E2. 

 
Figure 5 Mappings between CWN and EWN [12] 

Lexicographers considered the following conditions in the process of development. 
1 By considering current node’s hypernymy & hyponymy, if this node has its corresponding 

Chinese concept, they just translate the node content to Chinese. 

2 If this node does not have a corresponding Chinese concept, the following conditions are 
taking into consideration. 

l If this English concept is too general, create a hyponym as the son node.  

l If it is too specific, delete this node from CCD.  
l If inappropriately classified, need to move all the succeeding son nodes. 

As a result, the CCD has around 50000 concepts, and since it used labelled tree structure, each 
Chinese concept can find its corresponding English concept.  
 

 
Figure 6 Visualized Auxiliary Construction of Lexicon [12] 

2.2.2 HowNet 
HowNet is a common-sense linguistic resource revealing conceptual relationships and attribute 
relationships of concepts. Semantic, that is, relations between concepts are the soul of HowNet, 
as well as the knowledge. The relationships used to represent knowledge can be divided into 
Concept Relationship (CR) and Attribute Relationship (AR). Those relations construct Concept 
Relation Net (CRN) and Attribute Relation Net (ARN). Different individual has different CRN, 
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even for the same concept. This reflects different levels of knowledge among people. As a 
knowledge base, the knowledge structured by HowNet is a net instead of a WordNet tree as 
showed in Figure 7. It is dedicated to demonstrating the general and specific properties of con-
cepts.  
 

 
Figure 7 HowNet Relations [10] 

Construction and Methodology 
The first step of HowNet creation is defining sememes, which are as difficult as defining mor-
pheme. Generally speaking, a sememe is the smallest basic semantic unit that cannot be divided 
any further. For instance, “human being” can be regarded as a sememe by ignoring a complex 
concept encompassing a set of attributes. The hypothesis is that all concepts can be reduced to 
the relevant sememes. So that there exists a close set of sememes, from which, composes an 
open set of concepts. In this case, if they can manage the close set of sememes to describe con-
cept relations as well as attribute relations, an ideal knowledge base would be conceivable.  
 
The establishment of sememe set is based on the meticulous examination of about 6000 Chinese 
characters. For instance, in Event class, they extracted 3200 sememes at the beginning. After 
necessarily merging, 1700 sememes were left for further classification and finally 700 sememes 
were made. In the following process, they made the necessary adjustment and extension when 
the set cannot satisfy the requirements. For example, a word with multiple concepts, and if the 
existing set of sememes failed to classify all the concepts, then they will have to adjust the tag-
ging set. After 10 years of developments, over 2000 sememes had been created. 
 
Data Format in HowNet 
Knowledge dictionary is the heart of the entire HowNet system. Each entry in the dictionary 
consists four items by ignoring the language types. 

W_X= word / phrase form 
G_X = word / phrase syntactic class 
E_X = example of usage 
DEF = concept definition 
 
X can be replaced as C standing for Chinese and E where indicates English language. E_C refers 
to examples of Chinese. For example, the entry ‘打’ is showed in below. W_C= 打 and W_E = 
buy are entries for Chinese and English respectively.  



 

 
NO.=000001 
W_C=打 
G_C=V 
E_C=~酱油,~张票,~饭,去~瓶酒,醋~来了 
W_E=buy 
G_E=V 
E_E= 
DEF=buy|买 
 
All the examples (in E_C) and definitions (in DEF) are made manually. A complicate rule is 
made for demonstrating the concept in order to represent the inter-relation between concepts and 
their attributes. For example, concept delicious is defined as: 

DEF=aValue|属性值,taste|味道,good|好,desired|良 

The creation of HowNet has been more than a decade. Till now, 2199 sememes, 100168 Chinese 
words and 29868 concepts are produced. However, since the complexity and size of Chinese 
language, it still has a long way from the end. 
 

2.2.3 Chinese WordNet (CWN) 
Due to the reason that WordNet has more than two hundred thousand words, it is a huge work-
load work to translate it manually into the other languages. Thus, to reduce the effort of human 
being in manual translation, in CWN creation, three algorisms are used as the auxiliary tools, 
which are minimum distance algorithm, intersection algorithm and word co-occurrence algo-
rithm. But since the low accuracy of the third one, only the first two algorithms were adopted. 
CWN is fully abided by English WordNet structure. They leave an empty mapping when a 
synset cannot find its equivalent Chinese translation. Since CWN is free to use and open source, 
we decided to import it into UKC. To understand the quality, an in-depth investigation and study 
of the creation procedure were made as in the following. 
 
Minimum distance algorithm  
Minimum distance algorithm is offered to calculate the minimum distances between English 
word explanation and its corresponding synset sense. The corresponding explanation with re-
spect to the smallest minimum distance is the one that most similar with the synset sense. The 
Chinese words of this explanation are the Chinese translation for this synset. The dictionary used 
to looking up the explanations is American Heritage Dictionary. The main procedure of this 
method is shown in the following: 
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Figure 8 Main procedure of minimum distance algorithm 

 
As showed in Figure 8,  
1. Extract all synsets from WordNet. 
2. Choose a synset by sequence and for every word in this synset, get meanings from Ameri-

can Heritage Dictionary (English-Chinese). 
3. Compute the minimum distances between this synset sense and every meaning respectively 

(In order to improve accuracy, in this algorithm, using 0.6 as add and remove operation cost; 
using 1 as modification cost). 

4. Depending on the smallest minimum distance, choose the related Chinese word/words as 
the corresponding Chinese synset (only Chinese words, without Chinese gloss). 

5. Add the Chinese synset into Database. 
6. Repeat 2 to 5 until all the synsets are finished. 
 
To understand better, a short example is in the follwing. A synset “the departure of a vessel from 
a port” only contains a single word “sailing”. In American heritage dictionary, sailing means:  
 
1.The skill required to operate and navigate a vessel; navigation. 
航海术：驾驶和航行一条船所需的技巧；航行术 
2. The sport of operating or riding in a sailboat. 
帆船运动：驾驶或航行帆船的一项体育运动 
3. Departure or time of departure from a port. 
启航：离开港口；离开港口的时间 
 
It is obvious that the synset sense is similar with the third meaning of sailing in the dictionary. 
The developers assumed that the minimum distance of two sentences indicates that those two 
sentences are the most similar ones. In order to verify this, we computed the minimum distance 
of “the departure of a vessel from a port” to every meaning of sailing in American heritage dic-

Start 
1.	Get	all	

synsets	from	
WordNet 

2.	Choose	one	
synset	and	
compute	the	
minimum	
distances 

3.	Choose	the	
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minimum	
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unbl	finish	all	
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End 



 

tionary by applying minimum distance algorithm (using a single word as the minimum unit). Af-
ter computing, we got: 
 
[WordNet Gloss]: “the departure of a vessel from a port” 
 

Sentence Minimum distance 
The skill required to operate and navi-
gate a vessel navigation 

0.666 

The sport of operating or riding in a 
sailboat 

0.622 

Departure or time of departure from a 
port 

0.475  {(0.6+0.6+0.6+1+1)/8 =0.475} 

 
After computing, the minimum distance is the third meaning of sailing as we expected. Then, we 
choose the corresponding Chinese word “启航” as the Chinese translation for the synset “the de-
parture of a vessel from a port”.  1000 random samples were selected and 160 of them are not 
correct. In this case, the accuracy is 84%. 
 
Intersection algorithm 
Intersection algorithm is used to calculate the intersection among the translated Chinese sets (by 
pairs), which are translated from English word of synset. The result intersection set is the Chi-
nese translation of this synset. The dictionary in which adopted this algorithm is Xdict. In this 
dictionary, it contains 177842 words, which are more than WordNet (155287 words). Also, edi-
tors separated the Chinese translation of every English word into different groups depending on 
the different senses. Those groups are separated by semicolon. For example, the translation of 
word “thing” is “物,东西;所有物;事,事情,事件;局面;事业;举动,行动;题目,主题;细节,要点”. 
 
Figure 9 is the primary procedure of intersection algorithm. In Figure 9, SEsyn={Esyni | 1 ≤ i ≤ 
n}; Esyni={Eij | 1 ≤ j ≤ n }; CEij= {Cijk | 1 ≤ k ≤ n }; SEsyn is a set contains all synsets in the 
WordNet. Esyni is a synset in WordNet. Eij is a single word in the synset Esyni and it maps to the 
corresponding translated Chinese set CEij. Cijk is a single Chinese word in CEij. Intersec-
tion(CEij) means get the Chinese intersection set of CEij. Count() is utilized to count the number 
of elements in this set. Chinese_group() is a function detecting “;”.  
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Figure 9 Main procedure of Intersection Algorithm 

When calculating the intersection set, two situations used to determine that two words are equal: 

1, they are the same word. 

2, the minimum distance between those two words are smaller than 0.3. Generally, in Chinese, if 
two words’ minium distance smaller than 0.3, it has a large possibility that those two words have 
the same meaning. Especially when those two words appear in the related translation group.  

In the following example, we illustrate how to calculate the intersection set. In a synset {a vague-
ly specified concern; several matters to attend to; it is none of your affair; things are going well}, 
there are three relating words, which are: matter, affair and thing, and their translations in the 
Xdict dictionary are shown as follows: 
 

� affair  n. 事情,事务;恋爱事件 
� thing  n. 物,东西;所有物;事,事情,事件;局面;事业;举动,行动;题目,主题;细节,要点 
� matter  n. 物质;麻烦,毛病;事情,问题;内容,素材 

 



 

The intersection between affair and thing is “事情”. But since there are semicolons, the Chinese 
words in the same group should be added into this intersection set. The result is “事情，事务，

事，事件”. 
The intersection between affair and matter is “事情”. It also contains semicolons, so the result is 
“事情，事务，问题”. 
The intersection between thing and matter is “事情”. Since the semicolons, the result is “事情，

事，事件，问题”. 
After combining those three sets together, we got the finial result “事情，事务，事，事件，问

题”, and this is the finial result of the Chinese translation for this synset. 
 
The number of synsets, which at least one word can be looked up in Xdict dictionary, are 80376. 
E.g., intersection algorithm is based on these 80376 words. The developers selected 1000 ran-
dom samples and 192 of them are not correct. In this case, the accuracy is 80.8%. 
 
Human translation 
The goals of the former algorithms are to decrease the difficulty of human translation. The result 
of minimum distance algorithm is saved in database table wn_sdcv_chinese; the result of inter-
section algorithm is saved in database table wn_chinese. Since the accuracy of minimum dis-
tance algorithm is higher than intersection algorithm, during human translation, 
wn_sdcv_chinese has a higher priority for deciding the final translation, which means 
wn_sdcv_chinese table will be checking first. Synset is the smallest unit in the procedure of hu-
man translation. The system provides to linguists the synset content (English word, synset Id, 
POS) and its alternative translation. This alternative translation is calculated by the following 
procedure.  
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Figure 10 Main procedure of human translation 

At first, the system shows the English gloss of this synset to the linguists, after that, shows the 
corresponding English word and the alternative translations. The linguistic has to decide the cor-
rectness of these alternative translations. The first choice of the alternative translation comes 
from database table wn_sdcv_chinese by search the synset id and if there is no such id exist, 
means that the minimum distance algorithm failed in translating this synset. In this case, system 
will search in table wn_chinese. If it still fails, the system will keep empty in alternative transla-
tion form, e.g. this synset has to be translated manually. If this synset is hard to translate or hard 
to decide the correctness, this synset will be added to wn_problem table and discuss by experts 
later.  

2.2.4 Space Domain Translation 
To evaluate the overall accuracy of the Chinese WordNet and discover possible problems during 
the UKC localization, an experiment that English to Chinese space domain translation manually 
was preformed. English space domain was generated from [16]. In this section, we will introduce 
the process of Chinese space domain translation, the CWN accuracy evaluation and the problems 
during the translation. 
 
Before describing the localization process, some significant features of Chinese need to be de-
clared. In addition to Mandarin Chinese, there are many dialects like Cantonese9 and Taiwanese 
                                                
9	Wiki:	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cantonese	



 

Hakka10. Chinese language, also known as Mandarin, is the mother tongue for most Chinese 
speakers and written language for all Chinese people. Due to the different language families, 
English and Chinese have many significant differences. Our focus is on the semantic differences 
between vocabularies, rather than the difference on phonological or language families. There are 
several elements, lexical gap, associative meaning and extent. Lexical gap [17] refers to a kind of 
specified object or concept that is unique in one culture, but missing in the others. So, sometimes, 
it is hard to find the corresponding word. In general, lexical gaps between Chinese and English 
are always with culture aspects, for example:  
 
Ecological culture: Some Chinese words “三伏”，“九伏” refer to the hottest weather in a year, 
which are hard or cannot find corresponding English equivalents.   
Material culture: Some traditional food or clothes like,  “粽子” (traditional Chinese rice-
pudding), “长袍马褂”(robe and mandarin jacket).  
 
Another situation is associative meaning. Associative meaning refers to the words and phrases 
that existing in both English and Chinese, but the meaning of these words and phrases cannot be 
completely overlapped. For example, in Chinese ‘magpie’ forecasts good news, so magpie is 
welcome by Chinese people. But on the contrary, in some countries, people think ‘magpie’ is too 
talkative and sometimes even symbolizes the stealing. 
 
Generally speaking, the extent of English vocabulary is wider by comparing to Chinese vocabu-
lary. The exact meaning of English words is decided by the context when translating Chinese 
and English, while the meaning of Chinese words is comparatively independent and stable. Tak-
ing kinship (family ties) as an example, English call those who are of the same generation with 
their parents “uncle” for male and “aunt” for female; and call the younger generation “nephew” 
for the boy and “niece” for the girl. This situation is totally different in Chinese where every per-
son has a unique appellation in his family. Another famous case is ‘I’. ‘I’ needs to be translated 
into ‘朕’ when the target person is a king, and ‘我’ when the target is a normal people, etc.  

2.2.4.1 English Space Domain 

A domain can be defined as any area of knowledge or field of study that we are interested in or 
that we are communicating about. Domains may include traditional fields of study (e.g. medicine, 
physics), applications of pure disciplines (e.g. engineering, agriculture), any aggregate of such 
fields (e.g. physical sciences, social sciences) or capture knowledge about our everyday lives (e.g. 
music, sport, recipes, tourism). Our focus is on the domain Space. Notice that Space has always 
played a central role in all library classification systems. 
 
The domain under examination is decomposed into its basic constituents, each of them denoting 
a different aspect of meaning. Each of these components is a facet. For instance, in Space dao-
main, the facets may include bodies of water, geological formations and administrative divisions. 
More precisely, a facet is a hierarchy of homogeneous terms describing an aspect of the domain, 
where each term in the hierarchy denotes a different concept. In the original library science ap-
                                                
10	Wiki:	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taiwanese_Hakka	
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proach, since the purpose is to classify bibliographic material, each concept denotes a set of doc-
uments while links between concepts in the facet hierarchies denote subset relations. In our ap-
proach, since the purpose is to describe Space in terms of real world objects, each concept may 
denote a class, an entity, a relation or an attribute, while links denote a much richer set of rela-
tions. For instance, in the former case the term river denotes the set of all documents about rivers, 
while in the latter case it denotes the set of all real world rivers. Concepts inside a facet are ar-
ranged by characteristics, i.e. according to their distinctive properties. For instance, since both 
river and brook are flowing bodies of water (their characteristic) they are arranged in the same 
facet, i.e. body of water, and at the same level of the facet hierarchy. When arranged together, 
siblings sharing the same characteristic form what in jargon is called an array of homogeneous 
terms. 
 
The space domain is a large-scale geospatial ontology built using the faceted approach from the 
complete integration of GeoNames and WordNet, which is also known as space ontology. It cur-
rently consists of 17 facets, around 1000 concepts and 8.5 million entities. Facets include land 
formation (e.g., mountain, hill), body of water (e.g., sea, lake), administration division (e.g., state, 
province) and facility (e.g., university, industry).  

2.2.4.2 Space Domain Translation 

An experiment, which is a manual translation work of space domain, has been performed in or-
der to evaluate the accuracy of CWN and discover the problems during the UKC localization 
process. The following dictionaries are adopted as references to judge the correctness of the Chi-
nese translation. 
 
l English WordNet 3.0 
l Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 7th edition 
l American Heritage Dictionary 3rd edition 
l Web dictionary11 
l Youdao dictionary12  
l Xinhua dictionary13 (The most authoritative Chinese dictionary) 
l 朗道英汉字典 5.0 （Landau） 
l 牛津英汉双解美化版 (Oxford) 
l 英汉汉英专业词典 (English-Chinese Chinese-English Professional Dictionary)  
l  
The Translation of lemmas 
Every lemma (a word in the synset of the concept) in the Space domain, the first step is looking 
up the lemma from CWN in order to find the corresponding Chinese synset. Generally, the 
glosses of Space domain are the same with CWN. Thus, we can find the corresponding Chinese 
synset by searching the gloss in the CWN database. For example, the gloss of lemma ‘Railroad’ 
is ‘a line of track providing a runway for wheels’, after searching this gloss in the CWN database, 

                                                
11	http://www.ichacha.net	
12	http://dict.youdao.com	
13	http://xh.5156edu.com	



 

the ID is indicated, which is “103895665”. This unique ID plus “50000000” is the mapping to 
the Chinese synset. The corresponding Chinese synset for lemma ‘Railroad’ is “1, 铁轨，2 

轨道”. If there is no Chinese synset mapping to this ID, we call it Chinese-synset missing prob-
lem. 
 
The second step is checking the correctness of this Chinese synset. Several dictionaries are 
adopted to validate the correctness of the Chinese synset. In CWN, Chinese synset is not luxuri-
ant since every Chinese only contains one or two Chinese words in general. And, those Chinese 
words are always the first rank sense word for this concept. Then, for enriching our UCK Chi-
nese synset, when some Chinese translations are presented in most dictionaries yet in CWN，we 
will add new translations beyond on the CWN translation after checking the correctness.  
 
If the lemma is out of CWN, or the corresponding Chinese synset is not correct, we go to the 
third step. At this step, the Chinese translations mainly come from the dictionaries. For example, 
the entry ‘Opera house’ is not in the WN and CWN, but in most dictionaries, we can find this 
lemma and it has a similar sense. In this case, we chose the most frequent words of this sense as 
the Chinese translation. For this entry is “歌剧院”.  There are some exceptions (professional vo-
cabularies), in which the lemma can be found in neither CWN (WN) nor the dictionaries. In this 
situation, we use online dictionary which contains a lot of specialized dictionaries, for example, 
geography dictionary.  
 
In some extreme cases, the word cannot be found in anywhere, we go to the fourth step, which is 
using direct translation. For instance, ‘Continental arch’ cannot be found in specialized dictionar-
ies. ‘Continental’ in Chinese in this sense means “大陆的”， and ‘arch’ in this context means 
“拱门，拱形的”. Thus, we translated this word like “大陆拱”. But for the reason of ensuring 
the accuracy, we use the following mechanism. Searching this Chinese word on Google and 
Google scholar, if there are some matching keywords means that this translation is fine. If not, 
we try another translation. But, if this lemma is hard to find a matching, we go the last step -- put 
it into the gap.  
 
The Translation of glosses 
Similarly with lemma translation, in order to get the translation more authoritative, the gloss 
from dictionaries has the highest priority to be adopted. Our translation rule is that: 
1) The keywords of the gloss from dictionaries matches more than 80% with the one from the 

space domain, then this gloss will be adopted. (This situation only occurred 5%-10% for 
1000 words).  

2) If it is not matching, we use a Chinese dictionary. Searching the Chinese translation lemma 
and checking whether the corresponding gloss is matching. (Less than 5%, only 10-20 
lemmas were matched) 

3) Otherwise, we translate the gloss manually.  

2.2.4.3 Results  

For keeping every aspect clearly during the translation process, we used some marks as assis-
tance. The meanings of every mark are list in the following: 
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Color Yellow:  means current concept, the gloss is different with the corresponding WordNet 
one. 
Color Green: means the concept is duplicated. 
Color Orange:  means the concept has a problem.  
Color blue: means that this lemma cannot be found in both WN and CWN. 
Color red: means the corresponding Chinese cased word lemma in the CWN is not correct.  
 

File name Entry 
Number 

Red Blue Yellow Green Orange 

Abandoned facility 16 0 16 0 0 0 
Administrative divi-
sion 

18 0 1 0 0 0 

Agricultural land 20 1 5 1 0 1 
Attributes 102 7 11 7 19 2 
Barren land 7 0 5 1 0 0 
Body of water 116 8 60 0 0 0 
Facility part 1 99 7 26 3 0 0 
Facility part 2 99 4 21 3 0 0 
Facility part 3 81 1 24 7 1 1 
Facility part 4 60 2 19 3 0 0 
Facility part 5 19 0 12 3 0 0 
Forest 6 0 1 0 0 0 
Geological for-
mation 

200 9 87 12 0 1 

Land 15 1 5 2 0 0 
Plain 13 0 2 1 0 1 
Populated place 13 1 9 1 0 0 
Rangeland 9 0 0 0 0 0 
Region 47 2 27 0 0 2 
Relation 66 5 8 1 0 1 
Seat of government 
of a political entity 

6 1 0 0 0 0 

Wetland 8 1 3 0 0 1 
 1020 50 339 45 20 10 

Table 3 Final result 

As in Table 3, 1020 entities have been translated, 50 of which have problems. In these 50 entries, 
21 of them belong to Chinese-synset missing problem; the others are semantic errors or typos. In 
those 1020 entries, 404 (Blue +Yellow + Green) were not from CWN. In this case, we got the fi-
nal accuracy of CWN is around 85%. 
 
1) UCK space domain errors 
During the translation procedure, some problems are suspected to be errors. Basically, the sus-
pected errors can be separated into three categories.  
 
• Examples non-related  
Example errors are the problem which those concepts’ gloss containing the improper or irrele-
vant examples.   



 

Country: The territory occupied by a nation; "he returned to the land of his birth"; "he visited 
several European countries" 
High salinity: greater than normal in degree or intensity or amount; "a high temperature"; "a 
high price"; "the high point of his career"; "high risks"; "has high hopes"; "the river is high"; 
"he has a high opinion of himself" 
Low salinity: less than normal in degree or intensity or amount; "low prices"; "the reservoir is 
low" 
Submarine pass：the location in a range of seamounts of a geological formation that is lower 
than the surrounding peaks, "we got through the pass before it started to snow" 
Sisal plantation：an estate that specializes in growing banana. 
Inclination: the property possessed by a line or surface that departs from the vertical; "the tower 
had a pronounced tilt"; "the ship developed a list to starboard"; "he walked with a heavy incli-
nation to the right" 
 
• Typo 
Typo is a kind of error that can be detected by the system automatically.  
Petrolium basin: an area underlain by an oil-rich structural basin. 
Mudflat: No gloss provided. 
 
• Duplication 
During the translation procedure, we found some duplication. Those duplications have the same 
concept ID, the same word ranking, e.g., they are not the words in different concepts. Those du-
plications will cause the inaccuracy problem when counting the finial result. We list them in the 
following:  
 
l Phytoplankton 
l Flora 
l High 
l Low 
l Linear dimension 
l Length 
l Breadth 
l Height 
l High 
l Low 
l Depth 
l Volume 
l Elevation 
l Phytoplankton 
l Wilding 
l Fungus 
l Pest 
l Acidity 
l Classical architecture  
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l Clinic 
 
2) Errors of CWN 
CWN was created following the largely automatic methodology. All the translations were gener-
ated from some dictionaries automatically and then validated by human being. The validators of 
CWN are a group of bachelors, which means they have a high education level. During the trans-
lation process, we found some errors in CWN. By analysing and categorizing those errors, we 
believe that we can figure out some normal mistakes and problems that we will meet in the fol-
lowing work (crowdsourcing). An error indicates those Chinese translation (s), which is different 
with the meaning from the dictionaries. Generally, those errors can be split into the following 
categories.  
 
• Too general 
Higher-level meaning means the concept is assigned with the higher-level Chinese meaning. 
Normally speaking, this is correct without the specific requirements. However, in UKC, we need 
to distinguish the nuances between concepts, e.g., the specific meanings are required. For exam-
ple, the concepts ,which contain word ‘Bay’ and ‘Gulf’ respectively, have the same meaning in 
Chinese “海湾” in all dictionaries. But if we focus on the glosses of those two concepts ‘an in-
dentation of a shoreline larger than a cove but smaller than a gulf’ and ‘an arm of a sea or 
ocean partly enclosed by land; larger than a bay’, we can find the difference between them. In 
this case, adding an adj. can help us to distinguish them.  
 

• Typo 
Typo is a normal mistake.  
 
• Ambiguity 
Ambiguity means a kind of error that assigned wrong meaning (this meaning is one of the trans-
lations in the dictionaries) to the synset. For example, the word ‘town’ has the Chinese transla-
tion ‘市区,镇，城镇’. In the concept ‘an urban area with a fixed boundary that is smaller than a 
city’ we choose ‘镇，城镇’ as our translation instead of ‘市区’. 
 
• Wrong POS 
This is an error similar with ambiguity. The word is translated with the wrong meaning belongs 
to different PoS. For example, the concept ‘the persons (or committees or departments etc.) who 
make up a body for the purpose of administering something’ was translated in ‘行政’,‘管理’

which are verbs. However, our concept is a noun, e.g. the Chinese translation in CWN is not cor-
rect.  
 
3) Issues and Discussions 
Some issues were found during the translation, we discussed each of them in the following. 
• Gaps or phrase 
For example, cased word concept ‘Loch’, ‘a long narrow inlet of the sea in Scotland (especially 
when it is nearly landlocked)’. Obviously in Chinese we don’t have a word to describe the con-
cept of Scotland inlet. However, as we seen in UKC there are a lot of ‘adj.+ n.’ phrases such as 
abandoned + n., lost + n. and section of n., e.g. we can use format ‘adj.+ n.’ or ‘adj. + adj.+ n’ to 



 

express the concept of English word ‘Loch’. In some dictionaries, they treated this kind of case 

as ‘(adj.) n’, which are the same with CWN. For ‘Loch’, it is ‘(苏格兰的) 湖泊’ [meaning is 

(Scotland) inlet].  
 
• How to define a gap 
Chinese language has a strong ability to express meanings, thus, how to define a gap becomes a 
problem. Obviously, a lot of concepts are missing in the dictionaries. How to decide it is a gap 
rather than the contributors’ knowledge less coverage becomes a problem. 
 
• Assigning word sense rank   
Assigning word sense rank appears as a difficult task to accomplish since the Language Transla-
tors contribute the results separately. In the translation work, they were aware of the fact that 
concepts translated by others might have the same word. But it remained obscure until the whole 
translation task was finished. 
 
• Correctness  
What is a correct translation? For instance, if we translate the concept word ‘Chain of ponds’ di-
rectly, it is “池塘链”. Unfortunately, it is hard to decide if it is correct or not. In our experiment, 
we adopt some famous resources as our baseline, such as, Google image, Google scholar and 
Wikipedia. In this example, the translation ‘池塘链’ are missing matching from all those famous 
resources, thus, we decide this translation is wrong.  
 
In this work, we introduced an experiment that evaluating Chinese WordNet. The data set we 
used to evaluate CWN is English space domain and some Chinese-English dictionaries are 
adopted to judge the correctness of the translation. After experimentation, we calculated the ac-
curacy of CWN is around 83% and some issues and discussions are proposed. Furthermore, we 
believe that we can reduce the effort of human being by integrating some existed resources.  
 

2.2.5 Chinese LKC Creation 
In order to save our efforts, we will attempt to import an existing Chinese linguistic resource at 
first. After investigation, we found that there are some linguistic resources based on Chinese lan-
guage. The famous are Chinese WordNet (CWN), HowNet and Chinese WordNet (traditional 
version). Three conditions are primarily considered, including the quality, the dataset structure 
and the user license. Through studying, we learned that HowNet has the highest quality; Taiwan 
Chinese WordNet is produced in traditional Chinese, which is different with the simplified Chi-
nese; Chinese WordNet has a higher quality and express in simplified Chinese. As a result, the 
first two resources are abandoned, since 1), the data structure of HowNet is different with 
WordNet, lacking the mapping between them. 2), the differences between traditional and simpli-
fied Chinese are not only in the characters, but also in the expression. In such case, the transfor-
mation of expression from traditional Chinese to simply Chinese could cause some unexpected 
problems. Thus, the existing resource that we plan to import is simplified Chinese WordNet 
(CWN), which is free to use and fully following English WordNet’s data structure, and we found 
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the glosses mapping between CWN and the UKC, which would guarantee the success of import-
ing. 
 
According to the factors mentioned above, we believe that importing CWN will be a good start-
ing point for the entire translation work. We did not find the direct mapping of ID. However, 
Chinese WordNet imported English glosses from English WordNet, and most of the glosses in 
UKC are also imported from English WordNet. That is, the majority of UKC concepts should 
find its corresponding Chinese Synset in CWN. We abide by the following rules when importing, 
 
• Following the data structure of UKC. In order to keep the consistency, we do not import 

any semantic relations from Chinese WordNet (CWN). 
• Only import these concepts that both existed in UKC and CWN 
• Use English glosses plus examples as the mapping medium 
• Do not import when this concept in UKC has a Chinese synset 

 
We use glosses plus examples as the mapping medium. That because we found that some glosses 
are too similar, which means using glosses only will cause multiple mapping issues. For example, 
the following three glosses are too similar. When we use gloss ‘open to question’ as the mapping 
medium, it maps to the other two: 
 
• incontestable, indisputable, undisputable: not open to question; obviously true   
• unquestionable: not open to question 
• equivocal: open to question 



 

2.2.5.1 Importing Steps 

 
Figure 11 Parsing algorithm of a single concept 

Figure 11 shows the steps for importing a Chinese concept. It has 6 steps, which are, 
Step 1: Select one concept from UKC database according to the ID order (from 1 to 111244) 
Step 2: Check whether the current concept existed a Chinese synsets 
Step 3: Check whether we can map this concept to CWN, because some glosses in UKC were 
not coming from English WordNet. 
Step 4: Sometimes, in CWN, some Chinese synsets are empty. 
Step 5, Get word ranks and Chinese words from CWN, and then convert to UKC format (Some 
Chinese words in CWN database are null, need to filter these empty words before converting). 
Step 6, save this new Chinese synset into UKC database.   
 

2.2.5.2 Results 

In this import work, we import new Chinese words, new senses, POS, new Chinese synsets and 
word ranks. Since CWN is out of Chinese glosses, we did not import Chinese glosses. Before 
importing, UKC database (Version 2.5.0) contains 110968 concepts. 814 of them have Chinese 
synset. These 814 synsets contain 983 Chinese words and 1048 senses. After importing, 96636 
(87% of UKC concepts) are covered with Chinese synsets. We imported 95822 new Chinese 
synsets, 88854 Chinese words and 119096 word senses. 9981 concepts are not mapped to CWN. 
In these mapped concepts, there are 4885 empty Chinese synsets. 
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We randomly select 100 concepts twice from UKC database in order to obtain the average accu-
racy.  
 
At the first time, 14 of them have issues, in which,   

• 8 concepts: gloss is not mapped. (7 missing mapping since CWN is out of glosses. 1 be-
cause this gloss in UKC is not from English WordNet. 

• 5 concepts: CWN has these English glosses but without Chinese synset.  
• 1 concept: Wrong format in CWN, ‘愉快地（的）、迅速地（的）’ should be saved in 

two different rows in the database. 
• Other concepts: are all mapped and imported correctly.  
 
Second time, 14 of them have issues, 

• 10 concepts: are not mapping. 
• concepts: in CWN have glosses but without Chinese synsets. 
• Other concepts: are all mapped and imported correctly.  
 
After evaluation, we found that all the issues are coming from CWN database, besides that, the 
mapping accuracy is around 100%. During the importing procedure, we got the following issues 
in CWN. 
• Empty words 

Empty words are these words that saved as “ ” in CWN database. There are 784 empty 
words for these mapped concepts. 

• Empty synsets (not lexical gap) 

Empty synset is a synset that does not offer any information. There are 4885 empty Chinese 
synsets in mapped concepts. 

• Irregular format of words 

Some Chinese words in CWN database are saved in inappropriate formats, for example, ‘愉
快地（的）、迅速地（的）’, ‘被阉割的男歌手(为了保持女高音或男高音那样的高音

而在青春期前被阉割的男歌手) ’, ‘ 至上’ (words with blanks). 

We found two reasons caused not match problem: 

• Some glosses of CWN and UKC come from different resources 

Some glosses in UKC do not belong to English WordNet. For example: the gloss of maltese 
cat in UKC is ‘a short-haired bluish-grey cat breed’; In English WordNet 3.1 is ‘a term ap-
plied indiscriminately in the United States to any short-haired bluish-grey cat’)  

 

• Typo  

UKC: the process of becoming rigidly fixed in a conventional pattern of ‘thought’ or ‘be-
haviour’ 



 

CWN: the process of becoming rigidly fixed in a conventional pattern of ‘thought’ or ‘be-
havior’ 

Our goal is translating UKC to Chinese. Before that, in order to save our efforts, we intend to 
import an existed WordNet structure based Chinese linguistic resource. We found Chinese 
WordNet satisfied our requirements.  But, there is not an explicit ID mapping between UKC and 
CWN. Thus, in our work, we utilize gloss plus example as the mapping medium. In this work, 
we imported 98415 Chinese synsets and 88943 Chinese words with 119722 senses. Also, we 
presented the selection of the Chinese linguistic resource, the basic idea of importing work. Fur-
thermore, we did an experiment to evaluate the importing accuracy, which is close to 100%. 
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Chapter 3 
 

3 Game with a Purpose 

3.1 Game with a Purpose   
Game with a Purpose (GWAP), also known as social Game-based Human Computation or 
Crowdsourcing via games, is a kind of theory in which we can get benefits when user is play-
ing a human computation game. Those benefits are as the side effect during games. Many human 
computation games have been developed already such as ESP game [21], Peekaboom [23] and 
Verbosity [24]. Although they are solving different problems, all of them do get side effects dur-
ing the games. 
 
Computer technique has advanced dramatically over the last five decades, but it is still hard to 
solve some problems, e.g., artificial intelligence (AI) problems, that most humans take for grant-
ed. By this scenario, human computation [18] is proposed, which is a technique that makes use 
of human abilities for computation tasks where hard for computers but trivial for humans. Cur-
rently, the human computation systems can be classified as [19]: 1) Initiatory Human Computa-
tion: 2) Distributed Human computation: 3) Social Game-based Human Computation. A case for 
initiatory human computation is CAPTCHA [20], which is a well-known and wildly 
used security pass. Some cases of distributed human computation, which is also known as 
Crowdsourcing, are Wikipedia14, Yahoo! Answers15 and Amazon Mechanical Turk16. 
  
Terminology of ‘crowdsourcing’ was firstly indicated by Jeff Howe in 2006 used to describe a 
new business model, in which tasks are distributed through Internet [21]. Brabham further de-
fined crowdsourcing [22] and created a typology of crowdsourcing [23] basing on unsolidified 
theoretical knowledge of crowdsourcing situation. Due to the extraordinary number of Wikipedia 
contributors, it has been demonstrated that crowds can outperform linguists in terms of coverage. 
The research shows that the ‘wisdom of crowds’ based resources are not generally superior to 
‘wisdom of linguists’ based resources. However, it is worthwhile to note that collaboratively 
created knowledge sources are strongly competitive to linguistic knowledge sources on the ma-
jority of datasets [24]. Furthermore, crowdsourcing has demonstrated its advantages in the field 
of translation work, which strengthens our confidence that Crowdsourcing will be a good solu-
tion. For example, Yeeyan17 is the largest community translation site in China with more than 
400,000 registered users and 30,000 community translators. Community translators use their 
spare time and multilingual skills to translate interesting stuff they read on the web and share 
them with Chinese readers. Wordreference 18 a free and multilingual online dictionary, uses its 
forum to discuss and collect words and meanings from its users, and those words and meanings 

                                                
14	Wikipedia	website:	https://www.wikipedia.org/	
15	Yahoo	answers!	Site:	https://answers.yahoo.com/	
16	Amazon	Turk	Site:	https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome	
17	Yeeyan	website:	http://g.yeeyan.org/	
18	Wordreference	website:	http://www.wordreference.com/	



 

will be used for their online dictionaries after verifying by experts or seniors. Duolingo19, a free 
language study tool, collects language translation from its students when they are practicing the 
language. Other examples like Facebook20 and Twitter21, crowdsourced language translations of 
their websites based on their huge amount of users. One of the significant challenges of 
crowdsourcing is how to encourage people to contribute, e.g. incentive mechanisms. Generally 
speaking, the incentive of crowdsourcing includes Payment, Altruism, Enjoyment, and Reputa-
tion, etc. [25] While, Scekic classified it into Pay per performance, Quota/ Discretionary bonus, 
Deferred compensation, Relative, etc. [26] Game with a Purpose is a such kind of 
Crowdsourcing exploiting enjoyment as the incentive.  

3.2 GWAP Classification 
GWAP is a kind of theory in which we can get benefits when a user is playing a human compu-
tation game. Those benefits are as the side effect during games. Many human computation 
games have been developed already such as ESP game [27], Peekaboom [28] and Verbosity [29]. 
Although they are solving different problems, all of them do get side effects during the games. 
Depending on different game structures, in [27] Luis Ann categorizes Human computation 
games into three categories: output-agreement game, input-agreement game and inversion-
problem game. We introduce each of them in the following respectively.  
 
Output-agreement  
Output-agreement is a game type where the same input is provided to all players and outputs 
should be based on the common input. They win when they provide the same outputs. An exam-
ple for output-agreement game is ESP game. In ESP game (Figure 12), for each round, two play-
ers are given the identical picture (in this example is an image with a dog), they do not know 
each other and they cannot communicate. They are requested to type some words to describe this 
picture. They win once they typed the same word for a picture. The mapped input can be asym-
metric. As in this example, player 1 typed dog at time 0:03 and player2 typed dog at 0:11. In this 
case, dog will be used as a tag of this picture. 
 

                                                
19	Duolingo	website:	https://www.duolingo.com/	
20	Facebook	translation:	https://www.facebook.com/	
21	Twitter	translation:		https://twitter.com/?lang=en	
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Figure 12 An example of ESP game [27] 

Input-agreement 
All players are given inputs that are known by the game (but not by the players). The players ha-
ve to guess whether they got the same input via describing it (output) for each other. They win 
when they guess correct whether they are or are not in the equivalent input. An example for this 
is TagAtune [30]. Two players are provided with a same or different song. They have to describe 
it for each other (Figure 13). At the end, they are asked to determine whether they listened the 
same some or not based on the written descriptions. They win when they guess correctly. As 
shown in Figure 14, after getting the question, play1 and player 2 are making descriptions and 
they have to make a decision at the end.  

 
Figure 13 screenshot of TagATune 

 



 

 
Figure 14 Mechanism of input agreement method [27] 

Inversion-problem  
Two players compose a team. An input is only provided to one player. This player has to pro-
duce output for the other player. The second player has to make a guess that what is the input. If 
the second player can guess the input correctly, then they win the game. An example for this is 
Verbosity [29]. As shown in Figure 15, Player 1 produced some output with the given input. 
Player 2 produced outputs based on player 1’s output. They win then player 2’s output is con-
sistent with the player 1’s input.  

 
Figure 15 Inversion-problem [27] 

Output-optimization  
Man-Ching Yuen and his collages defined a discrete category, output-optimization [32]. By con-
sidering the verification method (otherwise known as quality control), it can be separated into 
symmetric verification game and asymmetric verification game. All players are given the same 
input and their outputs are the hints of other players’ outputs. One example is the Restaurant 
game [31], it is a video game that aims to collect social behaviour and language from players in 
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the scenario of a restaurant. Each round of the game takes about 10 minutes. The game automati-
cally finds a partner when a player logins in. They are asked to act as a customer and waiter re-
spectively, and they need to simulate actions like in a real restaurant. The collected data will be 
used in a new game, e.g. train a conversational virtual agent via machine learning. Everyone who 
plays the Restaurant Game will be credited as a Game Designer.  
 

 
Figure 16 Screenshot of The Restaurant game 

Futhermore, in [33], Chien-Ju Ho and Kuan-Ta Chen proposed two fundamental verification 
mechanisms, simultaneous verification and sequential verification, in human computation game 
systems. Using game mechanism can separate human computation game into Collaborative 
Game, Competitive Game and Hybrid Game. And also, if we focus on the number of players, 
every game can be either a single player game or multiple-player game.  
 

3.3 Related Human Computation Games 
Games with a purpose have been wildly used in many domains such as, Foldit [34], in which 
non-scientists players are salving protein structure prediction problems, ESP game, where play-
ers are labelling images with words, Page Hunt, which is used to improve search engines. And 
MobiMission [35] is used for geospatial tagging systems. 
 
While, similar to our work are games with annotation-based linguistic such as word sense dis-
ambiguation and create or validate common sense knowledge. Infection [36] is a video game to 
validate semantic knowledge bases as shown in Figure 17. In this game, some humans are infect-
ed, but not transfer into zombies yet. The problem is that they look at the same. So, in order to 
protect the city, players are required to recognize these humans by asking some common senses. 
They use BabelNet [37] as the case study, which is a large-scale multilingual semantic linguistic 
resource. But, validating concepts between multilingual, which is our task, is trickier than vali-
dating common sciences. We think a video game is not suitable for our case. First, in a human 
perspective, common senses are more understandable than concepts. Put these multilingual con-
cepts into a video game is not fun. Second, the target players for solving our problems should 
speak at least two languages.   
 



 

A similar game working with common sense is Concept game [38], which is a fast-paced slot 
machine game aiming to validate the common sense that collected by automatic algorithms. 
When a player pulls the lever, the game randomly generates a common sense to the player. The 
player has to judge whether this is meaningful or meaningless within a specified time.  
 

 
Figure 17 Screenshot of Infection [36] 

 
Figure 18 Screenshot of Concept Game [38] 

Obtaining gold standard data for word sense disambiguation is costly. So, people are attempting 
to use GWAP as a solution. Wordrobe [39] is such a game aiming to collect word sense disam-
biguation corpus. In this game, question is a sentence with a highlight word(s), and points are the 
possible senses of this highlight word. A player is required to read the question and understand 
the meaning of the highlighted word at first, and then the player has to select one option and 
place a bet. Game result is given by calculated on the basis of the answers from other players. 
Thus, the score of a player keeps updating even when they are not playing. Finally, they use ab-
solute vote method to find the best sense for the word in each sentence.  
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Figure 19 Screenshot of Wordrobe [39] 

Jinx[40] as shown in Figure 20 is another game that aiming to collect word sense disambiguation 
data. Different with Wordrobe, Jinx is a two-player game and following ESP game pattern, that 
is, an output-agreement game. In this game, two players are assigned as a pair randomly. Players 
are asked to produce some words/phrases for the highlighted term based on the given sentence. 
Two players are given an identical sentence, and they win when they produce the same output. 
Same with ESP game, the mapped outputs do not need to be typed at the same time.  
 

 
Figure 20 Screenshot of Jinx [40] 

 

3.4 Existing Chinese Word Games 
We want to use existing game instead of creating a new one in order to save effort. We found 
that errors are from Chinese language part, and then the target player should be Chinese player. 
Besides, since the content of a linguistic resource is based on words, the focus should be related 
to word/konwledge games.  
 
At the beginning, we need to understand what Chinese knowlegde games are playing with. Since 
Chinese language is totally different with alphabetic ones, here, we introduce Chinese language 
briefly. Chinese as the most spoken language all over the world (over 1 billion Mandarin Chi-
nese speakers), is the only official language in China. Unlike languages with alphabetic such as 
English, the reading and writing of Chinese present unique features. We call the single characters 
like “中”, “国” as Chinese characters, and characters like “中国”, “山水”, “衣锦还乡” as Chi-
nese words. Chinese characters are ideographic rather than phonetic. The characters originated 
with the Oracle Bone Script, and are continuously evolving in both shape and writing style. Fig-
ure 21 shows the evolution steps of Chinese character. Chinese characters are the basic semantic 
components in the Chinese language, which is completely different from English. In the charac-



 

ter point of view, a character in Chinese could be equivalent to a word in English, such as “水”

(water), and “山”(mountain). A Chinese word is usually equivalent to a phrase in English ei-
ther, such as “热水” (hot water), “电话”(telephone) and “高山”(high mountain). In the pro-
nunciation point of view, many characters or words have the same pronunciation, that is, homo-
nyms, such as “一”, “衣”, and “医”. In the meaning point view, a Chinese character or a 
word could have several meanings, that is, polysemy, for instance, “水分”. 
 

 
Figure 21 Evolution Steps in Chinese Characters 

According to the facts we discussed above, Chinese word/knowledge games can be classified in-
to 3 categories, which are playing with ‘Chinese characters structure writing’, ‘pronunciation’, or 
‘meaning/knowledge’ (e.g. idioms, couplet, proverb, etc.) respectively. As our objective, our 
main focus should be on the games of playing with ‘meaning’. Word games are often designed to 
test language ability or to explore its properties, and generally engaged as entertainment, but 
have been found to serve an education purpose as well. Chinese word games are the word games 
in Chinese language. It has been a long history, which can be traced to thousands of years ago. In 
this Section, we will introduce several well-known Chinese word games playing with meaning/ 
knowledge, which are Chinese crosswords game and Chinese puzzle game, couplet game, soli-
taire game, idioms game, drinking game and vocabulary challenge game.   
 

3.4.1 Chinese Crosswords Game 
Since the features of the Chinese language, which are different with English, Chinese crossword 
games are using Chinese characters as the smallest unit. Normally speaking, a Chinese word is 
shorter than an English word. For example, English word ‘love’ contains 4 letters, but in Chinese 
it is ‘爱’ or ‘爱情’, which contains only one or two Chinese characters. At first glance, Chinese 
crossword game is similar to the English one in the game format. But since a Chinese word is 
more expressive, its involving content is greater than an English word. A Chinese crosswords 
game contains not only words, but also common senses, idioms, proverbs, poetries aphorisms, 
ancient and modern, etc. For example, as shown in Figure 22, at the first row, Chinese ‘爱填字’ 
means ‘ we like to play crosswords games’ in English. Therefore, the contents of Chinese cross-
word game are particularly rich, more interesting and challenging.  
 
If we focus on game forms, the Chinese crossword game can be subdivided into graphical and 
non-graphical game. Graphical game arranges all entries into a certain meaningful graph. This 
graph can be symmetrical patterns, animals, plants, houses, text pictures, etc. As showed in Fig-
ure 22, it is a heart. Non-graphical game is a crossword game without graphical restrictions. Cer-
tainly, the primary focus of a crossword game should be the game content.  
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Figure 22 Graphical Chinese Crossword22 

By considering game content, Chinese crossword game can be separated into non-thematic game 
and thematic game. Non-thematic game does not have restrictions on the game topic, and gener-
ally, the content is common sense. Thematic game constrains all the game entries associated with 
one topic. For instance, full of poetries, movies, human names, novels, locations, etc.  
 
‘小强填字’ is a famous non-thematic Chinese crossword game. ‘小强填字’ was published by 
the newspaper Southern Weekly at the beginning of nineties of last century and published the 
web app in 1999. Its publisher said that it is the first Chinese crossword game in China. We are 
not sure whether it is the real first one, but it is indeed the most famous one. As showed in Figure 
23, in October 2009, they published iPhone version and got the high rating on App Store. Con-
tent of Southern weekly crossword game does not have restrictions, which means its content is 
various. Such as news, poetries and human names. 

                                                
22	ITunes	Store:	https://itunes.apple.com/cn/app/ai-tian-zi-zui-jing-mei-zhong/id565958696?mt=8	



 

 
Figure 23 Southern weekly mobile version23 

‘南方体育’ is engaging thematic Chinese crossword game. The meaning of ‘南方体育’ is south-
ern sport, a famous sport newspaper in China. There is a sport crossword game on this newspa-
per. It will be apparent that whether you are a comprehensive sports enthusiasts after filling in 
one puzzle. Just those footballers’ long names are the challenges.  
 
Depending on the clue form, the Chinese crossword game can be separated into two types im-
age-based game and language-based game. Image-based clue crossword game (Figure 24, the 
clue is an American president), as its name, is a crossword game using the image as the clue. 
This image can be a person, a building or a meaningful picture, etc. And language-based clue 
game (Figure 25) is using the Chinese language as the clue.  
 

 
Figure 24 Image-based clue game and the image title “美国总统” means US president. 24 

                                                
23	ITunes	store:	https://itunes.apple.com/cn/app/xiao-qiang-tian-zi-mian-fei-ban/id347542956?mt=8	
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Figure 25 Language-based clue game25 

3.4.2 Puzzle Game 
In China, puzzle game is derived from a traditional activity ‘Guessing lantern riddles’. It is an 
essential part of the Lantern Festival (A traditional Chinese festival). Lantern owners write rid-
dles on a piece of paper and post them on the lanterns. If visitors have solutions to the riddles, 
they can pull the paper out and go to the lantern owners to check their answer. If they are right, 
they will get a small gift. The activity emerged during people’s enjoyment of lanterns in the 
Song Dynasty (960-1279 A.D.). As riddle guessing is interesting and full of wisdom, it has be-
come popular among all social strata. 
 
Now, Guessing lantern riddles is not only for the Lantern Festival, but also on newspapers, mag-
azine, TV and even web and mobile application. In the following are the Guessing lantern riddles 
on iPhone and Android respectively  (Figure 26 and Figure 27).  

                                                                                                                                                       
24	Crossword	games	:http://www.tzgame.net/archives/191.html	
25	Crossword	games	:	http://www.tzgame.net/archives/470.html	



 

	
Figure	26	iPhone	Application26	

	
Figure	27	Android	Application27	

People must guess the answer from a word, a poem or a phrase, guessing riddles are as hard as 
fighting with a tiger, so that lantern riddles have another name 'Lantern tigers'. Some lantern rid-
dles as example are in the following: 
 
English Example:  
Riddles: What month do soldiers hate? 
Answer: March  
Hint: Since in English, “March” has the meaning “a procession of people walking together” 
(This definition from English WordNet).  
Chinese Example：  
Riddles: 日复一日（猜一字） (English translation: day after day(a word)) 
Answer: 昌 
Hint: the structure of ‘昌’is two “日” overlaid. '日' means ‘one day’ in English   
 
Now, the clue of the puzzle is not only committed in literal, but also could be a picture. And the 
topic of the puzzle should therefore not be constrained. It could be a brand, person, movie, loca-
tion, etc. There is an image puzzle game, which is named ‘看图猜成语’（Guessing Idiom from 
Picture）,having more then 8000 comments and be evaluated 5 stars in iPhone application store. 

                                                
26	ITunes	store	:	https://itunes.apple.com/cn/app/cai-deng-mi/id355658646?mt=8	
27	Android	play	:	
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.kadahome.lanternriddlelite&feature=search_result#?t=W251bGwsMSwyL
DEsImNvbS5rYWRhaG9tZS5sYW50ZXJucmlkZGxlbGl0ZSJd	
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Figure	28	Guessing	idiom	from	Picture	(1)	

	
Figure	29	Guessing	idiom	from	Picture	(2)28	

 
Figure 28 and Figure 29 are the screenshots of the game ‘看图猜成语’. A player has to 
guess the idiom from the picture showing on the screen. Instead of a keyboard, it uses a 
set of Chinese characters, in which contains the standard answer, as an input method in 
order to reduce the game difficulty. The player can seek help from his friend by publish-
ing game status on the social network platform or buy the answer using game gold when 
they are stuck. In Figure 7, there are two Chinese characters, ‘人’ and ‘龍’，and the 
character ‘龍’ is in the middle of character ‘人’, so the answer is ‘人中之龙’, which 
means dragons in human in literal（means this person is outstanding）. In Figure 8, a 
snake is being drawn feet. In China, we call this ‘画蛇添足’, which means superfluous 
in English. 
 
Another popular picture guessing game is “疯狂猜图” Crazy Guessing, which has mil-
lions fans.  

                                                
28	“看图猜成语”:	https://itunes.apple.com/cn/app/kan-tu-cai-cheng-yu/id621966617?mt=8	



 

	
Figure	30	Guessing	movies	or	TV	from	picture	

	
Figure	31	Guessing	brand	or	company	from	picture	

 

Figure 30 and Figure 31 shows this game is not limited in idioms. In this game, the words can be 
movies, brands, persons, etc. But it provides a hint of category showing to the player which kind 
of category it falls in. Figure 30 is the movie guessing and the answer is 'ICE AGE'. Figure 31 is 
brand guessing, the answer is 'Benz'. In the following are more examples. 
 

	
Figure	32	Guessing	cities	(Pisa)	

	
Figure	33	Guessing	countries	(Australia)	
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Figure	34	Guessing	person	(Saddam)	

	
Figure	35	Guessing	games	(Angry	bird)	

 
Guessing picture game is similar to the lantern riddles game to a certain extent. The distinction 
between them is the riddles carrier, in which picture guessing game is using pictures as the rid-
dles. The rule of picture guessing game is not complicated, which let the player describe the pic-
ture depending on specific requirements, such as, idioms, words and brands. It is also similar to 
the Crossword game with the image clue, but since every picture in picture guessing game is a 
single puzzle without character count restrictions, it has more developing space. Picture guessing 
game is very widespread today, especially from 2012, published many kinds of picture guessing 
games on the web, mobile and social networking platforms. 

3.4.3 Couplet Game 

A couplet or antithetical couplet29, the Chinese name is “对联”，is a pair of poetry lines which 
adhere to certain rules. Unlike poems, they are usually observed on the sides of doors, used as a 
Chinese New Year's decoration expressing happiness and hopefulness for the coming year, thus, 
it is named spring couplet as well. It can be better described as a written form of counterpoint. 
Two poetry lines have a one-to-one correspondence in their metrical length, and each pair of 
characters must have certain corresponding properties. A couplet is ideally profound yet concise, 
using one character per word in the style of classical Chinese. A couplet must adhere to the fol-
lowing rules: 
 
1. Both lines must have the exact same number of Chinese characters. 
2. The lexical category of each character must be the same to its corresponding character. 

                                                
29	Wikipeida	:	http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Couplet_(Chinese_poetry)	



 

3. The tone pattern of one line must be the inverse of the other. This generally means if one 
character is of the level tone, its corresponding character in the other line must be of an 
oblique tone, and vice versa. For more information about Chinese tone pattern, see 30. 

4. The last character of the first line should be of an oblique tone, which forces the last charac-
ter of the second line to be of one level tone. 

5. The meaning of the two lines needs to be related, in which each pair of corresponding char-
acters have related meanings too. 

A short example of a Chinese couplet, the correspondence between individual words of the first 
and second poetries, is shown as follows:  
 

海 (sea)       天 (sky) 
阔(wide)     高(high) 

凭(allows)   任 (enable) 
鱼 (fish)      鸟 (bird) 
跃 (jump)    飞 (fly) 

 
Normally, a Chinese couplet has to be read vertically, the previous example are “海阔凭鱼跃， 
天高任鸟飞”. 

 
Figure 36 A spring couplet31 

Figure 36 is an example of the spring couplet. Normally speaking, every couplet has a short title 
as the finishing touch, in this spring couplet, the horizontal sentence is the title.  
 
Couplet game is legendary and it is always played on some TV shows, online forums and parties. 
The game is one person provides the first line poetry and let others guess the subsequent poetry. 
Although there is the rule of guessing the second poetry, it is still hard to judge the correctness of 

                                                
30	Chinese	Tone	Pattern	Introduction:	http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tone_pattern	
31	Chinese	couplet	:	http://fuckyeahchinesemyths.tumblr.com/post/15278728343/why-we-write-spring-couplets	
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the answer by a computer. And also because the couplet game is very complicated and the an-
swer is diverse, thus, there is no web or mobile couplet game application. Actually, instead of 
gaming, couplets are more used to appreciation. There are lots of couplets appreciation applica-
tions on book, web and mobile platform.  

3.4.4 Solitaire Game 
Solitaire game indicates a kind of games that one stuff following another related stuff under a 
certain rule. This stuff can be a poker, word and photo, etc. And even the word solitaire game is 
supporting multiple languages such as English, Japanese and Chinese. In this report, we only fo-
cus on Chinese word solitaire game. It is a multi-player word game taking the following rules: 
 
First of all, one of the participants provides a word and the others have to provide another word 
which the beginning is the previous word’s last character. Detailed rules are different depending 
on interests. But in general, it should be of: 
 
1，Without terminology. 
2，Without repeating the previous words. 
3，Time restriction.  

 
Since there are no restrictions on the using words, the game becomes very easy. Thus, a deriva-
tive solitaire game named idioms solitaire game (成语接龙), which restricts words to idioms 
emerged. Players lose the game if they cannot provide the related idiom. The Chinese idiom, 
normally contains four characters, is a special language form for Chinese language, which is us-
ing a fixed phrase to express a fixed meaning or history (story). At the moment, there are more 
than 48000 idioms counted by People's Republic of China Ministry of Education. For example: a 
Chinese idiom “夸父追日”’s literal English translation is Kua Fu Chasing Sun. But, it has a 
background story, which is:  
 
‘Long, long ago there lived a giant man named Kua Fu32. He was a person with extraordinary 
physical power. And he could walk as fast as he flew .One day, he wanted to overcome the 
scorching sun and started to chase it with flying strides. When he was near the burning sun, he 
felt extremely thirsty. He couldn't stand it any more so he rushed to the Yellow River and drank 
up the river. Feeling still very thirsty, he went to Weihe River and drank up the river there too. 
But he was not satisfied. He decided to go to the north where there was a big lake. Unfortunately, 
he died on the way because of thirst. ’ 
 
In the following is a Chinese idiom sotarire game example: 
胸有成竹 → 竹柏异心 → 心安理得 → 得薄能鲜 → 鲜为人知 → 知不诈愚 → 愚不可及 → 
及宾有鱼 → 鱼帛狐篝 →… 
 

                                                
32 iCIBA:	http://sl.iciba.com/viewthread-95-525375-1.shtml	
	



 

Chinese idiom solitaire game is more suitable for the advanced Chinese speakers, at least a per-
son who has a rich accumulation on Chinese idioms. At present, Chinese idiom solitaire game is 
most playing on the parties, Internet forums and TV shows. But it has a probability developing 
on the computer and mobile platform, since a lot of Chinese idioms dictionaries exit and it is eas-
ier to take the decision of the correctness of the players’ answer.   

3.4.5 Idioms Game 
Idioms game is a Jigsaw game that let the player find some idioms from a set of Chinese charac-
ters which are filling in the grids. Its Chinese name is “砌图”. 
 

	
Figure	37	Finding	idioms	

	
Figure	38	Finding	idioms	

Figure 37 and Figure 38 are a game named “砌图游戏之中国成语”, English name is Puzzle 
Game for Chinese Idiom. In this game, a player has to figure out all Chinese idioms from a set of 
Chinese characters.  

3.4.6 Drinking Literal Game 
Chinese drinking game, like Chinese drinking, is a unique part of Chinese culture and was under 
a very long history. Long time ago, alcohol was mainly a beverage in the ceremonial rites. The 
drinking games, named "酒令"33 in Chinese, were just aids for drinking. Certainly, there are a lot 
of aids for drinking, such as archery, chess playing and arrow pitching, aiming to restrict over-
drinking to keep drinkers be gentlemen. There were even special designated officials to manage 
these aids for drinking. Later, drinking games which added entertainment to rites, gradually be-
came artifice to persuade, wager and force overdrinking.  
 

                                                
33	Drinking	game	of	Chinese	Alcohol:	http://www.warriortours.com/intro/alcohol_game.htm	
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Now "酒令" has many forms depending on the drinker's social status, literacy status and interests, 
which can be classified into three categories - general game, contest game and literal game. 
 
1. General game includes those games every body can play, such as joke telling, riddling and 

“传花” (passing flowers one by one). This category usually appears on banquet for ladies. 
2. Contest game consists of archery, arrow pitching, chess playing, dicing, finger guessing and 

animal betting. Among these, the latter two are common practice. 
3. Literal game is mainly popular in bookworms since they receive a good education and have 

refined knowledge and know the essence of Chinese traditional culture. Intellectuals some-
times play the other two category drinking games too, however they consider those games 
vulgar. Cultured ladies prefer the elegant game, literal game. Usually literal game is unique 
and artful literal contest, which requires superior wisdom, broad knowledge sphere and fast 
response. In order to animate atmosphere, players will do their best to produce original, 
novel, unpredicted and extremely fine literal pieces improviser, with quotations from scrip-
tures, history, poems, proverbs, and fairy tales embedded. Many Chinese drinking games of 
this category, very artistic, are pleasingly worthy of literary appreciation. Bai Juyi (“白居

易”), one of Chinese greatest poets, even though elegant Chinese drinking literal game was 
much more interesting than a musical accompaniment. 
 

Chinese drinking literal game is very famous, but only a few people are playing. That because 
this game requires a very background knowledge of the Chinese literal culture. Thus, at the mo-
ment, there is not any online or mobile games existed and no one is playing this literal game dur-
ing drinking. Instead of gaming, now, it plays more on appreciating.  
 

3.4.7 Vocabulary Challenge Game 
Vocabulary challenge game is a serious game to evaluate player’s vocabulary size, and always 
appears in the form of English-Chinese. It allows Chinese speakers to evaluate the size of their 
English vocabulary. The basic idea is to let a player choose the correct sense of an English word 
from its corresponding options. The options are 4 or 5 senses that presented in Chinese. The cor-
rect one is the Chinese translation of this word. We named one question as one round. We call a 
question word is a title and its candidate answers as options. We named a group of rounds that a 
player has to finish once as one section. Normally, one section of a vocabulary challenge game 
contains 10-30 rounds. A player has to finish all these rounds one by one. And a player is sug-
gested to choose ‘don't know’ option honestly when he is no idea of the current title. After fin-
ished a section, the system will evaluate the player’s vocabulary size based on the correctness of 
the testing rounds.  
 



 

 
Figure 39 An Example of Word Challenge Game 

 
Figure 39 is a round of a word challenge game and a section contains 10-30 such round. Word 
‘apple’ is the title of this round.  It contains 5 options, A,B,C,D and E, in which A to D are nor-
mal options and E is ‘Don't know’ option. The full translation of option E is ‘Don't know? Don't 
guess! Click me, it guarantees the correctness of the result’. The correct answer of this round is 
D, which is a Chinese word means ‘apple’ in English. English translations of options A to C are 
‘downhearted, minaret and exile respectively. These meanings are far from the correct answer 
‘apple’, even Part of Speech (POS) of them is different.  
 
The platform of English vocabulary challenge game is based primarily on some English study 
websites through Internet browsers. Students, who are learning English, would like to evaluate 
their English vocabulary size. Mobile applications for such purpose are not widely developed, 
but it is popular on the mobile social network. People, who have strong English abilities, would 
like to test and share the testing result to the social network. Generally speaking, people only 
play it once during a period, that because of in a short term a substantial growth of the English 
vocabulary is difficult. But the function of errors list improves the participant times of players.  
 
 

Mode Representative Games Brief explanation Derived type 
Question-answer Lantern riddles guessing Guess the given question, 

the question could be text or 
picture 

Crossword, Vocabulary 
challenge, Guessing Idiom 

from Pictures, Crazy 
Guessing, etc. 

Picture guessing 

No fixed answer Couplet game Provide the continuing sen-
tence from the given sen-

tence by a common or 
specific rule. There is no 
correct answer but has a 

good answer 

 
Chinese Drinking literal 

game 

Word chain Word Solitaire game Provide a new word, idiom 
or proverb by the given ti-

tle’s last character 

Chinese ***(e.g. idiom, 
couplet etc.) Solitaire, etc. 

Reaction Idioms game Find the idioms out from a 
given characters set as soon 
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as possible 
Table 4 Chinese language games 

Table 4 is a summary of the Chinese language games playing with meaning. The last one ‘reac-
tion’ is more or less playing on the human reaction time, but the familiar with idioms is more 
helpful for the game. The game type ‘no fixed answer’ and ‘word chain’ is lack of applications 
on computer platform since the hardness of deciding the answer quality by computer. The fa-
mous game types playing with meaning on App Store (IOS), Android shop (Android) and Com-
puter platform are the ‘Question-answer’ and ‘Reaction’. After studying the derived types of the-
se two types, we found that there is a derived type named Vocabulary challenge can fulfil our 
objective, which we can hide our goal protectively. For understanding this game well, we give an 
introduction in details in Chapter 5. 
 
 



 

Chapter 4 

4 UKC Games Framework  
In the last Chapter, we introduced the concept of Game with a Purpose and existing Chinese 
game in terms of Chinese word/knowledge. After studying, we got a concrete idea of the how to 
create a Chinese GWAP game. Due to the data of the target resource UKC and the task of 
finding errors, the best game mode should be question-answer pair mode. While, to make sure 
the maximizing reusability of our work and also maximize the cooperation with Entitypedia 
Games Framework34, a UKC games framework is created rather than a single GWAP game. 
UKC games framework concentrates on providing question-answer pair to all games and also 
some other fundamental game functions.  
 
In this chapter, we will introduce how a question is generated and how to generate answers (op-
tions) of each question, how to measure the difficulty level of questions, domains generation, and 
the possible ways to cooperate with Entitypeida Games Framework, which we were working.  

4.1 Questions and Assumed Answers 

 
Figure 40 A Small Portion of UKC Structure 

Figure 40 is an example of the basic structure of UKC. In this example, it has two concepts, 1 
and 2, and each concept has two language representations. The English vocabulary representa-
tion (synset) of concept 1 is ‘state capital’, Chinese is ‘县政府’. The English synset for concept 2 
is ‘stream, watercourse’, Chinese one is ‘天然水流’. An erroneous case in Chinese LKC inside 
UKC is concept 1. In this case, the synset ‘state capital’ in English has the correct gloss in 
Chinese but the synset ‘县政府’ (county government) is an incorrect translation. Furthermore, 
                                                
34	Entitypeida	Games	Framework	is	a	project	we	were	working	for.	The	goal	of	it	is	to	fix	errors	in	Entitypedia.	For	more	infor-
mation	please	read	‘Entitypedia	Games	Framework’	tech	report	in	Knowdive	group.	
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the sense of the terms in both languages is different, since the English term refers to a location, 
whereas the Chinese counterpart refers to an organization.  
 
In the UKC games framework, each question-answer pair is a UKC concept connected with two 
languages where one has to be English and the other is the target language. In this pair, English 
synset is the question since the English data have the highest accuracy, and target language, e.g. 
Chinese, is the assumed answer. Our work is to verify whether this pair is mapping correctly. In 
this example, concept 1 is assigned to Chinese synset ‘县政府’.  After playing, if the most play-
ers did not select this as the correct answer, we can guess its assumed answer is wrong. The   
quantity of questions is limited by a question has connected with at least two languages. In UKC, 
there are 90,000 concept are connected with Chinese synsets and 30,000 concepts are connected 
with Italian. Thus, questions for English-Chinese are closed to 90,000, and for English-Italian are 
around 30,000.  
 

4.2 Measuring the Difficulty Level 
The ideal situation of our game is the case that a player can always get a question close to his 
knowledge boundary, that is, he can always know something in a provided synset. The exces-
sively providing of inappropriate questions will cause the game boring and making the collected 
data doubtful. So we choose to provide the game models with both level specified/unspecified. 
One of the goals of the level unspecified model is to evaluate the current English vocabulary size 
level of a player and after that a player can select his corresponding difficulty level in the contin-
uing play.  While, the premise of providing these two game models is to find out the hardness of 
a question. Here, we used difficulty level as an extent that to express how hard of a question in 
our game. For each question, it contains two parts, title (a synset) and options. Both of them 
should influence the difficulty of a round. But, since 1) our target users are mainly Chinese, we 
assume that the options are known perfectly by the players; 2) The stable options generator, we 
assume that, in semantic aspect, the difficulty levels are the same for all options we generated. 
Thus, we only take the difficulty level of the title part (a synset) into consideration. 
 
Yet, till now only few methods can roughly measure the difficulty of a sense (synset). Because 
the difficulty of sense is subjective, it is difficult to formally compare which is harder between 
two senses. While, in word sense disambiguation (WSD) field, as to fairly evaluate the system 
performance, some formal methods were proposed, which is using the Most Frequent Sense 
(MFS), Entropy or hybrid, to indicate the difficulty of disambiguating a particular term. That was 
based on two intuitive facts that, for entropy, the more information this sentence contains, the 
harder of this sentence to be disambiguated; for MFS, a sense might be easier if it is more com-
monly used, for example ‘School’ as ‘education institution’ seems easier than ‘grab’ as ‘a me-
chanical device for gripping an object’. However, both of them have a limitation that requiring a 
considerable size labelled training data. We need to measure the difficulty of more than one 
hundred of thousands synsets, that is, the creation of a huge labelled training data is outweigh the 
benefits. Besides, the required accuracy of difficulty is lower. In our case, we just want to rank 
our synsets into some levels in order to provide the appropriate questions. To solve that, we need 
to, first, approximately rank all the synsets in UKC; second, classify these ranked synsets into 
levels by adopting an appropriate granularity. But, we provide an evolutionary system in order to 



 

increase the overall accuracy of the difficulty level. So, in this section, at first, we discuss how 
we boost our difficulty level, and after that, we introduce the evolution system. 

4.2.1.1 Boosting 

In current vocabulary tests, the word frequency list is used as the consensus, which was extracted 
from a large size corpus, as the difficulty rank. For example, ‘captious’ (ranks more than 6300) is 
a harder than ‘school’ (ranks around 200). Thus, we can probably use the word frequency to rank 
the synsets list. So as to verify our guess, we propose two options to adopt the word frequency to 
represent the synset value:  
1) The lowest word frequency   

2) The average word frequency  

 
According to this method, we can obtain a list of all the senses ranked by their frequencies.  Now, 
we need to consider the granularity of the difficulty level. We did some investigation and found 
the following information: 

1. In testyourvocab.com, which is the most famous vocabulary test website, it shows that 
the average vocabulary size of Chinese is around 6600. 

2. In Chinese examination system, the vocabulary requirement is: 
	

Level	 Junior	high	
school	

High	
school	

CET-435	 CET-6	 TOEFL/IELTS	 GRE	

Vocabulary	
size	

2500	 3500	 4000	 6000	 7500	 13000	

	
The smallest difference in these levels is 1000 words (from junior high school to high school). 
So we adopt the synset value/ 1000 as one level. In this case, we use the following method to 
formalize the consequence. 
 

𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡 _𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑦 =  𝑹𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒅(
𝐹

1000 
)	

Where Round is a rounding function. F is either lowest frequency or average frequency of a synset.  
 
Notably, in a frequency list, words like “schooling, school house, schooltime, school day” are 
always with high frequency rank (with low frequency), however, these words are not as hard as 
the corresponding frequency rank constantly. We call the words we mentioned above derived 
forms, and the word ‘school’ headwords. For the reason of balance, we use the word frequency 
rank of headword to represent its derived forms. Moreover, if a word can neither be found in the 
word frequency list, nor have a headword, then, we assume that they are hard words, and use the 
maximal rank as its frequency rank. 
 
In order to compare these two methods, we randomly select some words from WordNet. We 
adopted the lemmatised frequency list from this link36 in the following simulation, which con-

                                                
35	CET	is	the	abbreviation	of	College	English	Test	band		
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tains 6318 lemmatised words with more than 800 occurrences. It was extracted from British Na-
tional Corpus (BNC)37, which is a large size and large spoken component. 
	
No.	 Synset	 Meaning	 Lowest	

Frequency	
Average	
Frequency	

Difficulty	
Level	1	

Difficulty	
Level	2	

1	 school	 an	educational	institution	 181	 181	 0	 0	

2	 school,	schoolhouse	 a	building	where	young	people	receive	
education	

181	 181	 0	 0	

3	 school,	schooling	 the	process	of	being	formally	educated	at	
a	school	

181	 181	 0	 0	

4	 school	 a	body	of	creative	artists	or	writers	or	
thinkers	linked	by	a	similar	style	or	by	

similar	teachers	

181	 181	 0	 0	

5	 school,	schooltime,	
school	day	

the	period	of	instruction	in	a	school;	the	
time	period	when	school	is	in	session	

181	 181	 0	 0	

6	 school	 an	educational	institution's	faculty	and	
students	

181	 181	 0	 0	

7	 school,	shoal	 a	large	group	of	fish	 181	 3249	 0	 3	

8	 grab	 a	mechanical	device	for	gripping	an	object	 6318	 6318	 6	 6	

9	 catch,	grab,	snatch,	
snap	

the	act	of	catching	an	object	with	the	
hands	

2818	 4885.5	 3	 5	

10	 pasture,	pas-
tureland,	grazing	
land,	lea,	ley	

a	field	covered	with	grass	or	herbage	and	
suitable	for	grazing	by	livestock	

6186	 	6265.2	 6	 6	

11	 eatage,	forage,	
pasture,	pasturage,	

grass	

bulky	food	like	grass	or	hay	for	browsing	or	
grazing	horses	or	cattle	

2145	 5241.75	 2	 5	

12	 measure,	evaluate,	
valuate,	assess,	
appraise,	value	

evaluate	or	estimate	the	nature,	quality,	
ability,	extent,	or	significance	of	

403	 2964	 0	 3	

13	 assess	 charge	(a	person	or	a	property)	 1570	 1570	 2	 2	

14	 tax,	assess	 set	or	determine	the	amount	of	(a	pay-
ment	such	as	a	fine)	

1570	 2874.5	 2	 3	

15	 assess	 	estimate	the	value	of	(property)	for	taxa-
tion	

1570	 1570	 2	 2	

Table 5 Simulation table, difficulty level 1 is corresponding to lowest frequency, difficulty level 2 is corresponding to average 
frequency 

After that, we think both of these two kinds of synset values can be utilized to distinguish the 
synset difficulty level. For example, No. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 are quite easy, they belong to level 0; 
No.10, 11 are not frequently used, belongs to level 6; While No. 7, 9,11,12, 14 are showing dif-
ferent. After analyzing the differences, in table [3], we found that a player can guess the meaning 
from the easiest word sometimes, but only works well for the top meanings of this word, that is, 
the lowest frequency method underestimates the synset difficulty level on the low word sense 
rank. While, average frequency method has a better preference on this aspect. In this case, we 
adopt the average frequency as our solution.  
 

                                                                                                                                                       
36	http://www.kilgarriff.co.uk/bnc-readme.html	
37	http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk	
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7	 school,	shoal	 school	is	an	easy	word,	but	this	is	its	last	meaning	(7/7).	
9	 catch,	grab,	snatch,	snap	 Catch	is	an	easy	word,	but	that	sense	is	its	eighth	meaning	

(8/10),	which	is	not	as	easy	as	word	catch’s	ranking.	
11	 eatage,	forage,	pasture,	pastur-

age,	grass	
word	grass	is	easy,	but	this	is	its	fourth	meaning	(4/5).	

12	 measure,	evaluate,	valuate,	as-
sess,	appraise,	value	

value	is	an	easy	word,	but	it	is	the	fourth	meaning	(4/5).	

14	 tax,	assess	 tax	as	a	verb	is	not	frequently	used.	The	lowest	frequency	is	
the	word	assess.	This	is	its	third	meaning	(3/4).	While,	if	a	
player	knows	the	word	tax,	it	is	not	hard	to	get	this	mean-
ing.	

Table 6 

 
As we mentioned above, the average known words are around 6500, and for GRE, which is gen-
erally considered as the highest-level English exam in China, the requirement of words is around 
13000 words. But, in UKC, we have more than 150000 words, which means the major part of 
synsets should be marked as the hardest level. Besides, we use 1000 as the granularity to classify 
our synset rank, but 1000 words do not map to 1000 meanings. In this scenario, we calculate the 
following difficulty level distribution as showed in Figure 41. The sum of difficulty level 0 to 
difficulty level 5 is 19180, and the major part difficulty level 6 is 91550. In table 4, we demon-
strate some random words for each level. 
 
 

 
Figure 41 Distribution of difficulty level  

 
Difficulty	
level	

Some	Synsets	 Difficultly	level	size	

Difficulty	
level	0	

{name},	{cause},	{similar},	{anything},	{something}	 3301	

Difficulty	level	distribuZon 

Difficulty	level	0	

Difficulty	level	1	

Difficulty	level	2	

Difficulty	level	3	

Difficulty	level	4	

Difficulty	level	5	

Difficulty	level	6	
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Difficulty	
level	1	

{article},	{credit},	{contact},	{address},	{device}	 2351	

Difficulty	
level	2	

{queen},	{barrier},	{architecture},	{base,	base	of	operations},	{	part,	separate,	
divide,	disunite	}	

1979	

Difficulty	
level	3	

{description,	verbal	description	},	{food,	nutrient	},	{credit,	course	credit	},	{pri-
mary,	primary	election}	

3307	

Difficulty	
level	4	

{example,	illustration,	instance,	representative},	{	object,	physical	object,	shape	
bearing	object}	

4116	

Difficulty	
level	5	

{part,	portion,	component,	component	part},	{	transmission,	transmittal,	trans-
mitting	},	{	alteration,	modification,	adjustment}	

4126	

Difficulty	
level	6	

{boondoggle},	{bootlegging},	{absolution,	remission,	remittal	remission	of	sin},	
{expiation,	atonement,	propitiation}	

91550	

Table 7 some random examples for each level 

4.2.1.2 The Evolution System  

In the pervious section, we introduced how we boost the difficulty level. We separated the whole 
UKC into 7 levels, and each level has a different quantity of synsets, in which the difficulty level 
7 contains the most synsets, that is 91550. In this section, we will introduce how we increase the 
overall accuracy of the boosted difficulty level system.  
 
The difficulty level of a synset is briefly based on the people thinking that how hard is it. Thus, 
we can get an assumption that ‘If the most players think a synset is harder/easier than the other 
synsets in the current difficulty level, then this synset should be located in a higher/lower diffi-
culty level instead of the current one’. So, if we can get opinions in terms of difficulty of synsets, 
we can relocate these synsets and improve the quality of our difficulty level. The best way to get 
opinions is to ask players directly, but 1) asking an opinion for each question is tedious; 2) 
against our original goal that hide our objective. So, instead of asking an opinion from player, we 
propose to use an indirect approach, by evaluating the mistake rate and skip rate, to get opinions.  
 
The accuracy of a question is referring to a percentage of how many players answered correctly. 
There are two possibilities that if a question is taking a higher mistake rate by comparing with 
the other questions in the same difficulty level, which is the question is harder or the mapping 
Chinese synset is wrong. And since we suppose that the game option set is in the same difficulty 
level, a question is harder can be regarded as the synset is harder. And when the case is in the 
wrong mapping, move it to next level can give it an improved validation. In this case, we can 
move this synset into the next difficulty level in both cases. On the other hand, if the mistake rate 
of a synset is lower than the current mistake rate, we think it should be moved to the previous 
difficulty level. 
 
However, there are two situations we need to consider. First, a player has the capacity to evaluate 
the difficulty level. For example, when a player answers a game with unreasonable actions, the 
accuracy is around 0%-20%. So a player has only 0-20% accuracy for the current difficulty level, 
his answers are not able to use in the evolution system. Also when a player A of level 3 is play-
ing with level 6 or a level 5 player B is playing with level 2, their answers are meaningless for 
shaping the difficulty level system. The ideal situation is that, the concept size of a player, who 



 

provided the mistake rate data of synset S, has to be around the difficulty level of S, not too high 
or too low. Suppose that a mistake rate of a synset used to calculate the difficulty level shifting. 
By analysing the data collected till now, we found that the accuracy range between 65% to 80% 
can indicate a player is in this difficulty level. In this case, a player’s answers upper than 80% or 
lower than 65% will not be counted in the mistake rate R. 
 
Second, we need to consider when to shift the difficulty level. Suppose that the accuracy for 
moving up the difficulty level is A+, for moving down is A-. In the case of R-, the counted play-
ers should be in or lower than current difficulty level. In this scenario, his answer is meaningless 
to indicate a synset is easier. Second, we need to figure out the threshold K for deciding R of a 
synset. That is, how many answers is enough to decide a mistake rate. 
 

 
Figure 42 Evolution system 

As showed in Figure 42, when mistake rate R of a synset is higher than R+, we move this synset 
to the next difficulty level. And when R of a synset is lower than R-, we move this synset to its 
pervious difficulty level. It has a probability that a synset has to be moved into several levels 
away, but for each time, we only move 1 level. And for each moving, we put it in the middle of 
that level. 
 

4.3 Option Set Generating 
A set of options consists of 5 options in game framework database, and they are Chinese synsets 
respectively. In this document, we use assumed answer to indicate the right answer we designed 
(from UKC), real answer to indicate the answer from the gold standard and player answer 
means the answer from players. So, assumed answer might be able to correct or wrong by com-
paring with the gold standard. When a player answer is different with an assumed answer, it 
might be a player’s mistake or assumed answer is wrong. The assumed answer is utilized to 
judge the correctness of player answers.  
 
In a Vocabulary Challenge Game, an option set is always designed as 3 or 4 Chinese options 
plus an additional ‘Don't know’ option. While, we prepare 5 options for each option set. That be-
cause, in our case, except the above options we discussed, we designed a new option named ‘No 
correct answer’ in order to solve the problem that the assumed answer is not correct in reality. 
For example, if we have a wrong record like ‘Car’-‘学校’(means school in English), a round will 
be generated as following. The assumed answer is ‘B’. 
 

R	>	R+ Difficulty	level	+	1 

R	<	R- Difficulty	level	-	1 
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Car	
A	n.	教学机构 	(means	educational	institution)	
B	n.	学校 	(means	school)	
C	n.	驾校 	(means	driving	school)	
D	n.	技校 	(means	technical	school)	
E	No	correct	answer	
F	Don't	know	

Figure 43 an example 

In this situation, without the ‘no correct answer’ option, a player is impossible to select a correct 
answer even he knows the real answer and this question will be a bug. The option ‘No correct 
answer’ not only solved this problem, but also makes some advantages. In the actual situation, 
players answer some questions by guessing rather than choosing ‘don't know’ honestly, because 
of the correct answer exists in the options definitely. While, as a game trap, if some rounds are 
designed as with no correct answer intentionally. We decrease the possibility of guessing from 
the game potentially. In order to make this additional option more useful and not obtrusive, in a 
real game, we randomly select ‘No correct answer’ as the assumed answer for very few instances 
as the game trap. While, when we use ‘No correct answer’ as the correct option, we need an ad-
ditional option to replace the correct answer. That is reason we generated one more option in the 
option set.  
 
For the normal case, the option set for a certain English synset will be sustained for a long period. 
For example, synset ‘school’, all players are playing it with the same option sets. Because, the 
errors are figured out based on the fact that the maximal answers are different with knowledge 
base record, in the other words, it is a voting system. For a voting system, a vote has to be based 
on the same target. Options are influencing the game difficulty level, a synset with two different 
types of options are two different questions actually. To let that voting make sense, the option set 
for a question will keep stable until we got enough votes.  
 
Besides, the current options generation methods of vocabulary test are primarily based on ran-
dom option set and related option set. The random option set indicates the options are selected 
randomly. So, it is obtrusive sometimes and a player can guess the correct answer even for a 
non-familiar title. In this case, the random option set is decreasing the difficulty level of a round 
and at the same time narrowing down the reliability of the answers. As showed in Figure 44, Op-
tion A ‘鳄梨树’ in English is ‘Avocado’, which means ‘tropical American tree bearing large 
pulpy green fruits’; Option B ‘葛属’ in English is ‘Pueraria’, means ‘genus of woody Asiatic 
vines: kudzu’; and Option D in English is ‘Curve, Curve ball’ , means ‘a pitch of a baseball that 
is thrown with spin so that its path curves as it approaches the batter’; Supposed that a player has 
no idea of the concept ‘sailing’, but he knew the meaning of ‘sail’. In this case he can guess the 
correct answer as C, which is the only option related to the concept ‘sail’. 



 

 
Figure 44 An example of Options 

Related option set is on the opposite side, which are providing the related options, which means 
all the options are similar. It has the advantage that increased the accuracy of testing a player 
whether knows the concept, but in the other side, the similar options increase the difficulty of se-
lecting the correct answers, the chance of selecting the correct answer is reducing. So we are un-
der the risk that decreases the significance level of the majority answers. Furthermore, how to 
manage the relation between the question difficulty level and option difficulty level is not evi-
dent. For example, a hard question with the related option set might cause a game too hard to 
play. Thus, in order to identify which is the best option association for our purpose, we choose 
four kinds of option sets by the degree of the relatedness, which are related option set, semi-
related option set, domain related option set and random option set. 
  
• Related Option set 
To generate a related option set, for a source English synset, at first we find its corresponding 
Chinese synset C and then, we randomly select 4 concepts from C’s direct children, siblings and 
parent as the related options. As showed in Figure 45 ,the area marked with green. It is notable 
that we first select from C’s direct parent and children, which are the most related concepts of C. 
If the sum of its parent and children is less than 4, we randomly select its siblings until we get 4 
options. In some extreme cases, the sum of C’s direct parent, children and siblings are less than 4, 
we do not generate this English synset’s related option set. In real case, some of English Synset 
are translated into the same Chinese or contained the same Chinese word, in this case, we filter 
them or treat two similar Chinese synsets as the same answer. For example, a small part of direct 
Hyponym & Hypernym of Synset ‘{school}; an educational institution;’ is showed in the fol-
lowing.  
 
Hypernym: {Educational institution}—{教学机构} 
Siblings: {college}—{学院} 
        {university}—{大学} 
Hyponym:  {Academy}—{学院；研究院} 
           {Driving school}—{驾校} 
           {technical school, tech} –{技校} 
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School 
A n. 教学机构  (means educational institution) 
B n. 学校  (means school) 
C n. 驾校  (means driving school) 
D n. 技校  (means technical school) 
E n. no correct answer. 
 
• Semi-related Option set 
The generation process of Semi-related option set is similar with related option set, but since the 
relatedness degree is lower, we take one more step away comparing to the related option set. So 
the semi-related options are selected from 2 steps from C’ ancestors and children. We do not 
generate the semi-related when we cannot get adequate options for an option set.  
 
• Domain-related Options 
Instead of searching 3 steps away from C, we do Domain- related option set, which is selected 
randomly from the domain of concept C. We did some experiments, the relatedness degree of 
options selected from 3 steps away is the same with random options. When the mapped concept 
C has a domain, we randomly select 4 options from its domain as its domain related option set.  
 
• Random Options 
Randomly selected from the concepts from the whole database that has the same POS (part of 
speech).  

 
Figure 45 Option Sets Selection 

We randomly select 604 English synsets that having the corresponding mapped Chinese synsets, 
for each difficulty level, we got the following result for each kind of option sets as in Table 8. 
Table 9 shows the distribution of Italian option sets. 
 

 Related option  Semi-related option  Domain-related option  Random option  

Difficulty level 0 136 143 127 147 



 

Difficulty level 1 74 80 65 83 

Difficulty level 2 56 59 52 60 

Difficulty level 3 50 51 47 52 

Difficulty level 4 34 34 33 35 

Difficulty level 5 34 39 40 40 

Difficulty level 6 158 185 175 188 

Sum 542 591 539 604 
Table 8 Quantity of Option Sets for 604 Chinese Questions 

 
 Related option Semi-related option Domain-related option Random option  

Difficulty level 0 46 50 70 72 
Difficulty level 1 37 47 54 55 
Difficulty level 2 34 44 53 54 
Difficulty level 3 59 71 80 84 
Difficulty level 4 64 78 104 106 
Difficulty level 5 60 76 101 104 
Difficulty level 6 431 511 737 758 

Sum 731 877 1199 1233 
Table 9 Quantity of Option Sets for 1233 Italian Questions 

4.4 Domains 
In UKC games framework, we also provide questions classified by domains. Domain infor-
mation was extracted from WordNet Domains developed by FBK. WordNet Domains (WND) 
[41] is a lexical resource built by augmenting WordNet with domain labels in a semi-automatic 
way. Each synset in WordNet has been annotated with at least one semantic domain label. There 
are 164 labels structured according to the WordNet Domain Hierarchy. In this hierarchy, the first 
level is doctrines, free_time, applied_science, pure_science, social_science, factotum and each of 
them are separated into several sub domains where the maximum depth is four. For example, as 
shown in Figure 46, doctrines domain is composed by Psychology, Art, Philosophy and Religion. 
The entire domain can be found in link38 and additional information of how to create WND can 
be found in paper [42]. 

                                                
38	http://wndomains.fbk.eu/hierarchy.html	
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Figure 46 Fragment of WDH 

After imported WND to UKC, we count the mapping concepts for each domain as in Appendix. 
Some domains are very small. For example, domain rugby only has 6 concepts and Cricket has 
only 24 concepts, etc. Moreover, in addition to random option set are not available always, for 
example, in Table 8 and Table 9, related option set for 604 Chinese questions are 542, and for 
1233 Italian questions are 731, we removed some domains when its amount is too little. As the 
generated 604 Chinese questions, the distribution of domain is showed in Table 10. If any kind 
of option set in a domain is less than 20, the games framework deletes the domain automatically. 
In addition, domain ‘factotum’ is removed as well since it is not a specific domain.   
 

 Related option  Semi-related option  Domain-related option  Random option  
Sport  46 47 50 50 

Sociology 22 28 28 28 
Play 37 43 44 44 

Dance  31 34 34 34 
Sum 136 152 156 156 

Table 10  Quantity of domains in 604 Chinese Questions 

 
 Related option  Semi-related option  Domain-related option  Random option  

Gastronomy 225 195 376 379 
Food 58 82 82 92 

Factotum 120 141 183 183 
Psychological 106 206 213 214 

Sum 509 624 854 868 
Table 11 Quantity of domains in 1233 Italian Questions 

 

4.5 Login Design 
In UKC games framework we provide two kinds of login activity, simplified login and complete 
login. For some casual word games, we do not require a complicate login system, but need a 
simple identity to recognize the game player. By this scenario, simple login system is offered. 
We also provide a complete login system via calling APIs from Entitypedia games framework.  



 

 
Simplified login requires a unique ID and a player name to login. This unique ID can be Android 
Device ID, or IPhone Device ID. For example, Android device ID can be call by: 

getContext().getContentResolver(),Secure.ANDROID_ID 
A player needs to input his player name when the first time login our system.  
 
Complete login is developed via calling APIs from Entitypedia Games framework. Entitypedia 
Games Framework keeps a single user account database which needs to be used by all games to 
enable smooth experience across all games of the framework. Figure 47 shows this minimal set 
of attributes of a player.  
 

 
Figure 47 A player table 

 
 

player

id
creation_time
email
email_active
uid
password
first_name
last_name
facebook_id
facebook_token
facebook_token_expiry
gplus_id
gplus_atoken
gplus_atoken_expiry
gplus_rtoken

int8
timestamp
varchar(255)
bool
varchar(255)
varchar(255)
varchar(255)
varchar(255)
varchar(255)
varchar(255)
timestamp
varchar(255)
varchar(255)
timestamp
varchar(255)

<pk>

<ak> <i1>

<i2>

<i3>
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Chapter 5 

5 State of the Art of Vocabulary Challenge Games 
As we discussed in Chapter 3, a vocabulary challenge game will be our solution. In this situation, 
a comprehensive understanding of the vocabulary challenge game is necessary. Thus, in this 
chapter, we will introduce the game features of existing vocabulary challenge games. To do that, 
we investigated most of existing applications of English-Chinese vocabulary challenge game. In 
order to get a representative survey, we use both Google, which is focusing on web applications, 
and smart phone stores (apple store and android store), which are focusing on smartphone appli-
cations, to search the existing games.  The structure of this chapter is: in section 5.1, we provide 
a classification based on game format; in section 5.2, we use an example named ‘易记单词’ to 
illustrate all game features of a vocabulary challenge game.   
 

5.1 Vocabulary Challenge Game Classifications 
After investigation, we found that there are several kinds of word challenge games. According to 
game format, that is, how the game looks like, three kinds of game forms are classified as fol-
lows. 
• Questionnaire All the rounds are provided in one questionnaire. That is, all rounds are vis-

ible at the same time. After filling all the rounds, system will provide the finial consequence. 
As showed in Figure 48.  

• Single round The quantity of a section is the same, but different with questionnaire, only 
one round is visible each time, as showed in Figure 49. The example of Figure 39 is single 
round type game either.  

• Selection based Before challenging, the player has to pick the words he/she knows from the 
given word list. After that, all the selected words will be test one by one. As showed Figure 
50 and Figure 51 respectively. A player has to select what he knows as in Figure 50 and the 
selected words will be tested in Figure 51. While, there is an exceptional case, a type that 
only has the selecting part, but without the testing part. That is based on the assumption that 
a user honestly selects what he knows without cheating and guessing. But for this type, it 
lacks the element of game and challenge. 
 

However, in the scenario of Web application, cell phone application, etc., the questionnaire for-
mat and selection based format are unusual. Most applications are of single round format. 

 



 

 
Figure 48 Questionnaire type 

 
Figure 49 Single round type 
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Figure 50 Selection based type 1 

 
 Figure 51 Selection based type 2 

  

5.2 Game Features 
In this section, we will discuss all the game features of a vocabulary challenge game. But be-
cause there are a plenty of game features, and a game feature might be different for different 
games. For example, game A has time limitation for each round, but game B has no time limita-
tion. So, for a better understanding, we chose a game named ‘易记单词’, which is a well known 
web application and close to our requirements, as our mainline. And at the same time provide the 
different manifestations from the other applications. So this section is structured as: before talk-



 

ing about each game feature in details, we analysed all the possible game features of ‘易记单词’, 
and after that we discuss each of them in details. 
 
Figure 52 is the game process of ‘易记单词’ . It has 3 steps, which are welcome step, main game 
step and result step. The first step is the welcome step, showing how to play the game and some 
game options. After that is the main game step is similar as what we discussed in the first section 
of this chapter. And after a player played dozens of rounds, the result step is coming, containing 
game result and some explains to the result.  

 
Figure 52 Game process of ‘易记单词’ 

Figure 53 is the welcome step of ‘易记单词’, including several game features. At the top is the 
game title, it means ‘Do you know your vocabulary size?’. After that, is average point and leader 
board, in which leader board is clickable. While, this average point does not point out what aver-
age points it is. For example, it might be an average points for a player recently played, or an av-
erage score for all players. In our opinion, it is an average point of all players. Since after we 
played several times, this number did not change. Below that is the game modes. In this game, it 
has two game modes, ‘General evaluation’ and ‘evaluation based on levels’. The default game 
model is ‘General evaluation’. While, if a player chooses ‘evaluation based on levels’, the game 
view is changed to Figure 54. Comparing to Figure 53, the average point becomes a percentage 
and the content of the explanation box turn into two selectable lists. Below the explanation box is 
a game start button.  

 

 

Figure 53 Interface for ‘General evaluation’ 

Welcome	
Step	

Main	
game	Step	

Result	
Step	
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Figure 54 Interface for ‘evaluation based on level’ 

After clicking the game start button, the game view turns into the main game step as showed in 
Figure 39. It is from selecting ‘general evaluation’ option. While, if a player selected ‘evaluation 
based on level’, the view will be as Figure 55. In this step, in addition to game title, options, it 
still has the remaining time and the game result board. For each round, the time limitation is 5 
second. And this game result is a dynamic game result, showing the number of correct and 
wrong answer, selected game mode and difficulty level.     

 
Figure 55 A game view by selected ‘evaluation based on grades’ 

When a player selects an answer, the view turns into Figure 56. If a player selected a wrong an-
swer, the system provides the wrong answer (red cross) and the correct answer (green checkmark) 
respectively. Otherwise, the system only provides the correct answer. If a player does not select 
an answer before time ending, the selected answer will be treated as option E. 
 



 

 
Figure 56 Result of selection 

After played dozens of rounds, the game turns into game result step. In this game, there are two 
views of game result, view 1 and view 2. Figure 57 and Figure 58 are view 1 for two game 
modes respectively. It is a conclusion of correctness. Both of them contain the information of the 
game mode, quantity of played rounds, number of correct/wrong rounds and checking the result 
button. If a player clicks checking result button, the view is turned into view 2.  

	
Figure	57	View	1	of	game	model	‘general	evaluation’	

	
Figure	58	View	1	of	game	model	‘evaluation	based	on	

levels’	

Figure 59 and Figure 60 are view2 of two game modes repsectively. The majority part is the 
same for both of them, including leader board link, share result and re-game buttons. The 
difference is coming from the way of expressing the game result. For game mode ‘general 
evaluation’, it shows the probable vocabulary size and your current English level. For game 
mode ‘evaluation based on levels’, it shows only the knowing presentage of the selected level.  

 
Figure 59 View 2 of game model ‘general evaluation’ 
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Figure 60 View 2 of game model ‘evaluation based on levels’ 

Here is the summarising of the possible game features we have discussed. At the welcome step, 
the game features we need to consider are the game mode and leader board (the same one with 
the result step, so we put it into the result step). For the primary game step, we need to consider 
several game features, which are 1) Time limitation 2) Game questions 3) Error notification 4) 
dynamic result board. For the result step, we need to consider the sharing result and the leader 
board.      

5.2.1 Game Features of Welcome Step 
Since we will discuss the leader board in result step, the only game feature we need to consider 
here is the game model. But we need to think about the quantity of questions for each mode. So 
we treat the quantity of questions as a game feature in this section as well. 

1. Game Mode  

In ‘易记单词’，it has two game modes, ‘general evaluation’ and ‘evaluation based on levels’. 
Since ‘general evaluation’ is a test without specifying a difficulty level and ‘evaluation based on 
levels’ is a test with specifying a difficulty level, we rename them as ‘level unspecified’ and 
‘level specified’. A player has to select a game mode to be in. Not all vocabulary challenge 
games have these two game models at the same time. Some of applications only has ‘level un-
specified’ game model. 
 
 

Type	 Explanation	
Level	specified	 Before	challenging,	the	player	has	to	select	his/her	

current	English	skill	level,	and	then	the	system	pro-
vides	 the	 questions	 all	 with	 the	 selected	 English	
skill	level.	For	example,	TOEFL,	GRE,	High	school,	or	
even	level	1,	level	2,	etc.	In	this	game,	it	contains	8	
levels	 as	 showed	 in	Figure	61,	 they	 are	 ranked	 as	
difficulty	 level.	 The	 translation	of	 these	 levels	are,	
junior	 high	 school	 level,	 high	 school	 level,	 CET-4,	
CET-6,	Master	level,	TOEFL,	IELTS,	GRE.	

Level	unspecified	 The	content	of	game	is	unspecified.	System	decides	
what	to	provide	to	the	players.	When	a	player	does	
not	 know	 what	 level	 he	 is,	 he	 can	 play	 with	 this	
mode.	

Table 12 Two game models 



 

 
Figure 61 game levels for ‘易记单词’ 

 
Generally speaking, if a player knows his vocabulary size level, he can just select his corre-
sponding level to test. While, if he has no idea which level he belongs, he can play level unspeci-
fied type. Thus, if he selects the first one, he can just play the words that in his level. Otherwise, 
he needs to play a lot of words that under his level to position his current vocabulary size level. 
Selection based format is either level specified or level unspecified. A player selects words in his 
specified level if he is using the type of level specified. Else, he selects from a level unspecified 
words list. Questionnaire is possible to be level specified, for example, ‘testing how much 
TOEFL words you know’, or there is a famous testing that ‘testing whether you are on English 
writing level’, but most of questionnaire format is with level unspecific game mode.   
 

2. Quantity 

Quantity refers to the number of rounds to be challenged (or we say the number of rounds in a 
section). But it is not the more the better. Too many rounds, for example 60 rounds, make game 
boring. For level unspecified model, it always contains more rounds by comparing to level speci-
fied model. That because, level unspecified model needs to locate a player’s skill level first. For 
level unspecified game mode of ‘易记单词’,  the quantity of rounds for each section is not fixed. 
It depends on the correctness of the answered rounds. For level specified game mode, it contains 
3 options, as showed in Figure 62, which are 20, 50 and 100 rounds.  
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Figure 62 

Above we discussed the quantity of each game model, now we need to think how they arrange 
the questions sequence of the testing content. It is different depending on the selected game 
mode. For level unspecified mode, generate speaking, it is increasing from easy to hard. But it 
can be separated into dynamic or static type. They are two mechanisms to select the difficulty 
level of the next round.   
 
• Dynamic, in ‘易记单词’, during the testing procedure, the system manages the difficulty 

level by analysing the correctness of the answered rounds. The finial difficulty level will not 
exceed to the player’s skill level.  

• Static, rounds are sequenced from easy to hard, regardless the correctness of the previous 
rounds. Static is always aligned with game content closed type in real applications. 

 
In level specified mode, questions are randomly selected from the specified level. That is based 
on the assumption that a question pool for a specified level is in the same difficulty level. For ex-
ample, if a player selects TOEFL as the specified level, all the questions will be randomly select 
from this TOEFL question pool.  

5.2.2 Game Features of Main Game Step 
In this part, we need to consider game features including time limitation, game questions, error 
notification after each round, dynamic result board and quantity of the rounds. 

1. Time Limitation 

It refers to the time limitation for each round. Most games do not have a time limitation. Normal-
ly speaking, the average time for each round is around 5-15 seconds, in “易记单词” they set 5 
seconds as default for each round, thus, only some easy and very familiar words can be answered 
in time.  
 



 

2. Questions 

A question contains two parts, question (title) and options. A title is just an English word for all 
vocabulary challenge games, so we do not take it into consideration. Instead, we need to consider 
the questions pool size these applications provided in the game.  In ‘易记单词’, for each section, 
the game questions are totally different. But during the investigation process, we found that some 
games are providing the same questions or almost same questions for each section. For example, 
when you play a section in a game, it provides questions as ‘apple, tee, …, number’. And next 
time when you play it, it provides the same questions as the last one. So, if we consider the 
openness of the game question pool (or we say game content), we can use content opened and 
closed to classify word challenge games.  
 
Content closed: questions are fixed, and a player is playing the same questions for each time. 
The game content is mainly produced via human manually. It derives from the written form vo-
cabulary test and always with a questionnaire type (it only has 30-100 rounds and can be present 
within an one-page questionnaire). Researchers and language education workers created these 
lists of words to test whether a person achieves a certain level. They selected some representative 
words from each English level and put them together. Since it is used to be a written form, the 
test content pool is always limited, generally speaking, less than one hundred, and a tester has to 
finish all of them. For example, a Chinese English education organization named 新东方

produced a list39 which contains 100 words, that have been divided into 6 levels, to test the Eng-
lish level of learners. To evaluate the English vocabulary size, a player has to finish all these 100 
words and use the following formula to evaluate vocabulary size. 180•correct rounds of level 
1+280•correct rounds of level 2 …… + 192•correct rounds of level 6.   
 
Content opened: unlike content closed, this type has a large question pool containing all English 
words, that is, even after several game plays, a player still cannot feel the overlap between each 
game section. It has to be divided into several difficulty level as well, but for each level, it con-
tains hundreds of words. These words are not the representative ones, but since it cannot feel the 
duplication, the game life cycle is longer. While, in order to provide the suitable game content to 
players, the difficulty level has to be arranged reasonable.  
	

Selection based format is possible to design into content closed type, but since the small question 
pool and selection based format is rarely to be seen itself, there is no such kind of application ex-
isting. Since questions of content closed type are sequenced as from easy to hard and covers the 
representative words of all difficulty levels, it is possible to make the challenge as single round 
type, but the game life cycle is very short. That because after few sections play, a big duplication 
will be found.  
 
Options of the question 
Now we discuss game options for a question. In general, there are three or four options with a 
‘don't know’ option. While, the content of each option is slightly different. Some games provide 

                                                
39	English	vocabulary	size	test:	http://www.douban.com/group/topic/19077267/	
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the full Chinese translation including its entire part of speech (POS) as one option, for example, 
‘adj. 平凡的， 陈腐的; n. 常事，老生常谈， 普通的东西’. Some of them only provide a brief 
meaning with one of its POS, for example, ‘n, 加拿大’. In ‘易记单词’, they used the first one. 
As showed in Figure 39, the title is apple and the options are with the meanings of ‘downheart-
ed’, ‘minaret’, ‘exile’ and ‘apple’. We see that the words ‘downhearted, minaret, exile’ are total-
ly unrelated with the word ‘apple’ on both morphology perspective and semantic perspective.  
 
The options can be designed or randomly generated. The meaning of designed options is closed 
to the title by comparing with random options. They have slight differences, that is, the designed 
answer increased the accuracy of the knowing of this title by providing the comparable answers. 
It increased the difficulty of a round as well. Figure 63, Figure 64 and Figure 65 are concrete ex-
amples of designed options. In these examples, the English word(s) besides each Chinese option 
is the English translation we marked for understanding.  
 

 
Figure 63 Example 1 of designed options 

In Figure 63, the title is infection, four normal options are translated as perfection, effect, affec-
tion and infection respectively. We can see that all these words are related to an affix ‘fect’.  



 

 
Figure 64 Example 2 of designed options 

In Figure 64, title is ‘before’. The meanings of option are ‘start, beginning’, ‘before’, ‘power, 
force’ and ‘after, later’ respectively. We can see that, except ‘power, force’, the rest options are 
all related with time, that is, similar meanings.  

 
Figure 65 Example 3 of designed options 

The situation of Figure 65 is same with Figure 63, all these options are related with an affix ‘eve’. 
But since designed options are complicated to generate, most applications are using randomly 
generated options.  

3. Error Notification 

As we discussed above, in Figure 56, the game notifies correctness immediately after each round. 
That is, a player can know the correctness of his previous selection immediately. After each 
round, the screen freezes around 1-2 seconds to let the player read the result. It has 3 situations: 
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• A player selected a right answer. It only shows the right answers with a green checkmark on 
the screen. 

• A player selected a wrong answer. It shows both wrong selection and the right answer.  
• Time out. If a player does not select an answer in the previous round, the selected answer is 

treated as E. ‘don't know’.  
While, not all the games have this game feature. Notifying correctness for each round increase 
the guessing action in some extent, since a player can always get the correct answer immediately. 
Players would like to guess an answer in order to let the system providing the correct answer.  So 
some games do not provide this game feature. For example, in ‘沪江部落’, they do not notify 
wrong and correct answer after each round.  
 

4. Dynamic Result Board 

‘易记单词’ provides a dynamic result during the game. But it only simply provides the number 
of correct/wrong answers. In some games, they also provide the current game points. Figure 66 
is an example for the dynamic result of game ‘轻松背单词’ and Figure 67 is the zoom of it. Its 
dynamic result board provides the information of quantity of the answers, number of the cor-
rect/wrong answers and the game points. In this example, the game score is the same with the 
vocabulary size. This number is fluctuating by casting more answers.    

 

Figure 66 An example of dynamic result 

    

Figure 67 A dynamic result board 

5.2.3 Game Features of Final Result Step 

In ‘易记单词’, the final result contains two views, including number of correct/wrong answers 
and vocabulary size/percentage for each game modes. And it provides the sub game features like 
share result, leader board and re-game. For the other games, the containing information and pro-



 

vided game functions are different. For example, game ‘沪江部落’, as showed in Figure 68, only 
provides a simple game result that ‘your current vocabulary size is 1620, and ranking in 100302’. 
While, in this part, we need a more comprehensive understanding of ‘what a final result should 
have’. Because the result view of ‘轻松背单词’ contains more sub game features of final result 
in vocabulary challenge game, we use it as our example to illustrate the sub game features of the 
final result.  
 

 
Figure 68 An example of the final result 

  

 
Figure 69 An example for Share result, leader board and errors list 

Figure 70 is the final result view of ‘轻松背单词’, containing the quantity of the game rounds, 
the number of correct/wrong rounds, vocabulary size, ranking (leader board), suggestions, save 
result, re-game, share result and error list. But since we discussed the quantity of each mode in 
section 5.2.1, in this part we do not talk about it. In the following we discuss them respectively.  
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1. Vocabulary Size/Percentage 

This is the purpose of the vocabulary challenge game. For game mode level unspecified, the 
game result should be the vocabulary size. Although the vocabulary size is just an approximate 
value, the evaluated result via different applications have a huge difference. For example, a play-
er A tested in ‘易记单词’, his vocabulary size is 8000, but in ‘轻松背单词’ he might only get 
5000 as the result. This primarily based on the mechanism that computing the vocabulary size.  
 

2. Suggestions 

Suggestion is a short phrase used to summarize the played game, for example, ‘you are just be-
ginning, need to work hard’, and suggested a level, for example, ‘you should play with  the high 
school level’.  
 

3. Sharing Result 

It is a game function that sharing results through social networks. As showed in Figure 69, these 
icons are the famous social networks in China. 

4. Error List 

The system provides the wrong answer list or the entire list for the continuing study after the 
game. As showed in Figure 69, it displays all wrong answer a player played. In this game, for 
each record, it includes No., word, difficulty level, phonetic symbol, explanation, pronunciation, 
example sentence and add to vocab.  
 

5. Leader Board 

Leader board provides a rank of the result. It could be a rough ranking, a concrete ranking or a 
recent ranking.  Rough ranking is showed as Figure 69, ‘higher than 24% players’. Concrete 
ranking is showed in Figure 68, ranking in 100302. An example of recent ranking is showed in 
Figure 70. Actually it is a record board of last 10 testers. It includes 4 columns, which are No., 
tester name, game points and time respectively. In this example, since the last 10 players are all 
non-register users, the tester name is all displayed as an anonymous user. 



 

 
Figure 70 An example of recent ranking 

Table 13 provides a summary of discussed game features for each game step. 
 

Welcome	step	 Main	game	step	 Result	step	
� Game model 

o Quantity 
 

� Time limitation 
� Questions 

o Game options 
� Error notification 
� Dynamic result board 

� Suggestions 
� Sharing result 
� Leader board 
� Error list 
  

Table 13 Game features for each game step 

To compare these game features, we analysed several representative games and illustrated the re-
sult in the following table.  
 
Name For

mat 
Model Quantity Game Op-

tions 
Error noti-
fication 

Result Er-
rors 
list 

Share 
re-
sults 

Time 
limita-
tion 

Lead
er 
boar
d 

轻松

背单

词40 

Sin-
gle 
roun
d 

Level 
unspeci-
fied (dy-
namic) 

 

The more 
the better 

5 options, 
all mean-
ings 

Show errors 
after every 
imputing 
immediately 

Dynamic 
result  

Yes Yes No Yes 

沪江

部落
41 

Sin-
gle 
roun
d 

Level 
specified  

20 words 5 options, 
brief mean-
ings 

No Show re-
sult at the 
end 

No No No No 

爱词

霸42 
Sin-
gle 
roun
d 

Level 
unspeci-
fied (stat-
ic) 

6 levels, 
each lev-

el has 
increas-
ingly 10 

4 options, 
brief mean-
ings 

Show errors 
after every 

input imme-
diately 

Show re-
sult after 

each level 

No No No Yes 

                                                
40	http://test.qsbdc.com	
41	http://bulo.hujiang.com/app/testword/	
42	http://word.iciba.com/?action=level	
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to 20 
words 

易记

词汇
43 

Sin-
gle 
roun
d 

Level 
speci-
fied/unsp
eci-

fied(dyna
mic) 

the more 
the better 

5 op-
tions ,all 
meanings 

Show errors 
after every 

input imme-
diately 

After all Yes No Yes 
Each 
word 
has 5 
seconds 

Yes 

唯途

词汇

测试
44 

Ques
tion-
naire  
 

level un-
specified 

60 
specific 
words 

4 op-
tions ,brief 
meanings 

No After all No No No No 

扇贝

网45 
select
lec-
tion 
based 

Level 
speci-

fied/level 
unspeci-

fied  

50 words 5 options 
all mean-
ings 

Show errors 
after every 

input imme-
diately 

After all No Yes No No 

Table 14 Game features  

                                                
43	http://www.estudywith.us	
44 http://www.way2english.com/service/chlcs.htm	
45	https://www.shanbay.com	



 

Chapter 6 

6 Concept Challenge Game Design 
We prefer to reuse an existing game instead of creating a new game to keep the playability. Our 
game is derived from a game named English-Chinese Language vocabulary challenge and with 
minor adjustments based on our purpose. In the last Chapter, we introduced the game features of 
all existing vocabulary challenge game in order to understand this game better. Instead of play-
ing with words, we provide synsets as the title and options, which is an innovative style. A play-
er has to choose the correct Chinese synset from its candidate options. Since a synset contains all 
English words of this meaning, a synset can be treated as a concept. So, if we provide synsets as 
the title, the game becomes to a concept challenge game. For a single round, the challenge point 
is changing from testing whether a player is knowing this English word, to whether a player has 
the ability to express this concept with English. For example: The concept ‘the period of instruc-
tion in a school; the time period when school is in session’ contains 3 words ‘school, 
schooltime, school day’. If we use it as the question, this round will be:  
 

Title:	school,	schooltime,	school	day	
Option	A:	Chinese	synset	A	
Option	B:	Chinese	synset	B	
Option	C:	Chinese	synset	C	
Option	D:	Chinese	synset	corresponding	to	this	title		

 
Option D is supposed to be the right answer, if a player can answer this round correctly, it means 
that this player knows this word sense with at least one word. It might be any of them. If a player 
knows at least one word that having this sense in a synset, he has the ability to express this con-
cept in English.  
 
Playing with concepts is an innovation, but we believe that it is a better way to test vocabulary 
size than playing with words. In vocabulary test46, which is one of the most famous vocabulary 
test website, they claimed that the best way to play with words is from its meaning but not a 
word only. Currently, in word challenge game, the assumption is based on the consensus of 
knowing a word is defined as ‘at least knowing one meaning of this word’. While, knowing a 
word with only one meaning is not enough to indicate that you know this word precisely. For ex-
ample, you may know that nuns wear habits, but did you also know that they can fly? ‘nun’ is a 
kind of bird as well. So do you really know word ‘nun’? Besides, even if one meaning is enough 
to indicate that you know this word, the meaning you know maybe is not the excepted one. For 
example, word ‘approach’, you only know the meaning ‘near’, but in a certain level, what you 
really need to know is the meaning ‘ideas or actions intended to deal with a problem or situation’. 
So we think a better way to indicate a player’s vocabulary size is that how many concepts he can 
express in English. If we test with English synsets, we are able to count how many concepts con-
trolled. Further more, testing with meanings gives a possibility to learn more of a word, which is 

                                                
46	Test	your	vocab:		http://testyourvocab.com/	
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more interesting. For example, when a player is playing a synset ‘school, shoal’, he learns that 
school also has the meaning of ‘a group of fish’. And in some cases can help players to reduce 
the possibilities of abusing a word meaning.  
 
While, since it is difficult to implement, till now there is no such application existing that playing 
with meanings. At first, the biggest obstacle is that there's no easy way to organize word senses 
by frequency using the way we can with words. We can obtain a word frequency list by analys-
ing a suitably large corpus, whereas the situation is different for word senses. If we want to ob-
tain a word senses frequency list from a corpus, every word in this corpus has to mark with its 
sense. Till now, this work has to be done by human being, and need experts for some hard cases. 
But even do this by crowdsourcing, which is supposed to be the cheapest way doing this kind of 
work, it is unacceptable expensive to mark a whole corpus with word senses. Second, in simpli-
fied Chinese language, we do not have a reliable, free source English-Chinese linguistic resource 
that have the capability to be used as the baseline to develop such kind of application. Third, 
even in the best-known English WordNet, which is always mentioned as the baseline of English 
word senses disambiguation, has the polysemy issues. The senses in WordNet are overly classi-
fied for using in a word challenge game. For instance, School has 10 senses in English WordNet, 
and most of them are too similar. Even in word challenge game with respect to play with con-
cepts, we do not need such fine classified senses.  
 
Fortunately, UKC is such a linguistic resource where is able to provide English-Chinese data and 
at the same time it is committed to solving the polysemy issues.  So if we can adopt UKC as the 
background linguistic resource to develop this application, it will not only help us to figure out 
the existing errors, but also be the first concept challenge game. 
 
The basic idea of figuring out the existing errors is, for a round, if the most answers for players 
are different with our database record, we recognize this record has some problems. To create 
our game and ‘hide’ our goal properly, we need to consider not only the discussed game features 
of vocabulary challenge in previous chapter, but also the general criteria. Thus, we organised this 
chapter as: At first, in Chapter 6.1 we talk about the general criteria. After that, Chapter 6.2, fol-
lowing the sequence of welcome step, main game step and final result step, which is the same as 
the sequence of the last Chapter, we discussed the design of each feature based on the general 
criteria and real situation. After discussing game features designing, we discussed game mecha-
nism in chapter 6.3, for example, how to compute the game result and leader board. At last, in 
chapter 6.4 we discuss how we adopt the feedback to figure out errors. 

6.1 General Design Criteria 
The general design criteria need to take three accepts into consideration, game, data and scalabil-
ity. From the game point of view, we analyse it from game mechanism and interface. From the 
game mechanism perspective, the challenge is that how we can adopt or modify the discussed 
features to satisfy our objective.  Basically, there are two kinds of play modes, single play and 
multi play. Single play means a player plays only once to test his vocabulary size in the short 
term. Multi-play means that a certain player plays several times continuously in a period. But 
since the vocabulary size is growing slowly, he has no need to play more during a short period. 
That is, if our game challenge point is only to test the vocabulary size, the possibility of multi 



 

play will be very rare. In this case, we need to think how to foster more participations. From the 
interface perspective, of course, a well-designed interface is helpful to attract players. From the 
data point of view, we should think how we could get the high quality data. And at last, from the 
scalability point of view, we need to think the reusability of this game.  
 
 
Ø Game  

• Playability from the game mechanism perspective, we have already known that this game 
is well known and popular, the challenge is that how we can adopt or modify the discussed 
features to satisfy our objective in details. 
• Fostering user participation the more player playing, the more data we collect.  

• Study use study as the additional incentive in order to get more multi plays. 

• Slightly change We should adopt the most used game features if they do not conflict 
with our purpose.   

• An attractive interface from the game interface perspective, an attractive and friendly in-
terface is necessary.  

Ø Data   

• Coverage the game should cover all the content of UKC. 

• Cheating normally speaking, cheating, for instance, a player looks up a dictionary during 
the game, breaks the fairness of game. But, in our case, cheating is benefit to us. Since 
it increases the accuracy of collected data.  

• Preventing unreasonable input the unreasonable and guessing inputs will decrease the 
data quality. How to prevent them is a challenge for us. 

• Quality control Cheating and unreasonable inputs are the special case of player actions, 
still, the language skill of players is different. A player who has a higher English lan-
guage ability is more reliable than these beginners of English language in general. So, 
distinguishing the input quality from players and select the reliable data from the col-
lected data will be helpful for our purpose. 

• Effective distribution to maximize the human labor, the difficulty degree of questions 
should be appropriate. Providing too easy questions for a player is wasting human labor 
in our perspective.  

Ø Scalability 

• Reusable as we mentioned, there are several types of error in the English-Chinese part 
UKC, so if this project has the ability of maximal reusable to the other objectives will save 
us more efforts.  

6.2 Game Features design  
In order to give an intuitive impression, we provide a summary at first. Table 15 is the summery 
of the designed features for our game. They are designed based on the general criteria we dis-
cussed in the last section and the real situation. The discussion of the game features is following 
the sequence of chapter 5.2. At first we decide the game format and then we design the game 
features for 3 game steps. After that is the discussion of each feature respectively.  
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Category	 Game	feature	 Design	

Game	
Classification	

Game	format	 Single	round	type	

Welcome	step	
Game	modes	 3	game	modes	
Quantity	 10	or	20	depending	on	each	model	

Main	game	
step	

Dynamic	result	
board	

No	

Question	 Content	opened	
Options	 Chinese	synset	and	corresponding	POS	

Error	notification	
Do	not	show	errors	after	each	round,	but	show	at	the	
end	in	English	

Time	limitation	 Depending	on	game	models	

Result	step	

Errors	list	 Provide	the	list	of	all	tested	rounds	
Share	results	 Provide	the	function	to	share	results	

Suggestions	 Yes	

Leader	board	 Yes	
Table 15 the summery of designed features 

6.2.1 Game classification 

6.2.1.1 Game format 

Our game is designed as the single round format as most applications did. The other two types 
are not appropriate for our case. Questionnaire format is good for written type, but not good on 
either smart phone or Internet browser. In single round format, the selection of options is the key 
point to figure out errors from UKC. So we cannot use selection based format either. To make 
our game as the ‘study’ type, a player is recommended to register to record his study career. We 
should consider two situations:  

� Single play A player only plays once in a short time. Registration does not be too im-
portant. And he is no idea which level he is, the selection of level unspecified is in the 
biggest probability.  

� Multi play A certain player plays the game continuously. Registration is recommended af-
ter several sessions played. And the initial difficulty level of level unspecified game type 
should be the one he played last time. So, we should save his current difficulty level in 
the cache regardless he is registered or not.  

By considering this is a non-immersive game, we adopted simplified login from UKC Game 
Framework as our login system.  

 



 

6.2.2 Game Features of Welcome Step 

6.2.2.1 Game Modes 

In chapter 5.2, we mentioned that we have two game modes, level specified and level unspeci-
fied.  Time pressure is a good element for a game and it is helpful to prevent cheating, but most 
vocabulary test games are without time limitation. And we have no evidences to prove that 
which one is better for this game. Besides, cheating benefits us on the data quality perspective. 
So, we use no time limitation like most vocabulary challenge games did.   
 
As same as the most current applications did, we provide both level specified/unspecified game 
modes. Since: 
 
i. A player has no idea which level he is when he first time plays this game. So he can se-

lect level unspecified to position his level and after that he can choose a certain level to 
play with.  

ii. In level unspecified game type, the game content is setting from easy to hard. Since we 
have an additional purpose which is finding errors from more than 100,000 synsets. If we 
only set level unspecified game type, some hard synsets will never be played and some 
easy ones will be played again and again. That because the average word senses size of 
players is far less than the size of UKC. In this case, the majority part of UKC has no 
chance to be played. Thus, in order to increase the coverage of the game content. We use 
level unspecified type to increase the game coverage of UKC. 

 
We provide two content options in level specified game type, 1) Taking a domain as the content. 
2) Selecting a specific difficulty level to play. Domain specific is possible since the UKC games 
framework. And providing the domain content is not only helpful for taking more fun, but also 
helpful for cleaning the domain specific information.  
 
Further more, we use 10 or 20 rounds in a game session. In reality, we found that the lowest 
number round of this game is 10, and the most number is 60 or unlimited. Suppose that the av-
erage time for one round is 10 second (our game is playing with synset, the average time is sup-
posed to be longer than a word), 60 rounds will take at least 10 minutes. While, we found that 10 
minutes are very long and making game boring as well. Less than 5 minutes will be appropriate 
for our case. And a short time is helpful for studying in a piece of time. For example, play one 
game when waiting bus. For level unspecified game type, we use unlimited rounds as the quanti-
ty, but a player can stop at any time. To ensure that, we asked around 10 players, all of them 
think 10-20 rounds for a game session is the best case.  
 
Last, since we add a studying objective, we have to provide the appropriate content to the users. 
That means the difficulty of questions should not be too easy or too hard. For example, for a lan-
guage beginner, it makes no sense to provide all hard synsets like ‘expiation, atonement, propi-
tiation’. This synset is neither helpful for studying in the user perspective nor useful for collect-
ing data in our perspective. And for a senior player, providing easy questions not only makes 
game boring, but also wastes the human labour. So, unless a player is playing level specified 
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game type, we adopted dynamic difficulty level as our game feature. That is, the difficulty level 
is shifting during the game based on the answered rounds. While, to do that, at first, we need to 
rank all synsets by difficulty and develop the difficulty level of synset ourselves, as in Chapter 
4.2. That because our game content is synsets from UKC and till now we do not have the synset 
ranks. Second, create a mechanism to provide the next question depending on the rounds of 
player’s answered, as in Chapter 6.3. Furthermore, taking game modes into account. Each model 
should have its corresponding unique difficulty strategy to arrange the game content, this part 
will also discuss in Chapter 6.3. 
 
Since the different game functions change the challenge point of the game. So, we discuss the 
game functions and the possible combinations of them. In this kind of serious game, always, 
there is only one game pressure, that is pursuing the high known vocabulary size of the player, 
which will give the high rank on the leader board and in this case fulfil the satisfaction to the 
player himself. In the other words, the existing word challenge games only have one game model 
normally, that is, given a question set let the player answer it, and provide an evaluated vocabu-
lary size at the end. There are two drawbacks, at first, from the game point of view, that pressure 
is only focusing on the game result, but there is no restriction or pressure for the game procedure, 
game content or game itself. The game only cares about the game result, cheating or guessing ac-
tivities are not taking into the consideration. Second, in GWAP perspective, provide more game 
models are benefiting us to collecting feedbacks. To give an intuitive expression of the com-
posed models, at first, we summarized the possible alternatives functions, which we have dis-
cussed above, as showed in Table 16. 
 
Category	 Functions	 Description	
Time	 Time	option		 No	time	limitation	
Levels	 Level	option	1	 Specified	difficulty	level	(level	0-6)	

Level	option	2	 Specified	Domain	
Level	option	3	 Unspecified	level	

Quantity	 Quantity	options	1	 10	rounds	for	each	session	
Quantity	options	2	 20	rounds	for	each	session	

Table 17 Alternative functions 

At first, a player has to select the game mode. For level unspecified game mode, the game con-
tent is dynamic and the quantity is 20-25. For level specified game type, there are two kinds of 
content, of domain or of difficulty level. Each of them has 10-20 rounds. After combination, we 
get 3 game modes as in the following Table 18. 
 

Type Level Quantity No. Description 
Unspeci-
fied 

Dynamic 
difficulty 
level 

20-25 1 Finish around 20 rounds with 
dynamic difficulty level 

Specified Domain 10-20 2 Finish 10 or 20 rounds with 
selected domain 

difficulty 
level 0-6 

10-20 3 Finish 10 or 20 rounds with 
selected difficulty level 



 

Table 18 Possible game models 

Two points make our game type has to be the content unfixed type. 1, our goal is to find errors in 
UKC, so we have to traversal the whole UKC content several times. 2, if we want to use study as 
an additional incentive, the game question pool should to be large enough.  
 

6.2.3 Game features of main game step 

6.2.3.1 Time Limitation 

We use no time limitation for a round like most vocabulary challenge games did. 

6.2.3.2 Questions 

We utilized UKC games framework to generate questions. The English part is used as the game 
title, Chinese part as the game options. In order to ensure options more precisely, we use ‘POS + 
Chinese synset’ format. It has 5 options for each round, in which 4 of them are Chinese synsets, 
and the last one is ‘no correct answer’ option. Still, in a vocabulary challenge game, it must have 
an option named ‘don’t know’. While, ‘no correct answer’ and ‘don’t know’ are both special op-
tions. Put both of them into options list will cause the option list seems strange. So we make 
‘don’t know’ option as a button in contract to ‘confirm’ as showed in Figure 71. 
 
For more information about why we adopt ‘No correct answer’ and how to generate Chinese op-
tions, we discussed in Chapter 4.3. 
 

 
Figure 71 Prototype of the game main screen 

6.2.3.3 Error Notification 

We chose do not notify the wrong answers to players after each round. At first, if the system in-
forms the error immediately, players always guess since there is no punishment mechanism and 
he can get notified the correct answer immediately after guessing. Second, the correctness of 

Don’t know  Confirm  

No correct answer 
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English-Chinese UKC is around 90%, as we discussed, it will cause a bug if we inform an error 
for a correct answer. As in the following example, the answer should be E. While in our system, 
the default answer is B, which will confuse players. Instead, we provide the errors by marking on 
the English study list. That will make less confusion even we provide a wrong judgement.  
 

Car	
A	n.	教学机构 	(means	educational	institution) 
B	n.	学校 	(means	school)	
C	n.	驾校 	(means	driving	school)	
D	n.	技校 	(means	technical	school)	
E	No	correct	answer	
F	Don't	know	

 

6.2.4 Game Features of Result Step 
The game result is provided after each game session. There are several factors we need to add to 
the game result. For players who are playing the different game difficulty level, it is unfair obvi-
ously that if we provide feedback without mentioning the difficulty level. So we provide the dif-
ficulty level, e.g. Newbie, beginner, talented, skilled, and professional, etc., as one factor in the 
game result. Accuracy is the main challenge of this game, so we put accuracy as one factor either.  
Vocabulary challenge with the goal of ‘test/challenge’ is a game that people only play once 
during a period, this is harmful for the data collecting. So we defined our game as ‘study’ type 
instead of ‘test/challenge’ in order to make our game as a long-term game. Without continuing 
study, a vocabulary challenge is a test, and after the test, a player has already evaluated his vo-
cabulary size. Since the vocabulary size cannot change in a short period, he has no motivation to 
play it once more. While, if we provide a list of wrong/all challenged rounds for the studying, 
players have enough motivation to play it frequently. Actually, in real life, when we study Eng-
lish words, there are not only the unknown words, but also these words are familiar with, still 
cannot recognize its meaning even after a long time thinking. After a player played a game, he 
figures out these words, and in the continuing study, he can get the points to focus, which is mo-
re effective for studying. Thus, we provide a list of the tested rounds, including English synsets 
(and its related English synset is available to check), explanation and examples. We do not 
provide Chinese synset here.  
 
But, that is not enough yet. Leader board is a good incentive for attracting more game plays. A 
player can get his rank after each session plays. While, in order to provide a reasonable and fair 
ranking.  We need to find an integrated element (we say it as ‘game points’) to evaluate that rank. 
The game points much fulfil three rules, first, that game points must have the ability to demon-
strated the integration of accuracy, the difficulty level and the played quantity rounds. Second, it 
is must fair enough. Third, as we mentioned in general criteria, we also need to consider how to 
reduce the harmful actions from the players in this game points calculating. So, our result con-
tains these elements, Game score, Quantity or Time cost, Accuracy, difficulty level, study list 
and leader board. The details of calculating the game points will be introduced in Chapter 6.3.  



 

6.3    Game Generation Mechanisms Design 

6.3.1 Content Providing 
As we discussed, based on the coverage of the question pool, there are two kinds of content 
providing mechanisms, opened and closed, and most of the current applications are adopting 
content opened method. That because, on one hand, in our aspect of view a large game content 
pool that can cover the more content of UKC, and on the other hand, in the playable aspect of 
view, a long game life cycle that can attract more game playing. Both of these two reasons led us 
to utilize open content. In this scenario, closed content is not so much related to our case, a 
player will not pay much time to play a game with the same content continuously. In order to 
understand how opened content is working, we did a comprehensive study. 
 
To distinguish the applications with respect to opened/closed, as mentioned in Chapter 5, we 
played quite a lot times for each game. For a game A, after N sessions playing, we say the game 
content is closed if we found that the game content for all games are the same or the major part 
of the game content is the same. For example, there are 100 questions in a questions pool, and 
providing 30 rounds to a player once as a game session. After 3 or 4 sessions playing, the next 
session might have a big overlap with what you had just played, with which makes the game no 
more challenge. In this case, the size of the game question pool somehow is a crucial element for 
the length of the game life cycle to some extent.  
 
For an opened content game, currently, there are 3 ways to provide game content, dynamic, from 
easy to hard and level specified. We have previously described briefly what they are in the for-
mer section. Since we chose dynamic and level specified as our game functions. In this part, we 
will introduce the study that how these two works in details, respectively. And after that we 
provide our solution based on the study. 

6.3.1.1 Existing Content Providing Method Analysing 

Level specific  
Since level specified can be partly used into dynamic method and it is pretty straightforward to 
implement, so, we discuss the level specific first. There are 3 applications provide level specified 
mode, which are 易记单词, 沪江部落 and 扇贝网.  First, we see how they classify their level. 
The classification of levels is different, 易记单词 is classified by famous examinations. It has 
eight levels, such as IELTS, TOEFL, and GRE. The category of 沪江部落 is based on education 
level, with 5 levels, which are primary school, junior school, high school, university  and upon 
university. 扇贝网 is consistent with 易记单词, classified with examinations. Second, we need 
to learn how to arrange the word order in a level. After played, we found that, in these 3 applica-
tions, questions are all ordered from easy to hard, the difficulty is still increasing even after 
making a mistake. 
 
In our case, as we discussed in Chapter 4, since a word sense is no way to judge to which educa-
tion level or examination it belongs, we use our difficulty level as our classification. Now we 
discuss how we order the word senses in a level. Because in a level it contains 2000-4000 rounds 
as the question pool, we need to keep in mind that the coverage of a level should be representa-
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tive, that is, the question rounds should be evenly picked from the question pool. In our case, we 
can just use a quantity of level/ quantity of rounds to get the interval between two question 
rounds. And randomly pick rounds in each interval. 
 
 Level unspecified 
In order to provide clean, suitable and interesting game content, we use dynamic difficulty level 
as one of our game feature to evaluate a player’s level first. The basic idea is that if the current 
round is hard, which is performing as a player answered wrong or skipped the current round, 
then, we provide him an easier one, vice versa. After playing existing games, we found that there 
are two applications satisfying our requirement, 轻松背单词 and 易记词汇,	which	 provided	
both	dynamic	function	and	at	the	same	time	have	a	opened	question	pool.	The	idea	for	imple-
menting	‘dynamic’	is	to	position	a	player’s	corresponding	difficulty	level	precisely.	While,	to	po-
sition	 the	difficulty	 level,	we	need	to	 find	 the	perfect	 time	to	 increase/decrease	 the	difficulty	
level.	 Thus,	we	divided	our	 study	 into	 two	branches	during	analysing	 these	 two	applications,	
D+1	and	D-1,	representing	the	difficulty	level	increase	and	difficulty	level	decrease	respectively.	
 
In	易记单词,	each	time,	the	system	generates	rounds	N,	after	a	player	finished	N	rounds,	the	
system	will	generate	another	N	rounds	to	him.	We	can	distinguish	each	N	round	because	there	
is	a	significant	loading	time	and	loading	bar	between	it.	The	difficulty	level	D	of	next	N	rounds	is	
calculated	by	the	correctness	of	the	 last	N	rounds.	At	the	beginning,	N	equals	to	5	and	D	 is	1	
(difficulty	level	is	showing	on	the	information	bar	dynamically).	As	showed	in	Figure 72,	there	
are	two	states	after	a	player	answered	N	rounds,	positive	and	negative.	Positive	means	that	last	
N	rounds	are	answered	perfectively.	It	contains	two	situations,	1)	answer	these	N	rounds	totally	
correct;	2)	several	negative	states	but	each	with	high	accuracy,	for	example,	all	negative	states	
with	only	1	error,	after	3	negative	states,	 the	state	will	 swap	to	positive.	Otherwise	the	state	
belongs	 to	negative,	 that	 is,	a	 state	 that	a	player	answers	1	or	more	 than	1	wrong.	Difficulty	
level	D	increases	only	when	the	state	is	positive.	When	the	state	is	negative,	D	remains,	but	the	
N	is	increased	by	the	following	method	until	this	player	gets	a	positive	state.			
	
Suppose	that	t	is	the	quantity	of	negative	state	that	a	player	gets	in	a	level	D.	Nc	is	the	current	
N	number.	Next	round	Nn	is	calculated	as:	
	

𝑁𝑛 = 5               𝑡 = 1 
2𝑁𝑐          1 < 𝑡 < 4	

	
When	Nc	=	40	and	a	player	still	got	a	negative	state,	the	game	is	forced	to	the	end.			



 

 
Figure 72易记单词 dynamic content providing 	

Let	us	make	a	concrete	example	to	illustrate	this	clearly.	Suppose	that	a	player	A	is	playing	
the	 game.	After	 he	 entered	 the	 game	by	 selecting	 dynamic	mode,	 at	 first,	 the	 system	ar-
ranges	him	5	rounds	with	difficulty	 level	1,	 if	his	answer	 is	completely	correct	(positive),	
the	system	will	give	him	the	next	5	rounds	with	difficulty	level	2,	and	if	he	can	answer	these	
rounds	completely	correct	continually,	next	5	rounds	with	difficulty	level	3	is	coming.	Else,	
when	he	got	any	wrong	answers	in	the	current	rounds	(negative),	he	will	get	5	rounds	still	
with	the	current	difficulty	level.	If	he	can	answer	them	all	correctly	(positive),	he	will	give	
next	5	rounds	with	one	more	difficulty	level.	Otherwise,	the	amount	of	next	rounds	with	the	
current	difficulty	level	increases	to	10.	If	he	keeps	making	errors,	the	amount	of	rounds	in	
this	difficulty	level	is	keeping	increasing,	until:	option	1,	he	makes	once	totally	correct,	the	
amount	of	rounds	back	to	5	and	difficulty	level	add	1.	Option	2,	all	these	negative	states	are	
in	high	accuracy,	after	several	N	rounds,	the	state	is	set	to	positive.	Option	3,	the	quantity	of	
rounds	reaches	 to	40	and	 if	he	still	 cannot	get	positive,	 this	game	 is	end.	That	 is,	his	 last	
chance	to	get	to	next	difficulty	level	is	to	answer	that	40	rounds	100%	correct	or	high	accu-
racy	if	last	N	rounds	were	in	high	accuracy	either.				
	
Thus,	in	this	application,	we	see	that:		
D+1:	When	the	state	changes	to	positive,	difficulty	level	increases.	
D-1:	they	remain	the	current	level	with	the	increasing	N	rather	than	providing	difficulty	
level	decreasing	mechanism.		
	
While,	 in	轻松背单词 , there are not significant loading time, loading bar between rounds, or 
difficulty level showing on the title bar. So it is hard to judge the granularity (the exact N) for 
changing the difficulty level. Fortunately, a dynamic game score is displaying on the game bar. 
We tested the domain of this game point is [0,12000] by cheating (Since no time limitation of 
each round, we played by looking up a dictionary). We suppose that each 1000 game points is a 
difficulty level, for example, 0-1000 is difficulty level 1 and 5000-6000 is difficulty level 6. 
When the game point shifts in a 1000 period slightly, we assume that it is shifting in the same 
difficulty level. Still, there is the state of positive and negative. At the beginning, the game point 
of the first round is 2000 or 3000 (level 2 or 3). If a player answers N rounds correct, the state 
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turns to positive, else, before turning to the negative state, he has N chances to make wrong an-
swers. Here, we use N to represent the quantity of chance for turning a state. This N is changing 
after every turning of the state, increase or decrease. Since the quantity of N with respect to turn-
ing positive and negative is a little bit different, we use Np to represent the rounds that need to 
turn to the positive state and Nn to present the negative. The relative early winning streak is 
helpful for achieving to a high difficulty level. The game is arranged as the following rules, a 
player A: 

1) Initially, Nn=1 and Np=2. If A answered the first two round correctly, he gets 3000 points, 
if he answered the first round wrong, he gets 2000 points.  

2) Np is increasing after a negative state. Every time after a player got a negative state, he has 
to answer more rounds to change the state to positive. For example, after A made some 
mistakes, if he can answer the following 3 questions totally correct, he gets positive state 
and D+1. And after that he needs to answer 10 questions to get D+2.  

3) But, Np is resettled to 1 after a two difficulty level winning streak. That is, after answering 
totally correct of all the rounds in difficulty level D+1 and D+2, a player can go to next 
difficulty level by only answering one round correctly.  

4) If now A player in a positive state, it needs to answer 3 rounds wrong continuously to get 
the negative state (D-1). And it needs 10 round wrong continuously to get next negative 
state (D-2).  

5) After two negative states, Nn is settled to 2. That is, after two negative states, the each fol-
lowing negative state only needs to answer two rounds wrong until a player gets a posi-
tive state.  

6) If the answers of a player contain wrong and right, the game point is shifting in this level 
until he gets a negative or positive state. 

Thus,	in	this	application:		
D+1: when a player gets a positive state. 
D -1: when a player gets a negative state.  
 
After studying, we find that both of these two applications have the ability to precisely evaluate 
the player’s English vocabulary level. There are two main differences in the perspective of dy-
namic mechanism,    

1) the decrease of difficulty level D.  In 易记单词, difficulty level D is not able to decrease. 
When a player reaches level D, this D remains no matter how much errors he made in the 
following rounds. 

2) the rounds needed to reach a player’s English level. For example, suppose that the game 
point 10000 of the second application is mapping to the difficulty level 10 of first appli-
cation and the English vocabulary level of a player A is 5, that is, around 5000 game 
point. The best situation, where the assumption is that a player can answered all words 
below his level correctly, (for example, in real, a player is in level D, the possibility of 
answering wrong with level D-2 or lower than D-2 is pretty low. But, he might make 
some mistake in D-1) is representing as the following chart (Figure 73), in which red line 
represents 轻松背单词 and blue one represents 易记单词. In 轻松背单词, a player only 



 

needs 6 rounds to reach his English vocabulary level, while, in 易记单词, he needs at 
least 25 rounds. Even A made some mistakes in level 4, in 易记单词, he needs 5-75 
rounds to get a positive state, but, in 轻松背单词, he needs 3 rounds.  

 

 
Figure 73 Steps need to reach difficulty level 5 

The basic idea of D+1 for both two applications is: if a player could answer N rounds of current 
level in a very high accuracy, his English vocabulary size level is supposed to be higher than this 
level in a very high probability. The basic idea of D-1 is: if a player makes mistakes continuous-
ly, his English vocabulary skill is supposed to have not achieved current level yet.  

 
易记单词  轻松背单词  

Each D+1 operation needs more 
rounds answered, the accuracy of 
positioning level is higher. Since 
more correct rounds are needed 

to up the level, decreasing a level 
is supposed to be unnecessary.  

Players are playing more on posi-
tioning their approximate level. 

It needs fewer rounds to increase the difficulty level, a player can 
achieve his level faster, but it is taking the higher risk of lower posi-
tioning accuracy. A word in higher difficulty level could represent it 
is harder, but that is not in 100% percentage. Besides, a player may 
know some words beyond his difficulty level. While, in the winning 
streak, the operation of only 1 round correct upping the level is dan-
gerous. Since the increasing level is in low accuracy, the decrease 

level is inevitable when a player is making errors continuously. 
The positioning process is shorter; in this case, players are playing 

more near his difficulty level. 
Table 19 Difference between two content providing methods 

In Table 19, we discussed the pros and cons of two methods. In our aspect of view, for long-term 
games, the difference is not much, since after the first time positioning, next time the system will 
record this player’s English level. But for a short-term game, the first method can collect more 
reliable answers. As we discussed, if a player is in level D, his answer below D-2 should be in 
high accuracy. So, based on the reason the higher accuracy rounds player answers, the better re-
sult quality we get. The first method will be benefit us more. In this situation, we choose the idea 
of the first application as our solution.  
 

6.3.1.2 Content Providing Method Design 

As we studied, to implement dynamic difficulty level function, we need to make sure the deter-
mination condition of swapping positive and negative states and the quantity of rounds N. As-
suming the average time for finishing a round is around 10 second. In this case, the average 
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rounds finished in 5 minutes are 30. We do not expect that a player cannot position his current 
level even after 30 rounds. In our case, since we have 7 levels, we have to make sure, at least, a 
professional player should have a chance to achieve level 7 and play some rounds before time 
ending. When N=3, we need at least 21 rounds to get level 7, and there left 9 rounds of level 7 to 
play. So we use N=3 as the basic rounds for upping level.  
 
For the determination condition of D+1, we simply use an accuracy a as the threshold value, ra-
ther than the complicated algorithms of increasing N. If a player can get this accuracy for a level, 
we think his level is upon it. It is noteworthy that skipping action in the game points part is not 
taking punishment, but it is treated as a wrong answer at here. The accuracy is calculated by the 
following formula.  

𝒂 =
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡
All  

The ideal accuracy for increasing level should be around 100% percentage. But, on one hand, we 
have two unsatisfiable points which makes 100% is impossible, the first one is the accuracy of 
English-Chinese UKC. The accuracy of UKC is around 90%, it happens that even a player an-
swered all correct but he cannot up level. Second, even for difficulty level of a word is an ap-
proximate thing evaluated by the word frequency, which has distinctions between corpuses. Our 
case is of word senses, which is more complicated and vague to classify the difficulty. On the 
other hand, each level contains 2500-4000 senses, the requirement of around 100% accuracy is 
too high to achieve. Thus, we follow two rules to decide the threshold of accuracy a. 
 

1) Make sure game enter into N+1 rounds when a player made one or more than one mistake. 
Since we use 3 as the basic rounds, a player answered all 3 rounds correct in level D, his 
accuracy in level D is 100%, D+1. But if he made a mistake, his accuracy is 66%. While, 
we think 66% is not enough to judge his level is upon current level. So this accuracy a 
should be higher than 66% to ensure we can provide him more questions to evaluate his 
level.  

2) An appropriate number of rounds to achieve this accuracy after making an error in the first 
3 rounds. The following Table 20 is a simple table of accuracy by making 1-3 errors, 
which is used to find out the possible number of rounds to up a level. It is without 
thinking where the error makes. The error, in real, could be made between any two 
rounds. For example, a play made two errors in first 6 questions his accuracy is 4/6=66%, 
if he makes one more, his accuracy is 4/7=57%. In this table, the first row is the accuracy 
with making 1 error, the second is 2 and the third is 3. We think accuracy of 70%-80% is 
the good choice. At first, accuracy increasing slower after 70%. Second, the difficulty of 
level 70% is not that hard to achieve even there are some errors.  

 
One error 2/3 

66% 
3/4 
75% 

4/5 
80% 

          

Two errors 1/3 
33% 

2/4 
50% 

3/5 
60% 

4/6 
66% 

5/7 
71% 

6/8 
75% 

7/9 
77% 

8/10 
80% 

     

Three errors 0/3 
0% 

1/4 
25% 

2/5 
40% 

3/6 
50% 

4/7 
57% 

5/8 
63% 

6/9 
66% 

7/10 
70% 

8/11 
73% 

9/12 
75% 

10/13 
77% 

11/14 
79% 

12/15 
80% 

Table 20 Simulation of making 1-3 errors for upgrading a difficulty level  



 

So, we take 75% as our condition. When a player who made one mistake in the initial 3 rounds, 
need to answer two more rounds to up a difficulty level.  
 
And our determination condition for swapping D is: 
D+1:  Accuracy > 75% 
D remain:  Accuracy =< 75% 
 
For example, when a player made one mistake, the system will provide him an additional round 
with current level D. If he could answer the following two rounds correctly, he gets a positive 
state. Depending on the number of mistakes make, the following needed rounds are 5, 9, 13 and 
so on.  
 

6.3.2 Game result and Leader board Computing 
Since our game has several game modes, and the different game mode changes the challenge 
point of the game, selecting different mode will cause the different game result and leaderboard. 
So, we discuss the game result and leaderboard for each model. Besides, the game result reflects 
the player actions of a game. An appropriate game result will be helpful to reduce the probability 
of bad actions from players. At this point, we need to analyse the possible actions from the play-
ers at first. After that, we discuss the appropriate game result and leaderboard for each model. 
 
Since our target player is Chinese, the understanding of the English synset (the title of a question) 
is the key problem of a question, in which the candidate options are assumed to be 100% under-
standable for a player. For an English synset, the understand state of a player is from 0 to 100%, 
in which 0% is “don’t know” and 100% is “sure”. We suppose that a player has four possible 
knowing states. From sure of a synset to ‘don't know’ of a question. 
 

	
• Sure: a player knows current English synset perfectly, even no need to read a question 

clearly. Could be a question that he just played in previous games or a very easy ques-
tion. For example, English synsets ‘school’, ‘time’, and ‘car’. 

• Familiar: a player knows this synset, but needs to read/think a little bit before select-
ing.  

• Not familiar: a player saw this synset before, but he cannot recognize its meaning 
even after thinking. He should select ‘don't know’ options instead of guessing. 

• Don’t know a player does not know this question, never saw it before. He should se-
lect ‘don't know’ option. 

 
As we discussed above, the ideal situation we expected is that a player only answers the ques-
tions that he is sure and familiar. When a question for a player is on the state of ‘Not familiar’ or 
‘Don’t know’, the possible bad action for him should be cheating, guessing or even unreasonable 

Don't	konw	Not	familiar	Familiar	Sure	
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input. Basically, there are four possible actions when a player in the state of Not familiar and 
don't know. 
 
1, unreasonable or we say unintentional input. That is, a player answers a question without 
thinking or intention, instead, he just randomly select an answer.   
2, Cheating a player uses additional tools during the game. His answer is more valuable. 
3, Guessing a player answer the question by guessing. This answer is in low valuable. 
4, Honest a player answers the questions honestly, that is, select ‘Don’t know’ option. 
 
In these four actions, honest answer is the required action; the other three actions are all bad ac-
tions that we want to filter out. Unreasonable answer is easy to remove since the correctness of 
unreasonable input for a session should be very low. So, at this part we should keep in mind how 
to reduce the possibility of guessing and cheating. Before that, we analyse the challenge point for 
the game mode. 
 

Mode Challenge  Bad action 

Play with 
domains 

The quantity of concepts knew in a domain 
 

Cheating 
Guessing 

Play with 
difficulty 
levels 

The quantity of concepts knew in a difficulty 
level 

 

Cheating 
Guessing 

Dynamic 
difficulty 
level 

The quantity of concepts knew totally 
Cheating 
Guessing 

Table 21 Challenges of game modes 

There is no time limitation, for a round, a player can play a round as long as he wants. In this 
case cheating exists. To design an appropriate game result and leaderboard, the rule we need to 
follow is fairness in the player perspective and preventing bad action in our perspective. Since 
cheating is benefiting us, we discuss it in the fairness part. In the following discussion, we at first 
think how to prevent guessing and then consider how to keep fairness.  

6.3.2.1 Game Score 

To prevent guessing, we encourage players to do more honest actions. We should keep in mind 
that a player would like to choose the low cost action instead of the higher one. That is, we need 
to design our game result as by comparing to ‘Don't know’, whereas guessing is more harm than 
good. On one point, we have to reduce the cost of choosing ‘don't know’ action. The punishment 
of skipping ‘not familiar’ and ‘don’t know’ states by selecting ‘don't know’ option will decrease 
the possibility of it, in the other words, it increases guessing actions. So, it is a benefit that the 
game result is to encourage or no punishment when player select ‘don't know’ option. Since 
skipping is negative, obviously, the design of no punishment of a negative action is better than 
encouraging. But even choosing ‘don't know’ has no punishment, we still can not make sure it is 
the lower cost action by comparing to guessing in the situation of time unlimited. Answering a 
round correctly is a positive action, which can get some game points, either by guessing or an-
swer honestly. Thus, for a wrong answer, we use minus game points to increase the risk of 
guessing, which is helpful to augment the guessing cost.  



 

 
The general game score format: 
 

Game points =  1+ 𝑖 correctanswer! −wronganswer!!
!!! ×100 

 
In which i is the difficulty level. Correctansweri is the correct answer of the difficulty level i. And 
wrongansweri is the wrong answer of the difficulty level i. The parameter 100 means each cor-
rect answer has 100 basic points. And we set that if game points < 0, we use 0 as the result. 
 
While in game of domains, we still take difficulty level into consideration. That because we only 
create one leaderboard for domain game, and the difficulty between domains is different. In a 
dynamic game, supposed that a player finished 30 rounds in 5mins, in which 5 rounds are 
skipped. In the remaining 25 rounds, 20 rounds are correct and 5 rounds are wrong. His state for 
each difficulty level is Correct [5,5,5,4,1,0,0], Wrong [0,0,0,1,4,0,0]. In this case, his final game 
point is 1480.  
 
Suppose a player reaches level 6, depending on the content providing mechanism, means that in 
last 6 levels his accuracy is higher than 80%. We suppose he is in the best situation, which is the 
last 6 level were in 100% accuracy.  In this case, an approximate game points for each level is in 
Table 22. 
 
  level 0 level 1 level 2 level 3 level 4 level 5 level 6 
Basic points for each 
level 

0 500 1500 3000 5000 7500 10500 

Each round points 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 
Table 22 Basic points for each level in dynamic difficulty level game 

Our ideal model for game point is for a senior player should get more points than a junior player 
in the situation that both of them are answered honestly. So we use 100 as the difference for the 
smoothed point between two adjacent difficulty levels in order to avoid the situation like in the 
following. 
 

A player intended on keeping in a low level and answered very fast. For example, the pa-
rameter was initially conceived to  1+ !

!"
, a player can try to stay in level 0 by skipping 

some rounds on purpose. In the best situation, a player who in level 5 and answered 30 
rounds totally in 5 minutes. His game point is 3800. While, if he stays in level 0 by skipping 
some rounds without wasting time on reading, he has a chance to answer more than 40 
rounds, since level 0 is very easy. In this case, he can get 4000 points. That does not consti-
tute an expected situation. But for the parameter of (1+i), in the same situation with the last 
example, a player who in level 5 gets 11000 point. He needs to answer more than 110 
rounds in level 0 to get the same point, which is impossible.  
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6.3.2.2 Leader Board 

We provide one leader board for each game mode for all languages. And in game menu, we 
provide an additional leader board access for each leaderboard as in Figure 74. Figure 75 shows 
each leader board respectively.  

 
Figure 74 Leader board access 

	 	 	
Figure 75 Three leader boards 

6.3.2.3 Game Result 

In addition to leaderboard of current playing game mode, we also provide accuracy, game score, 
recommendation and answered questions details as showed in Figure 76 and Figure 77. Recom-
mendation information slightly changes based on each mode. In answered questions details, we 
provide correct tab, wrong tab and skip tab, which displays corrected questions, wrong questions 
and skipped questions respectively, including English synsets, English gloss and Examples.  



 

	
Figure	76	Game	result	

	

	
Figure	77	Details	of	answered	questions	

	
 

6.4 Game Feedback Analysing Design 
Our primary goal is to figure out the translation errors in UKC (English - Chinese pattern as the 
case study) and at the same time evolving our difficulty level system.  The Concept challenge 
game is designed as implicit contribution, that is, feedback data are totally depending on the 
normal game playing rather than asking a player to submit some explicit feedbacks. As some 
games are asking people to report errors. When players are playing the game, the playing data is 
generated and collected, and these game feedback data will be used to analyse the translation er-
rors in UKC. The basic idea of utilizing the game feedback is based on the assumption that the 
majority answers are the correct answer.   
 
In this section, we use what, when and how to introduce the game feedback design. In section 
6.4.1, we will introduce what feedback will be collected and when we collect it. In the following 
section 6.4.2, we will discuss how to utilize the collected data.  
 

6.4.1 Data Collecting 
The game requests a player answer questions honestly, that is, the player has to select the “Don’t 
know” option when he is not with a strong confidence for a question. So, in the ideal situation, 
the answer we got should be only the confidence one, and the correctness of each game should 
be 100% when getting rid of the unknown rounds. In this situation, each played answer is wrath-
ful for us. For example, in Test your vocab47, the test result computed by the assumption that a 
user is 100% honest in terms of knowing at least one definition of answered words. But there is a 
distance between ideality and reality. When we inspect our game results as showed in Figure 78, 
100% correctness is bare to see. In this example, 100% only happened only once.  
 

                                                
47Test	your	vocab	website:	http://testyourvocab	
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Figure 78 Part of game results 

 
The quality of the collected feedback is influencing the quality of our goal directly. The low 
quality of the collected feedback will cause our result in low accuracy either. As we mentioned 
in the design rules, we need to filter the collected data to enhance the overall quality. Basically, 
if we analyze the data quality in the player action point of view, since the different motivations, 
there are four possible actions, which are unreasonable, cheating, guessing and honest answer, 
when a player plays a round of a game. It reflects a state of being that how a player answers a 
question. In the other words, it shows that how much we can trust a feedback.  
 
If we can distinguish unreasonable and guessing actions, we could improve our data quality. In 
order to monitor the feedback quality, our feedback model is designed as player-games-answers 
as in Figure 79.  
 



 

 
Figure 79Feedback model 

The feedback model has three basic entities, Player, Game and Answer. For each player, he/she 
can play a lot of games, and each game has from 10 to 30 answers. The advantage is that we can 
easily control the feedback quality. For example, if a game is in low correctness, or a player is 
always in low correctness, or even a player always finishes a game too fast, we can assume that 
he is always with guessing actions and his feedbacks is worthless. After some tests, we found 
that the game accuracy of unreasonable action is always lower than 20%. We discuss each entity 
respectively in the following. For each entity, we need to consider when to create it temporarily 
(create in memory) and persist permanently (save in server), and also what to be collected for 
each of them. Firstly, let us discuss when we create and save them. 
 
Player: the information of a player is gathered when a player first time opens the Word Chal-
lenge Game.  If the first time opening action is detected, the system will simply ask a player 
to input a nickname instead of a complicated registration process. We use the Android secure ID 
as the unique identifier and simplified login to distinguish the players.   
 
Game: a game entity is created when a game is starting, but it only be persisted when the game 
is completely finished. In this case, a game will not be recorded if the player quit in the middle of 
a game. The quit action here is indicating “click Back button twice”.  The game will show up a 
message “click again to quit the current game” when the back button has clicked once. So, the 
disruption by the phone call or game crash will not lose the current game process, a player can 
play this game continually later on. And after finishing all rounds, this game will be saved. The 
game records are persisted on both server and android phone side in order to implement the 
game function ‘Check Game History’ conveniently and decrease the server load. 
 
Answer: an answer entity is created when a round is starting and temporarily saved in Game en-
tity. It will be persisted with Game entity together.   
 
Secondly, let us discuss what we collected for each entity. In Table 23, we list all the crucial con-
tent that need to be collected in the feedback. After that we will explain each of them respective-
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ly.  
 

Entity Content 
Player Player nickname, Android secure ID 
Game Game type, Option type, Player ID, Correctness 

Answer Selected option ID, Answer status, Question ID, Game ID, Time Cost 
Table 23 Collected game content 

For a player, we collect: 
• Player nickname: a name used to show on greetings and leaderboard. And it is a non-strict 

human readable identifier in the server.  
• Android secure ID: a strict identifier for each user. It has the advantages that easy to use, 

no duplicate, a player could avoid a complicate register procedure. But it is also taking the 
risk that this Id is changed if a smart phone is reset to the factory setting.   

 
A game is used to encapsulate a group of answers.  It contains the common information of these 
answers as following: 
• Game type: used to record which game type is played. We have three game types, which 

are play dynamically, play with domains and play with difficulty levels. 
• Option type ID: in order to record the selected option type. The option type can be 

swapped in game menu, including four types, related options, semi-related options, domain- 
related options and random options. 

• Player: to record the person who played this game.  
• Correctness: is the correctness of the entire game.   
 
While, for an answer, although we have 3 game modes, for all kind of modes only one kind of 
feedback is collected during the game, As showed in Figure 80, each round has seven options. 
A,B,C,D,E (all wrong) and “Don’t know” and “Sure” ,in which “Don’t know” as a single button 
in contrast to ’Sure’. 
• Answer status: The answer statuses are in three conditions, correct, wrong and skip. Cor-

rect means the player answer is the same with our supposed answer. Wrong is opposite with 
correct. Skip indicates a player skip this round by clicking “Don’t know” button.   

• Time cost: the time used for this round.   



 

 
Figure 80 Screenshot of a game round 

• Selected option: we assigned a unique ID for each option in the server part.  To understand 
a player selection clearly, we record the selected option ID directly instead of the label of 
each option (like A, B, C, D or E).  

• Question id: to record which question has been played.   
• Game id: to record which game it belongs.  

6.4.2 Finding An Error 
After we collected some feedbacks, we need to think about how we utilize it to find an error. Our 
assumption is that, for a round, the majority answer is the correct answer. We use assumed an-
swer to indicate the right answer from KB, real answer to indicate the answer that it should be 
and player answer means the answer from players. For example, for a round, there are 10 an-
swers.  If most of player answers are the same with an assumed answer, we think that assumed 
answer is the real answer. At first, before talking about the majority, let us discuss the situation 
of collected feedback for a single round. For an answer, it has the two possibilities, positive and 
negative. While, not all inputs are useful to find an error.  
 
◦ Situation 1: positive 
▪ A player chose the assumed answer   
◦ Situation 2: negative  
▪ A player chose the other answer   
▪ A player chose all wrong   
▪ A player chose don’t know (worthless) 

 
The positive situation is that player answer equals to assumed answer. And the negative situa-
tion is the case that player answer is not the assumed answer. It could be divided into three situa-
tions, a player chooses options of ABCD, a player chooses option all wrong and a player choose 
option don't know. For example:  
 

Title: school   
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A: 学校 （school, school institution） 
B: 教育机构 (education institution)   
C: 驾校 (driving school)   
D: 学院 (academy)   
E : No correct answer   
F : Don’t know  

Table 24 An example of a round 
In this example, option A is the assumed answer. Our game is a single selection game; a player 
can select only one option at a round. A player selects the option ‘don't know’ means that he is 
no idea or weak knowing of this question. That is, he is abstained from this round. Thus, the skip 
action is worthless for us in this task. While, if a player selected BCD, means he has some confi-
dence to answer this right (wrong answer will be punished). Since we use similar options in our 
game, it has a small possibility that the option BCD is the real answer. In this example, option D 
is correct in some cases, but not precise enough. In a Chinese – English dictionary, school can be 
translated into ‘学校, 学院’.  And academy can be translated into ‘学院’. In this case, we have to 
collect BCD as the feedback also. A player selects ‘all wrong’ refers to that he has some confi-
dence of this question also. So, for a player, we count when he selects the assumed answer or ‘no 
correct answer’ option. And we also collect option BCD, which are not the assumed answer.  
 
As above, we discussed the situation of a single answer, but before talking about multiple an-
swers, we need to consider a situation that a player answered a question more than once. In word 
challenge game, it has the probability that two games have a small overlap. So, we need to con-
sider, how we deal with the multiple answers from the same player for a question. In Table 25, 
we get 9 answers for question ‘long haul’ (number in brackets is the amount of answers). Since 
‘Don't know’ is worthless here, we have 6 worthiness answers totally. Two of the A selection are 
from a player named Hanyu. A player named wanyi selected A and D in two different games. So, 
the problem is, how we count the amount for the voting system? 
 

Title: long haul 
A: 持久 [3] 
B: 带狗撬在雪上的旅行 [1] 
C: 旅程，旅行，历程 [0]  ‘ 
D: 驾车，搭便车，乘车[2] 
E : No correct answer  [] 
F : Don’t know [3] 

Table 25 A summary of a round 
A lot of reasons can cause a player selected different answers by playing different games. For in-
stance, he selected D at the first time playing. After game he found he made a mistake by check-
ing the game details. So the second time he selected A. But it also could be guessing or unrea-
sonable input. In this case we do not know which answer can be used to indicate his opinion. 
Fortunately, since we have a huge question pool, the probability of overlapping synsets is very 
limited. For example, in difficulty selection game model, each difficulty level has thousands of 



 

synsets. But for a game we just randomly select 10-30 synsets from thousands, it is hard to se-
lected the same synsets. So, we can just discard this situation and treat an answer as a unit in the 
voting system without concerning with the same player.   
 
For multiple answers, it becomes complicated. The ideal situation is that the feedbacks are all in 
situation 1, which means all the feedbacks from the players are the same with the assumed an-
swer; or all in situation 2, means all the feedbacks from the players show that the assumed an-
swer is wrong. However, in reality, the feedback comes from both of them. Table 25 is an exam-
ple of related options. The question is synset ‘long haul’. For a word ‘long haul’ has two related 
synsets: 1) {long haul} means a journey over a long distance. 2) {long run, long haul} means a 
period of time sufficient for factors to work themselves out. In our database, the assumed answer 
is ‘持久’ (in real game, the options are in the random sequence).  In some dictionaries,  the Chi-
nese word ‘持久’ can be used to indicate the second synset. But, it cannot be used to indicate the 
first one. In this case, this record is wrong in our database.  In this example, till now it has 9 an-
swers and 3 of them are skipped. So we have 6 useful answers. In these 6 answers, 3 of them are 
the same with the assumed answer and the rest are not. In this case, we need to consider how to 
judge the result properly.  
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Chapter 7 

7  Evaluation 
The primary goal of our task is to figure out different kinds of errors in UKC via games. To 
achieve that, we developed a game named Concept Challenge game. In this Chapter, we will il-
lustrate our games results in details. The evaluation work can be divided into two parts, where 
the first part is the user experience, and the second part is to see whether it is possible to figure 
out these errors via this game by marking both correct and wrong for each record in UKC. The 
following chapter is organized as, 1) introduce the dataset used to evaluate, 2) user experience, 3) 
game results evaluation. 4) we extended our work to Italian language to check whether the game 
is extendable.  

7.1 Evaluation Data Settings 
The basic idea to find an error is voting by answers, that is, for each record in the game database 
we need to collect a certain number of answers in order to decide whether it is correct or not. But 
there are around 100,000 Chinese records in Chinese LKC, which means it is difficult to find the 
overlaps of answers for each record in a short period if the entire Chinese LKC is used as the 
game question pool. Thus, to evaluate whether people can find different kinds errors, we selected 
3000 questions out of Chinese LKC. According to the reason that game mode ‘Play with do-
mains’ needs domain data, the dataset was selected by selecting a seed randomly and then parse 
3000 possible questions around. Otherwise, the randomly selected dataset may not contain 
enough domain data. After several days of trail, we found that 604 questions were played, thus, 
in order to get more overlaps for each question, we decreased our dataset to these 604 questions 
in the further evaluation. 
 
In Concept Challenge Game, ‘Play with domain’ is ranged from 10-20 rounds depending on a 
player selection. In this case, the minimum dataset for each option set is 20. After decreasing the 
dataset from 3000 to 604, around 10 domains were extracted, in which 5 of them are satisfied the 
minimum 20 requirement. We removed domain ‘Factotum’ since it is used to category these 
Sysnets that cannot find a domain in WordNet Domains. Table 26 shows the calculation of the 
rest four domains for each kind of option set. The difficulty for playing an option set is Related 
option > Semi-related option > Domain-related option > Random option. Since retrieving a re-
lated option set has the most limitations, the sum of the related option set should be the least. The 
difficulty for retrieving the option sets should follow the sequence of random option, domain-
related option, semi-related option and related option, from easy to hard.  And random option 
can be obtained always.   
 

 Related option  Semi-related option  Domain-related option  Random option  
Sport  46 47 50 50 

Sociology  22 28 28 28 
Play    37 43 44 44 
Dance 31 34 34 34 
Sum 136 152 156 156 

Table 26 Chinese domain dataset  



 

Table 27 is distribution for each difficulty level (DL) with respect to each option set. Since the 
chance to generate random option set is 100%, the sum of the random option set is 604, which is 
the total number of data set.  

 Related option 
set 

Semi-related option 
set 

Domain-related option 
set 

Random option 
set 

DL 0 136 143 127 147 
DL 1 74 80 65 83 
DL 2 56 59 52 60 
DL 3 50 51 47 52 
DL 4 34 34 33 35 
DL 5 34 39 40 40 
DL 6 158 185 175 188 
Sum 542 591 539 604 

Table 27 Chinese difficulty level dataset 

The game is further extended to Italian language. The dataset summary of domain and difficulty 
level for Italian is shown in Table 28 and Table 29, respectively.   

 Related option Semi-related option Domain-related option Random option 
Gastronomy 225 195 376 379 

Food 58 82 82 92 
Factotum 120 141 183 183 

Psychological 106 206 213 214 
Sum 509 588 854 868 

Table 28 Italian domain dataset 

 Related option  Semi-related option  Domain-related option  Random option  
DL 0 46 50 70 72 
DL 1 37 47 54 55 
DL 2 34 44 53 54 
DL 3 59 71 80 84 
DL 4 64 78 104 106 
DL 5 60 76 101 104 
DL 6 431 511 737 758 
Sum 731 877 1199 1233 

Table 29 Italian difficulty level dataset 

 

7.2 Collected Data 
To test our game, we invited some players from both Jilin University48 and Trento University49. 
38 players were invited to test our game. Figure 81 is the part of the players view from UKC 
games framework. For each player we collected their Android system id as the identifier. In the-
se 38 players, out of which 26 of them were active participants, in which 16 were Chinese play-
ers and 10 were Italian players. The English level for these Chinese testers are ranged from Col-
lege English Test (CET) 4 to 6 and the majority of them are Master students. While for Italian 

                                                
48	Jilin	university	website:	http://www.jlu.edu.cn/	
49	Trento	university	website:	http://www.unitn.it/en	
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testers, most of them are PhD students, their English skill level is supposed to be higher than 
Chinese testers.  
 
For Chinese language, in duration of 10 days, players spent 672 minutes playing the game in to-
tal. The average mean playtime for each player is 42 minutes. 241 games were played in total, 
out of which 148 games were domain based, 49 were difficulty level and remaining 44 games 
were played with dynamic difficulty level. For Italian language, in duration of 7 days, 150 games 
were played, in which most of them are domain based as well. The active players spent 234 
minutes for playing the game in this week, and the average time for each player is around 24 
minutes.  
 

 
Figure 81 UKC games framework for players 

Figure 82 shows the users’ playing pattern for Chinese games. On average, the honesty level for 
each player ranged from 19 to 88%. Their average accuracy ranged from 19 to 82% and the 
game played for each player ranged from 0 to 47 games. The evaluation results showing the av-
erage honesty level, average accuracy, game played and English competence level can be found 
elsewhere50. Figure 83 is the corresponding users’ playing pattern for Italian language. Whereas 
the average honesty level for each player ranged from 53% to 93%. Accuracy is ranged from 
45% to 92%. And the total of games for each player is ranged from 0 to54. Comparably, the av-
erage accuracy and honesty level of collected Chinese games are 57% and 62%, which Italian 
part is much higher, which are 71% and 80% respectively.  
 
The reason for that is not only because the players’ performance, but also the reason of language 
itself. Chinese language is character based, whereas Italian and English are alphabet based, 
which means that Italian and English are similar sometimes. The similarity of the languages 
gives the chance that answering without understanding the corresponding English question. For 
example, question is ‘aperitif’ in English and answer is ‘aperitivo’ in Italian, and question ‘pub-
lic’ for answer ‘publico’ are very similar. For some cases, English and Italian are even in the 
same appearance, for example ‘vermouth’, which means ‘any of several white wines flavored 
                                                
50 https://goo.gl/GOCoeK  



 

with aromatic herbs; used as aperitifs or in mixed drinks’, are the same for both Italian and Eng-
lish.   

 
Figure 82 Chinese user results 

 
Figure 83 Italian user results 

 
Figure 84 Average honesty level and average accuracy comparison for Chinese players 
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Average honesty level should be higher or equal to the average accuracy. Unless the situation 
that the accuracy is around 100%, the average honesty level is higher than the accuracy means 
that a player answered questions honestly. The difference between honesty level and accuracy 
indicates how likely a player selecting ‘Don't know’ option. In the other words, it shows how 
likely a player guessing a non-familiar or unknown question. When a game’s accuracy is very 
low and its honesty level is the equal to the accuracy, the answer from this game is worthless. 
Figure 84 illustrates the comparison between the average honesty level and average accuracy 
with respect to Chinese players. Blue line is average honesty level and red one is the average ac-
curacy. In this case, honesty level and accuracy are overlapping in most part of it, which means 
that people are more likely to guess instead of clicking ‘Don't know’ honestly.  
 

 
Figure 85 Average honesty level and average accuracy comparison for Italian players 

Figure 85 indicates the same comparison for the Italian players. In this case, we can see that av-
erage honesty level is higher than average accuracy for the most part, which means that people 
would like to select ‘Don't know’ option honestly in most cases.   
 

	
Figure	86	Difficulty	level	distribution	for	Chinese	collected	an-

swers	

	
Figure	87	Difficulty	level	distribution	for	Italian	collected	an-

swers	

Almost 5000 answers were collected during the evaluation, in which 3000 around are Chinese 
answers and 1600 around are Italian. Figure 86 and Figure 87 are difficulty level distributions of 
the collected answers for Chinese and Italian language respectively. From these two figures we 
can see that the most played games for Chinese concentrated in difficulty level 0 but for Italian is 
concentrated in difficulty level 6. This basically fulfills the real situation. Also 80% collected an-
swers came for related option, which means related option is the most selected option type. Our 



 

game is used to evaluate a players English concept vocabulary, the average result of Chinese 
players is English level 2 and for Italian players is 4, satisfying the real situation as well.   

7.3 Game Result Evaluation 
To understand whether the users were finding errors, for the Chinese part, we randomly sampled 
140 questions out of the 604 questions set (23.17%). And we manually validated these 140 ques-
tions as the gold standard by experts.  In these 140 questions, 24 of them are wrong and the rest 
are correct. Several methods could be helpful for selecting the final results. The easiest one is 
treating the feedbacks from the game as a plurality single voting system. Finding the result via 
comparing how many players answered a question as correct or wrong. If all players answered a 
question as wrong, it might either the question is too hard or this question is negative. Two rea-
sons can cause a negative question, the wrong assumed answer and bad corresponding option 
sets. While, skip in a voting system can be treated as an abstention action, we do not take it into 
account. To find the ultimate result in such a voting system, we can simply calculate either rela-
tive majority (plurality) or super majority (called absolute majority and qualified majority as 
well) for correct and wrong. However, there are several possible algorithms that can help us se-
lecting the majority either.  
 

7.3.1 Gold Standard 
In order to assess the validation result from the game, at first, we created a gold standard. 140 out 
of 604 questions were chosen as the gold standard set. A manually validation by three experts 
was proceeded. Fleiss’s kappa was employed to evaluate inter-annotator agreement, resulting in 
k = 0.795, which achieved the substantial agreement and near almost perfect agreement. The 
percentage of fully agreement for each question is around 67%. While, after that, experts dis-
cussed together in order to further get the full agreement for the entire dataset.  

7.3.2 Possible Algorithms to Select The Majority 
In the relative majority method, the winner is the one with the largest number of votes received 
out of the entire group of options. While, in a super majority, the winner is the option with more 
than a threshold (for example 60%) votes out of entire votes. Table 30 is randomly selected from 
the game feedbacks. In this table, gloss means the gloss of a concept. Chinese synset and English 
synset are the related synset that attached to this concept. Question ID indicates the question 
record belongs to. Correct, wrong and skip are the sum of correct answers, wrong answers and 
skipped respectively. For instance, for question ‘58’, we have collected 6 answers already (which 
can be seen as 6 players have answered this question as well), in which 3 players answered 
wrong and 3 of them selected ‘Don't know’ options. Since 3 people abstain from voting, the to-
tally vote number for question 58 is 3 and wrong get the majority of this voting. Here, there are 
still two things we need to take into consideration. A) How many of the total vote number for a 
question is enough. B) The threshold for super majority vote.  
 
Correct	 Wrong	 Skip	 Gloss	 Chinese	Synset	 English	Syn-

set	
Question	

ID	
0	 5 3 any frame in which a bowler fails to make a strike 

or spare 
未能击倒全部⽊木瓶的

⼀一局 

break,open 
frame 

58 

3	 2 1 a sustained effort 不不断的努⼒力力 pull 2151 
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9	 2 0 several exercises intended to be done in series 锻练设定 set,exercise set 2153 

11	 0 0 exercise designed to strengthen the arm muscles 臂⼒力力锻炼 arm exercise 2171 

8	 0 0 exercise designed to strengthen the back muscles 背部肌⾁肉锻炼 back exercise 2175 

9	 0 0 exercise designed to strengthen the leg muscles 腿部锻炼 leg exercise 2176 

Table 30 An example of game feedbacks 

In these two methods, however, we did not consider the possibility of correctness for each an-
swer. Obviously, the contribution for each answer is different. For example, a player who has 
several English spoken experiences and a player who just started to learn English, their contribu-
tion is different. In normal sense, a senior player should be trusted more. But, there is no evi-
dence that a senior player must have a larger weight than a junior player for all rounds. It hap-
pens that a junior player knows the question of a round that a senior player does not know in 
some specific domains or difficulty levels.  By examining this scenario, we need a value that can 
fairly represent a player’s weight. In Concept Challenge Game, each game is a related group of 
rounds and these rounds are always related. For example, a player play domain selection game 
mode, the questions are all from the selected domain, and in difficulty selection, all questions are 
the same difficulty level. Since the relatedness of the questions, we can simply adopt the correct-
ness of a game to indicate how we can trust an answer. The correctness of a game perfectly rep-
resents how much a player knows an area of words. But in some case, for example, a player 
played 10 games, in which 5 of them as correct and 5 of them are selected ‘Don't know’ option 
honestly. In this case, his correctness is 50%, but his answer is trustable indeed. To solve this 
problem we introduced honesty level as in the following. We introduced honesty level as the cor-
rect rounds with respect to the answered rounds without skipped rounds. 
 

Honesty level = !"##$!%
!"#!!"#$$%&

 

 
We propose two methods by considering the trust of each answer. The first one is simply adding 
a filter into the two voting system to find out the high quality answers. For example, all answers’ 
game correctness needs to be higher than 50%. The second one is DS evidential theory.  DS the-
ory is competent to reason with uncertainty. In order to adopt DS theory, we suppose that the 
probability of an answer is equivalent to the correctness of the game and the rest probabilities are 
uniformly distributed. For example, a player selected answer A, and in this game, his correctness 
is 60%. The probability distribution for this question is in the following: 
 

Option	 A	 B	 C	 D	
Probability	 60%	 13%	 13%	 14%	

 
However, two important points are ignored above, which are the total number of answers and the 
number of possible answers. We need a measure to determine whether an answer is significantly 
selected more than the rest. To do this, we can exploit Pearson’s chi-square test, which is the 
most commonly utilized test in chi-squared tests. If we take the distribution of options over the 
set of all choices, we can say that only those questions for which this distribution significantly 
differs from a uniform distribution (p < 0.05) can be considered providing an acceptable answer. 
 



 

To understand how many votes for a question is enough to assess the correctness, we use relative 
majority, which is the simplest method, as the selection method and use 50% game accuracy and 
50% honesty level as the thresholds to select candidate answers. 5, 7 and 9 votes are used as the 
parameter, while, ‘3’ is not considered since fault tolerance is too small. To figure out the best 
parameter, we use precision, where to compute the accuracy of validated results from the game, 
and recall, where to calculate the validating ability. In this case, precision is the proportion of the 
correct validated questions with respect to the total validated questions. And recall is the propor-
tion of the correct validated questions in terms of the entire dataset. The entire dataset is the gold 
standard dataset where the number of voting is higher than 5.  
 

𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 =
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
All validated questions	 𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍𝒍 =

𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
Entire dataset 	

 
 Precision Recall F1 measure 

Relative majority (5) 0.8440 0.8141 0.8288 
Relative majority (7) 0.8727 0.4247 0.5774 
Relative majority (9) 0.8518 0.2035 0.3285 

Table 31 Comparison of voting numbers 

Table 31 is the evaluation result for each casted vote number. The best precision of voting num-
ber is 7, whereas the precision did not keep increasing when voting number increases. Voting 
number 9 decreases the accuracy instead. That is because the bias of the players, for example, 
question is an isolate synset ‘run’ and the assumed answer is ‘短途旅程’, all players are select-
ing ‘No correct answer’ or the rest options instead of selecting the assumed answer. In this case, 
this question will be validated improperly as wrong even though the number of voting is increas-
ing. But, we can see that recall is decreasing significantly from voting number 5 to 7. By consid-
ering F1 measure, finally, we chose voting number 5 as our threshold to decide the correctness of 
a record since it has a outstanding F1 measure vs. the other two thresholds.  
 

 Precision Recall F1 measure 
Relative majority 0.8440 0.8141 0.8288 

Super majority (60%) 0.8823 0.6757 0.7653 
Super majority (75%) 0.8833 0.3698 0.5213 
Super majority (100%) 0.9655 0.2522 0.3999 
Pearson’s chi-square 0.9234 0.4623 0.6160 

DS evidential N N N 
Table 32 Comparison of algorithms 

Table 32 shows the comparison of the algorithms mentioned above. For super majority, we use 
60% (three-fifths vote), 75% (three fourths) and 100% respectively, which are commonly used 
thresholds. After evaluation, since DS evidential theory cannot help us calculating reasonable 
validation results in our setting, its precision and recall are super low. Thus, we put ‘N’ instead 
of a precise number. The best precision of these methods is super majority with 100% as the 
threshold, which means all the cast votes need to fully concentrate on one option. While, since it 
has this very strong restriction, its recall is very low. Person’s chi-square has the similar preci-
sion, and the restriction is relatively loose. For example, in a super majority, ‘correct’ casted 9 
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votes. To make a decision, the number of voting ‘wrong’ needs to be 0. While, for the Person’s 
chi-square, to make a decision, the number of voting ‘wrong’ can be 1 or 2 based on the number 
of ‘correct’ votes. In this scenario, the recall is higher than 100% threshold super majority. Rela-
tive majority, super majority with 60% and 75% threshold have the similar precision, but since 
the last two methods have a relatively strong restriction, their recall is lower. Thus, as the result, 
because relative majority has the best F1 measure, we are going to use it as our algorithms to val-
idate game result.  

7.3.3 Validation Result for Chinese 
We set a threshold of the average honesty level and the average accuracy level as 50% respec-
tively and then further used relative majority referring to the number of votes is higher than the 
rest, which had been proved has the best F1 measure for our game. We use 5 votes as the thresh-
old to decide the correctness where had been provided as the best number. When an assumed an-
swer of a question gets a majority, we consider this Chinese synset of the question as correct and 
vice versa. By implementing this method, we found 28 errors, in which 12 of them were false 
negative.  

Error	Type Definition Example Total 
Wrong	Translation An	unrelated	Chinese	transla-

tion 
job	–	假公济私 8 

Imperfect	mapping The	English	synset	has	this	
meaning,	but	not	the	speci-
fied	one 

snap	–	猛咬 3 

Not	a	word The	Chinese	synset	is	not	a	
Chinese	word 

field	game	–领域比赛 2 

Partially	correct Not	all	Chinese	words	in	the	
synset	are	related 

stage,leg	–阶段，旅程的一

段，舞台 
2 

Typo Wrongly	written	or	mispro-
nounced	characters 

promotion	–晋什 1 

Table 33 Different kinds of errors 

We discovered errors like ‘wrong translation’, ‘imperfect mapping’, ‘not a word’, ‘partially cor-
rect’ and ‘typo’ as showed in Table 33. I) ‘Wrong translation’ indicates when the words used in 
the Chinese synset means something else entirely. For example, word job itself has multiple 
meaning but none of the meaning can be translated to ‘假公济私’ (practical jobbery). II) ‘Imper-
fect mappings’, for example, the word ‘snap’ has the meaning of ‘猛咬’ in some English-
Chinese dictionaries, but here it should be ‘the act of snapping the fingers; movement of a finger 
from the tip to the base of the thumb on the same hand’. The most of false positive synsets we 
found are belonging to imperfect mapping error type. III) ‘Not a word’ is where a synset is 
mapped to a phrase or a short sentence. IV) ‘Partially correct’, for example ‘stage, leg’ is correct-
ly mapped to ‘阶段，旅程的一段’ but ‘ 舞台’ is not related with this meaning. V) We also 
found typo errors. It should be ‘晋升’ instead of ‘晋什’. 
 
English synset Chinese Synset The required meaning 

break （台球）开球 the opening shot that scatters the balls in billiards or pool 
run 短途旅行 a short trip 
run 定期旅行 a regular trip 

job,task,chore 零活 a specific piece of work required to be done as a duty or for a specific fee 
end 边锋 a position on the line of scrimmage 



 

round trip 来回旅程的 a trip to some place and back again 
Table 34 False negative Examples 

We list some representative false negative examples in Table 34.  Generally, we can divide them 
into 2 types based on the restriction degree of the used majority algorithm. Since we use a rela-
tive loose restriction algorithm, some of these false negative can be eliminated by increasing the 
limitation or further voting. This is the drawback of the loose restriction algorithm. For example, 
‘job, task, chore’ vote casts as ‘correct 5 vs. wrong 6’, and ‘round trip’ was ‘correct 3 vs. wrong 
4’. By further voting it might become ‘correct 10 vs. wrong 4’, or eliminate by adopting super 
majority with 60% as the threshold. But some of them cannot be eliminated even tough waiting 
for the further voting or increasing restriction. For example, ‘run’-‘短途旅行’ and ‘run’-‘长途旅

行’ were casted as ‘correct 0 vs. wrong 7’ and ‘correct 2 vs. wrong 9’. They cannot be figure out 
even though waiting or adding more restrictions.  
 
The second type false negative shows that the players faced difficulty while selecting the most 
appropriate option from the polysemous word of rarely used senses. In fact, English WordNet is 
full of such polysemous words. For example, run has 56 senses in WordNet. These senses are too 
fine classified to recognize. Some senses are even hard to find in English dictionaries. As the 
above example ‘run’ as ‘a shot trip’ and ‘a regular trip’, Chinese people rarely use run as ‘a short 
trip’ and ‘a regular trip’ so they thought the answers were incorrect and selected ‘No answer op-
tion’. Actually, these two senses do not exist even in some English- Chinese dictionaries; there 
are many cases like this. In the same situation, some senses for a specific domain are hard to rec-
ognize. For example, if a player plays ‘Play with domain’ game mode and selected ‘Sport’ do-
main to play, he can understand ‘break’ synset in the question is indicating we talk about is ‘the 
opening shot that scatters the balls in billiards or pool’ and ‘end’ as ‘a position on the line of 
scrimmage’. Otherwise, it is hard for him to select correctly unless it is commonly used for Chi-
nese people. It was difficult for the players to recognize the correct sense of the word without a 
gloss for an isolated synset with multiple senses. So, from the player’s perspective, any Chinese 
synset related to that English synset will be the correct option. This kind of error was hard to find.   
 
Similarly, 80 were correct, in which 5 of them were false positive. Since the number of false pos-
itive is relatively small, we list them all in Table 35. Actually, the false positive were made by 
the same reason we mentioned before, it is hard for players to recognize isolate synset with too 
fine classified meanings. As in this table, the relevance between Chinese and English synset is 
strong. For example, ‘death’ to ‘死亡’ is correct in most scenarios. But at here, it is mentioning 
‘the act of killing’.  
 

English synset Chinese synset The required meaning 
death 死亡 the act of killing 
activity 活力，活性 any specific behavior 

match play 比赛计分法 golf scoring by holes won 
long haul 持久 a journey over a long distance 

musical chairs 抢座的游戏 a rearrangement that has no practical effect or significance 
Table 35 False positives 

Notably, when the casted votes for the correct and wrong are equal or similar, it could be a se-
mantic error as well.  As shown in Figure 88, it is a part of semantic structure of synset ‘cross-
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ing’. When we generate a related option, we use a synset’s direct corresponding Chinese parent 
and Chinese children as the options. In this case, Chinese part of ‘crossing’ and ‘traversal, trav-
erse’ is in the same option set. When we check the English-Chinese pairs ‘crossing’-‘横越，交

叉’ and ‘traversal, traverse’- ‘横过，横贯’ with respect to the meaning of ‘travelling across’ and 
‘taking a zigzag path on skis’ respectively, they are correct. But when we put them together, the 
semantic structure should be modified for the Chinese part. 

 
Figure 88 Semantic error example 

 

7.3.4 Validation Result for Italian 
We further extended our work to the Italian language as well to evaluate our game is extendable 
to the other languages. We use the same setting to select possible answers, which are honesty 
level as 50% and accuracy as 50%. The decision vote number is 5 and the algorithm is relative 
majority, still. A gold standard with 60 questions was created in which only one was considered 
as error, which means Italian LKC quality is very high. After evaluation, 57 questions were vali-
dated as correct and 3 as wrong, in which 2 of them are false negative. As shown in Table 36, the 
first one marked with green is the error one, the last two marked with red are false negative. ‘po-
tion’ with respect to the meaning of ‘a medicinal or magical or poisonous beverage’ can be trans-
lated into ‘filtro, pozione’. But ‘beveraggio’ which means ‘beverage’ is a larger scope, should 
not be the part of this synset. These two false negatives because of the same reason discussed 
above, that is, an isolate synset is hard for players to recognize.  
 

Italian synset English synset The required meaning 
beveraggio, filtro, pozione potion a medicinal or magical or poisonous 

beverage 
coppia pair two people considered as a unit 

vendemmia vintage a season's yield of wine from a vine-
yard 

Table 36 Validation result of errors 

 
The result shows that players spend a significant amount of time playing the game in a short time 
span. A major constraint for the players was the type of the phone they were using to play the 
game. Many participants were unable to play as they owned an iPhone, since the system was de-
veloped for Android phones. The implementation of the game indicates that the game players 
with very limited linguistic background can also be involved in finding different kinds of error in 
a multilingual lexico-semantic resource which can be a major help while building a high quality 



 

lexico-semantic resource. The proposed game model can also be extended to support many dif-
ferent languages.  
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Chapter 8 

8 Game Architecture And Implementation  

 
In this chapter we will introduce the architecture and the development of UKC games framework  
entirely, including data integration framework backend, and a game client named Concept Chal-
lenge. In order to guarantee that someone can continue or understand this work conveniently, we 
provide applied technics for each part of it. Moreover, we will briefly introduce another games 
framework named Entitypedia Games Framework that we were working for, which is similar to 
our work. The chapter is structured from a top-down point of view. At first, we introduce the big 
picture of UKC games framework. After that we will introduce each part in details.  
 
Figure 89 is illustrating UKC games framework from a macroscopic point of view. In this 
framework, all questions of UKC games framework are transformed automatically from UKC. 
Currently, UKC contains 109,942 concepts, but not all of them are assigned with all languages. 
For example, 98,000 of them are mapped with Chinese language and 33,000 of them are mapped 
with Italian. In this case, UKC games framework can provide around 98k Chinese questions and 
33k Italian questions at most. To make word games funnier, we append information of domain 
and word frequency to UKC games framework, which were retrieved from two independent Da-
tabases respectively. Besides, we try to retrieve 4 kinds of options for each question in order to 
understand the best kind of option and also try to provide more different possibilities of an op-
tion set. Moreover, to improve the game performance, we also did a quality check before pre-
paring each question. These three points cause time cost for loading each question extending to 
around 1 second. While, 1 second for preparing a question is not acceptable. Imagine a situation 
that a game needs randomly to select 20 Chinese questions, in addition to the time cost for ran-
domly selecting from 98k question pool and time cost of information transfer between server and 
client, it still needs more than 20 seconds to load the requested questions.  To solve this, a cache 
is utilized between UKC games framework and UKC. We preloaded all questions of a language 
and then save them in game database, which explicitly decreases the loading time for games. To 
keep UKC and game database synchronized, we use UKC concept ID, which is a unique ID, as 
the connection. More information of how we integrated data is in Section 8.1. 
 
UKC games framework was developed by Spring51 MVC web framework, which is the one of 
the most popular open source framework for developing enterprise applications, and RESTful 
web service, which is helpful for organizing a very complex application into simple resources. 
We utilized hibernate4 + Spring4 + maven3 as the basic development set up, which has been 
seen as the basic configuration. We discuses this in details is in Section 8.2 
 
A game named Concept Challenge is developed on Android platform. While, it can be seen as an 
interface merely. All calculation works are processing on the server part. We will talk Android 
part in Section 8.3. 
 

                                                
51	https://projects.spring.io/spring-framework/	



 

As the extension and to keep in sync with Entitypedia game framework, which is our pervious 
work, we reuse some APIs of Entitypedia games framework. APIs are used as the medium to in-
teract between UKC games framework and Entitypedia games framework.   

 
Figure 89 UKC Game Framework architecture 

 

8.1 Data Integration 
To provide game-like data and decrease the server loading time significantly, at the beginning, 
we integrate 3 independent databases and save the integrated data in the game database as a 
cache. The basic data were imported from UKC. Domain information was imported from Word-
Net Domains. And word frequency data was extracted from British National Corpus. In the fol-
lowing, we will introduce each of them briefly. 
 

 
Figure 90 Data integration 
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8.1.1 WordNet Domains 
Domains of UKC GF are imported from WordNet domains developed by FBK. More infor-
mation in terms of WordNet domains is introduced in Chapter 4.4. This part code is related to 
project UKC-domains. 

8.1.2 Word Frequency  
We adopted the lemmatised frequency list from this link52, which contains 6318 lemmatised 
words with more than 800 occurrences, to compute the synset frequency. Lemmatised words 
means that all inflected forms had been converted back to its original form. This work was ex-
tracted from British National Corpus (BNC)53 where is a large size (100M word) and large spo-
ken component. The list is arranged as the format of sort-order, frequency, word, word-class. For 
example,  

5 2186369 a det 
2107 4249 abandon v 
5204 1110 abbey n 

8.1.3 Data Structure 
 

 
Figure 91 Question Structure 

In UKC games framework, a question is an English synset in UKC. A question is designed to 
connect with multiple-language option sets. Till now, Chinese and Italian option sets are import-
ed. A new language option set is easy to import by identifying UKC language code, e.g. ‘zh’, in 
UKC game-framework-importer. Cast time is depending on the language size and machine per-
formance. For example, Chinese language has around 95,000 synsets, it costs around 20 hours on 
a 4 GB RAM computer.  
 
Because synsets between different languages are not one to one mapping, some questions are 
connected with only Chinese and some of them are only connected Italian option set. English 
synsets connected with neither Chinese nor Italian option set are not recorded in the game 
framework. That is, a question in games framework has at least one language option set.  
 

                                                
52	http://www.kilgarriff.co.uk/bnc-readme.html	
53	http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk	



 

In a language, each kind of option set has 5 candidate options composed by 1 correct option and 
4 wrong options. A question and its correct answer is a language pair connected to one concept 
in UKC. The other 4 options are randomly selected based on requirements. Each question is sup-
posed to have 4 types of options, which are related options, semi-related options, domain related 
options and random options, arranged from hard to easy. For example, for a synset ‘school, 
schoolhouse’, its related options are random selected from a Chinese synset set, composed by 
Chinese synset corresponding to “building, edifice”, which is the hypernym of synset “school, 
schoolhouse”, “conservatory, conservatoire” and “day school” which are its hyponym, and “sky-
scraper”, “telecom hotel, telco building”, “theater, theatre, house”, etc., which are the siblings.   
 
Sometimes, because the related synsets of a synset are less than 5, cannot provide 5 Chinese 
candidate synsets as options.  They did not provide related option set. For example, leaves of a 
tree structure and with few siblings connected. “Art school” is such a case, it is a leaf of the cur-
rent tree, and only has one sibling “music school”. Because of the same reason, some questions 
are not provided semi-related option set. Basically, a question has a domain-related option set, 
unless the synset of this question has no domain. A question is always connected with a random 
option set.  
 

 
Figure 92 Question Database structure 

Figure 92 is a part of game framework database showing how questions are saved in database. 
The fundamental unit is synset. Both question itself and its mapped correct answer are saving in 
the synset table. Each question is connected with multiple options mapping to synset table also.  

8.1.4 Questions Generation 
We need 3 steps to generate questions and its option sets, as in Figure 93. To prepare our game 
database, we need to parse all concepts in UKC. In general, it is in three steps. At first, since not 
all concepts can be transferred into a game format, we need to figure out all possible concepts by 
some checks. For instance, we need to check whether a UKC ID is empty. And also, we need the 
correct answer from the other languages. Thus, checking whether a concept is connecting with 
the target language is necessary.  
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Figure 93 Main steps of question generation 

 

 
Figure 94 Related option set generation 

After we found all possible concepts, we need to generate 4 types of option set for each of them. 
The procedure of generating a related option set for concept C is showed in Figure 94. For a con-
cept, if we cannot generate its related option set, we marked a negative state for its related option 
set. All target language synsets need to pass a qualifier in order to prevent bad options. For ex-
ample, duplicated options when Chinese as target language. It happens that two similar English 
synsets translated into two identical Chinese synsets where we need to remove. Otherwise, du-
plicated options will be in one option set. Also, some bad formats like symbol abuse, space abuse, 
etc. need to be removed. Since different language resource has different problems, new condi-
tions can be conveniently added by overwriting the qualifier method. The rest kinds of option set 
are generated by the similar method with modifying the selection area of the candidates.  

8.2 Games Framework Development  
UKC games framework was developed by the popular development pattern ‘Maven + Spring + 
Hibernate’ and strictly developed in accordance with Model + View + Controller Spring design 
pattern. Game database is using PostgreSQL 9.5. UKC game framework was deployed on 



 

DreamOne54 server of the University of Trento. UKC game framework backend is an interface 
displaying collected data and required information, including users, collected games and col-
lected answers, etc. It was developed by Node.js and transfer data via APIs from the games 
framework.  
 

 
Figure 95 Swagger 2.0 interface 

All functions of the framework are provided via REST service managing by Swagger 2.0. The 
Framework Web API adheres to the following common conventions: 
• Interactive API documentation is available at link55.  
• Application Root: all URLs start with a common prefix, application root, for the moment: 

http://dreamone.disi.unitn.it:8090/; 
• HTTP Verbs: read only API calls use HTTP GET request, change API calls use HTTP 

POST request; 
• JSON for objects: simple parameters (simple types like date or number) go via request 

prameters, more complex objects (like Player) go via request body encoded in JSON format. 
• URL scheme: API and Web URLs follow the scheme: 

/{object-name}/{verb}?{params} 
For read methods “read” is omitted and usually object ID follows. 

• HTTP response status codes follow the protocol convention. 

Figure 95 is the screenshot for Swagger interface. It is an interactive interface where a user can 
test and read all APIs. Functions are divided into 7 categories. A developer can browse all in-
cluded APIs by unfolding the category as shown in Figure 96. By one more step clicking, the de-
tails of an API, including required model schema, parameter, parameter data type, etc., are dis-
played as shown in Figure 97. In this example, API 
/Question/getRandomOptionsListByDifficult is a GET service, designed to request random 
questions from the framework via difficulty levels. It has 4 parameters,  
 

                                                
54	https://dreamone.disi.unitn.it:8090	
55	http://dreamone.disi.unitn.it:8090/swagger-ui.html	
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• Id means the required difficulty level. 
• Type means required option set type, related option is 0 and random option set is 3. 
• Number means the quantity of required questions. For instance, 10, 20 or 30.  
• Language Type is used to specify the requiring language. Till now, ‘zh’ and ‘it’ are includ-

ed.  
 

A developer can conveniently test this API by click ‘Try it out!’ button. The response is shown 
in Figure 98. The response body is the requested randomly selected questions in Json format. In 
case of error, response headers will notify the error details.  
 

 
Figure 96 unfolded an API category 

 

 
Figure 97Details of an API (1) 

 



 

 
Figure 98 Details of a API(2) 

 
As we mentioned above, we have 7 API categories. In the following, we briefly introduced one 
by one in the following.  
 
• Answer controller is utilized to display collected answers from games. For example, get all 

answers of a player or display all answers.  
• Basic error controller is used to manage errors. 
• Game-controller is used to collect feedbacks from game client. This game indicates a 

played game from a game client, for instance, Word Challenge Game. A game contains 10-
30 rounds. A game client can post a new played game back to the server. Also, it provides 
functions like compute correctness of a player, return all played games of a player, etc.  

• Home view controller is mapping to the main web page. 
• Leader board controller is used to provide APIs associated with game leaderboards.  
• Player controller is providing functions related to game players. 
• Question controller provides the game content. For example, get 10 random rounds for a 

specific domain; get 20 random rounds from a difficulty level, etc.  
 

Notably, even though we use the game database as a cache to reduce time consuming, due to the 
size of game database, randomly selecting from more than 10,000 records is still time consuming. 
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We did an approximate evaluation that the average time cost for selecting a 30 rounds game 
from a 55,000 records randomly is 12000 milliseconds. We think let players wait around 12 
seconds is too long, thus, in the framework we use fake random algorithm instead. In this fake 
random algorithm, we only random 1 question as a seed, then select a number of questions 
around this seed. This method costs around 6000 milliseconds for a 30 rounds game. But a dis-
advantage is that, the randomly selected result belongs to the similar domains in a big probability. 
 

 
Figure 99 UKC Game Framework backend screenshot 

Neither Json files nor database records are convenient for human being to read, we developed a 
UKC GF backend where retrieving data via APIs to make it human readable. As showed in Fig-
ure 99, it has 4 tabs to view the related information.  
 

8.3 Concept Challenge Game 
An Android client named Concept Challenge is developed in order to test our idea. The mininum 
software development kit (SDK) version is 14 and target SDK version is 24. The game has been 
uploaded to Google Play56 with respect to Chinese, English and Italian languages. Players are al-
lowed to download and play it without any payment.  
 

                                                
56	https://play.google.com/store/apps	



 

 
Figure 100 Screenshot from Anroid Play of Concept Challenge Game 

The application was developed via Android Studio, which is a newly released Android integrated 
development environment (IDE). In addition to Android project structure, to provide a more 
readable and reusable programming code, the development is strictly followed View, Core, API 
and Model structure mapping to view, core, api and model package in java code respectively. As 
shown in Figure 101, each component has its own responsibility. The explanation of each com-
ponent is in the following.  

 
Figure 101 Android application structure 

  
API component: All codes in terms of web transfer belong to API layer. This component has 
two assignments: the first one is receive/send data to the game framework. Since Json is used as 
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communication data format for the REST services but Java model is required in the application, 
the second task is parse/prepare the json file, all Json files are parsed into Java models and vice 
versa. There are several options to implement data transfer and Json parser. For data transfer we 
utilized Spring for Android57 project as our solution due to the game framework was developed 
via Spring framework, which has a better compatibility. The other options are Android Http Cli-
ent and Android Asynchronous Http Client, but they are not as convenient as Spring one when 
working with Spring framework. We utilized Gson as our parser in this application, which is a 
mature parser for Android platform. Furthermore, Gson is more accurate, flexible and extensible 
comparing with the other parsers. During parsing, we can modify the target Java model object 
easily.  
 
Model component: Data models are saved in this component. Data model inherits project ukc-
game framework-common. When develop a new game, a developer can add dependence of this 
project via Maven or Gradle and use this model in a parser.  
 
Core component: All computations and functionalities are settled in this component. For exam-
ple, compute game results, prepare game feedback where need to send back to the game frame-
work, etc. Views access this component in order to get content to show on screen.  
 
View component: View component controls all Android activities including human computer 
interaction, logic processing between activities, screen layout and so on. This component has no 
core computation. 
 
 
Figure 102 is the screenshots of Concept Challenge Game. This game has 3 elementary game 
functionalities. Play with a domain, play with a difficulty level and play with dynamic difficulty 
levels. In this figure, we use ‘play with a domain’ as the example. After a player choosing this 
functionality, he has ability to choose with which domain, how many rounds and what kind of 
option type he wants to play.  A favourite pattern can be set as default via game settings (as the 
last screenshot in  
Figure 102).  After finishing all questions, a summary will be provided, including game score, 
correctness and the controlled knowledge in the current domain. For different game functionali-
ties, the game result is different. A list of correct, wrong and skip rounds are provided, associat-
ing with English glosses in order to help player learning the played game. Leader Boards are 
available for all game functionalities. When a player gets a highest score on the leader board, he 
can leave a message to the other players.  
 

                                                
57	http://projects.spring.io/spring-android/	



 

 

Figure 102 Screenshots of Concept Challenge Game  
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Chapter 9 

9  Conclusion 
 
In this work, firstly, we bootstrapped UKC by importing a Chinese linguistic resource named 
Chinese WordNet, which developed by Southeast University, China. Before importing, we did a 
comprehensive investigation of Chinese semantic-linguistic resources to select an appropriate re-
source to import. There are 3 popular Chinese multilingual semantic-linguistic resources, which 
are HowNet, Chinese Concept Dictionary (CCD) and the imported Chinese WordNet (CWN). 
By considering quality, cost and importable, HowNet and CCD are not suitable to import since 
even though HowNet was built manually and has a very high quality, it is a net structure instead 
of WordNet-like and CCD is WordNet-like structure but its coverage is relative low. Further-
more, both of them are commercial produces, expensive to use even by education purpose. By 
consider this scenario, CWN was imported.  
 
Secondly, in order to understand CWN in details, we did a study of CWN including construction 
process and quality.  CWN was built by three automatic algorithms, which are Minimum Dis-
tance (MDA), Intersection (IA) and Words Co-occurrence (WCA), from scratch following the 
English WordNet semantic structure and ultimately a manually validation was made by some 
undergraduate students. Nevertheless, the quality of CWN is still not high enough. Thus, to fur-
ther understand the quality in details, we did a manually evaluation of it. We randomly select 
1000 records and after evaluation, we found that its accuracy is around 80%-90%, which is better 
than a fully automatic creation linguistic resource in general.  
 
Obviously, the quality of a semantic linguistic resource influences its further applications signifi-
cantly, which means the quality of a linguistic resource should be the higher the better. Thus, 
finding errors in a linguistic resource is inevitable. Since most of the errors related to semantic, 
they are hard to find by automatic algorithms. Crowdsourcing is a possible method but because 1) 
a linguistic resource consists of millions of records and the data size keeps increasing; 2) multi-
lingual and structured data requires a relatively high-level educated person to validate, making 
the cost of crowdsourcing is still expensive. 
 
Thus, thirdly, we intented to find a method that can further reduce the cost of finding errors in a 
large-scale multilingual semantic linguistic resource, which is also the main focus of this work. 
Our solution was inspired from an idea named Game with a Purpose (GWAP), proposed by Luis 
von. The basic idea is since many people spent a huge number of hours to play games each year, 
if hiding tasks in a game is possible, players can benefit us when they are playing the game as 
the side effect.  Thus, to test our idea, UKC and Chinese language was adopted as our case study. 
To understand Chinese games better, we did a survey of all eminent Chinese knowledge games. 
We found that the question-answer pair is commonly utilized for most of Chinese knowledge 
games. While, a lot of kinds of errors exist in a linguistic resource, one game may not be enough 
to find all of them. To maximize reusable components, we create a UKC games framework, 
transferring UKC into game-like data and collecting feedback from games, which providing 2 
kinds of questions, 4 kinds of options, and more than 100 domains.  



 

Fourthly, Concept Challenge Game was developed as the first try to evaluate our idea. The game 
derived from a game named Word Challenge Game, which is to measure a player’s vocabulary 
size.  We use this game mode and hide our purpose perfectly by switching an English word to an 
English synset as a question. And, similarly, this game is to evaluate a player’s English concept 
size and at the same time players can learn new concepts. It has 3 game modes, ‘play with do-
mains’, ‘play with difficulty level’ and ‘play dynamically’. In addition, we add leaderboards and 
No.1 player messages as entertainment elements to encourage people to get higher game scores.  
 
Finally, as a result, our evaluation shows that players spend a significant amount of time playing 
the game at a short time span. A major constraint for the players was the type of the phone they 
were using to play the game. Numerous participants were unable to play as they owned an iPh-
one, but the system was developed for Android phones. The implementation of the game indi-
cates that the game players with very limited linguistic background can also be involved in find-
ing different kinds of error in a multilingual lexico-semantic resource which can be a major help 
while building a high quality lexico-semantic resource. We further extended our game to Italian 
language to verify the performance of the game for the other languages. A promising result 
shows that our game has the ability to find errors for the other languages. 
 
As we discussed in the dissertation, basically, there are 3 kinds of errors which are semantic 
structure errors, sense errors and word errors.  Our game has a good performance in finding er-
rors with respect to the last two kinds, which means the semantic structure errors still need to be 
focus on. Furthermore, Concept Challenge Game also has some problems in terms of an isolate 
synset with multiple rare meanings, for example, run has 56 meanings in WordNet, a lot of them 
cannot be found even in some dictionaries. Thus, as the future work, we are going to develop 
more games for UKC games framework by concentrating on these two kinds of errors. 
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Appendix A 
 
A list for all imported domains  
id:1    domain:Chess     :::     number:28  
id:2    domain:Rugby     :::     number:6   
id:3    domain:Jewellery     :::     number:108  
id:4    domain:Fencing     :::     number:8  
id:5    domain:Entomology     :::     number:593  
id:6    domain:Psychology     :::     number:363  
id:7    domain:Badminton     :::     number:8  
id:8    domain:Commerce     :::     number:502  
id:9    domain:Optics     :::     number:161  
id:10    domain:Table Tennis     :::     number:22  
id:11    domain:Furniture     :::     number:389  
id:12    domain:History     :::     number:288  
id:13    domain:Wrestling     :::     number:33  
id:14    domain:Vehicles     :::     number:75  
id:15    domain:Cricket     :::     number:24   
id:16    domain:Telegraphy     :::     number:11  
id:17    domain:Free Time     :::     number:206  
id:18    domain:Sculpture     :::     number:32  
id:19    domain:Psychoanalysis     :::     number:45  
id:20    domain:Surgery     :::     number:32  
id:21    domain:Topography     :::     number:5  
id:22    domain:Psychological Features     :::     number:1109  
id:23    domain:Botany     :::     number:3  
id:24    domain:Book Keeping     :::     number:28  
id:25    domain:Gastronomy     :::     number:2439  
id:26    domain:Racing     :::     number:100  
id:27    domain:Meteorology     :::     number:204  
id:28    domain:Sub     :::     number:1  
id:29    domain:Bowling     :::     number:33  
id:30    domain:Banking     :::     number:98  
id:31    domain:Mountaineering     :::     number:8  
id:32    domain:Plants     :::     number:6221  
id:33    domain:Social Science     :::     number:9  
id:34    domain:Card     :::     number:129  
id:35    domain:Exchange     :::     number:199  
id:36    domain:Baseball     :::     number:145  
id:37    domain:Pharmacy     :::     number:460  
id:38    domain:Sexuality     :::     number:198  
id:39    domain:Mechanics     :::     number:495  
id:40    domain:Transport     :::     number:900  
id:41    domain:Person     :::     number:1841  
id:42    domain:Roman Catholic     :::     number:23  
id:43    domain:Art     :::     number:520  
id:44    domain:Time Period     :::     number:557  
id:45    domain:Biology     :::     number:14911  
id:46    domain:Archaeology     :::     number:49  
id:47    domain:Athletics     :::     number:21  
id:48    domain:Economy     :::     number:851  
id:49    domain:Pure Science     :::     number:46  
id:50    domain:Sociology     :::     number:p  
id:51    domain:Computer Science     :::     number:469  
id:52    domain:Linguistics     :::     number:1234  
id:53    domain:Agriculture     :::     number:275  
id:54    domain:Body Care     :::     number:179  
id:55    domain:Cinema     :::     number:37  
id:56    domain:Food     :::     number:502  
id:57    domain:Military     :::     number:1169  
id:58    domain:Occultism     :::     number:31  
id:59    domain:Administration     :::     number:629  
id:60    domain:Humanities     :::     number:25  
id:61    domain:Cycling     :::     number:8  
id:62    domain:Nautical     :::     number:476  
id:63    domain:Soccer     :::     number:15  
id:64    domain:Fashion     :::     number:899  
id:65    domain:Philately     :::     number:4  
id:66    domain:Religion     :::     number:1069  
id:67    domain:Dentistry     :::     number:23  
id:68    domain:Grammar     :::     number:155  
id:69    domain:Statistics     :::     number:4  
id:70    domain:Physics     :::     number:749  

id:92    domain:Acoustics     :::     number:104  
id:93    domain:Oceanography     :::     number:9  
id:94    domain:Artisanship     :::     number:143  
id:95    domain:Paranormal     :::     number:10  
id:96    domain:Tourism     :::     number:320  
id:97    domain:Industry     :::     number:962  
id:98    domain:Sport     :::     number:568  
id:99    domain:Betting     :::     number:39  
id:100    domain:Archery     :::     number:4  
id:101    domain:Genetics     :::     number:22  
id:102    domain:Physiology     :::     number:416  
id:103    domain:Swimming     :::     number:53  
id:104    domain:Factotum     :::     number:15871  
id:105    domain:Town Planning     :::     number:382  
id:106    domain:Astronautics     :::     number:20  
id:107    domain:Skating     :::     number:18  
id:108    domain:Boxing     :::     number:52  
id:109    domain:Golf     :::     number:92  
id:110    domain:Literature     :::     number:481  
id:111    domain:Volleyball     :::     number:4  
id:112    domain:Architecture     :::     number:125  
id:113    domain:Color     :::     number:214  
id:114    domain:Rowing     :::     number:6  
id:115    domain:Ethnology     :::     number:29  
id:116    domain:Anatomy     :::     number:1759  
id:117    domain:Philology     :::     number:35  
id:118    domain:Radio+Tv     :::     number:94  
id:119    domain:Chemistry     :::     number:2082  
id:120    domain:University     :::     number:134  
id:121    domain:Theatre     :::     number:189  
id:122    domain:Applied Science     :::     number:25  
id:123    domain:Metrology     :::     number:1190  
id:124    domain:Radiology     :::     number:29  
id:125    domain:Environment     :::     number:17  
id:126    domain:Philosophy     :::     number:201  
id:127    domain:Drawing     :::     number:95  
id:128    domain:Railway     :::     number:59  
id:129    domain:Aviation     :::     number:121  
id:130    domain:Zoology     :::     number:1  
id:131    domain:Anthropology     :::     number:249  
id:132    domain:Mathematics     :::     number:527  
id:133    domain:Electrotechnology     :::     number:79  
id:134    domain:Basketball     :::     number:43  
id:135    domain:Fishing     :::     number:60  
id:136    domain:Earth     :::     number:50  
id:137    domain:Money     :::     number:585  
id:138    domain:Engineering     :::     number:40  
id:139    domain:School     :::     number:227  
id:140    domain:Publishing     :::     number:454  
id:141    domain:Electricity     :::     number:221  
id:142    domain:Atomic Physic     :::     number:61  
id:143    domain:Number     :::     number:139  
id:144    domain:Quality     :::     number:93  
id:145    domain:Telephony     :::     number:52  
id:146    domain:Diving     :::     number:14  
id:147    domain:Folklore     :::     number:29  
id:148    domain:Home     :::     number:123  
id:149    domain:Theology     :::     number:38  
id:150    domain:Tennis     :::     number:44  
id:151    domain:Hunting     :::     number:151  
id:152    domain:Hockey     :::     number:22  
id:153    domain:Geology     :::     number:635  
id:154    domain:Health     :::     number:45  
id:155    domain:Buildings     :::     number:1631  
id:156    domain:Astrology     :::     number:13  
id:157    domain:Diplomacy     :::     number:16  
id:158    domain:Skiing     :::     number:24  
id:159    domain:Post     :::     number:52  
id:160    domain:Finance     :::     number:149  
id:161    domain:Telecommunication     :::     number:246  
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id:71    domain:Paleontology     :::     number:3  
id:72    domain:Medicine     :::     number:2167  
id:73    domain:Photography     :::     number:130  
id:74    domain:Geometry     :::     number:166  
id:75    domain:Play     :::     number:417  
id:76    domain:Pedagogy     :::     number:207  
id:77    domain:Graphic Arts     :::     number:55  
id:78    domain:Music     :::     number:822  
id:79    domain:Insurance     :::     number:49  
id:80    domain:Enterprise     :::     number:283  
id:81    domain:Dance     :::     number:121  
id:82    domain:Mythology     :::     number:136  
id:83    domain:Veterinary     :::     number:1  
id:84    domain:Psychiatry     :::     number:104  
id:85    domain:Astronomy     :::     number:223  
id:86    domain:Geography     :::     number:977  
id:87    domain:Law     :::     number:1224  
id:88    domain:Hydraulics     :::     number:76  
id:89    domain:Electronics     :::     number:219  
id:90    domain:Tax     :::     number:79  
id:91    domain:Biochemistry     :::     number:9  
 

	

id:162    domain:Plastic Arts     :::     number:11  
id:163    domain:Ecology     :::     number:1  
id:164    domain:Football     :::     number:67  
id:165    domain:Painting     :::     number:106  
id:166    domain:Heraldry     :::     number:116  
id:167    domain:Animals     :::     number:6737  
id:168    domain:Animal Husbandry     :::     number:55  
id:169    domain:Politics     :::     number:806  
id:170    domain:Numismatics     :::     number:43  
 

	

 


